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FOREWORD

This volume r.eports on the_progress of a three-year longitudinal study
of developing career expectations among high-school age youth. The unusual
design acid conceptualization of the study illustrate TIoe National Center's
continnin5 commitment to innovative rosearch related to occupational
choice.

We wish to thank the COlumbus public schools,for cooperating with the
.Nitional Center tolTatilitate*the datacollection. In particular, thanks
a?e due to Dr. Achard Beck of tlie Columbus Board of Education'whose
continuing suppdi14.5 has been Avaluable. The principals and counselors of
Columbus hi h schools cooperated in important phases of the research, and we
wish t take this opportunity to thank them. Hearty thanks are oEfered also
to studgts and their parents who participated in the study as respondents.
Clearly, ihe project would be impossible wtthout their cooperation.

The authors, Lawrence Hotchkiss 4,-Lisa Chiteji, deserve cred t for
their scholarly work writing this report.. The National Center also xtends
special thanks to reviewer, of the report. Jon Cunnyngham of the De artment
of Economics at Ohio State reviewed the econometric work in Chapter 4.
Jeylan Mortimer, the Department of Sociology at'the Universit)/ of Minnesota,
Kenneth Spenner of the Boystown ctnter for the Study of Youth Development,
and Louise Vetter of The Natilnal,Center provided excellent reviews of
earlier drafts of the report. Ms. Deborah Cantan typed the manuscript with .

skill and patience, and she deserves recognition for that work.
'

*

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Educati'Oh
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This report is part of a three-panel longitudinal study of the process ,
by which youth form career expectations during the high school years. The
contents divide naturally into two major parts. Fart one describes the.
samPle and reports limited statistical analyses drawn4rom the

icross-secblonal data for panel one. The main purpose of this part Os to
evaluatethe degree.to which results from the sample are representative of
personcnot in the sample. Comparisons of statistics.such as pqrcentages,
means, standard deviations, Correlations and path coefficients 6lculated
from the.pescnt sample to census data and previous local samples are
carried okt. It is concluded ttat the sample offers an unusual potential
for testing theoretical models eif the process by which career expectations
are formulated-: Nevertheless, as with all scholarAy research,
generalizations from the sample must be made with caution.

The se;ond part of tte report presents a mathematical analysis of,the
identifiatIon issue in structutc equations. The purpose of this analysis
is to lay-the foundation for the statiseical work to be carried out in
suf(sequent reports:on the study. An important conclusion emerges from the
mathematiczil analysis: Even in thp presence of causal feedback, ordinary
least squ7ATes regression may generate statistic41 estimates with better
properties than the major alternatives such as indi-ect-least'squares,
two-stage least squares, or three-stage least tquares. This onclusien is
important because it contradicts long-held opinions allong user of (structural 6quations, and because it applies to a much bid:Cider au ence than
scholars engageli in study of car.qr decision making. The conclusio should
not be viewed as a license for application of ordinary least squares Without
serious refleCtion on the theoretical implications of such applications. In
fact, the major conclusior, of the analysis is that confidence in results of
any+, statistical method tocstimate parameters of structural equations depend
heavily on the confidence one has in the theory justifying the application.

e
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Overview

This report is the second in a se'quence of four.publications associated
with a three-year ldngitudinal study of the influence of parental
significant others on educational and occupational expectations of high
school youth. The first report (Hotchkiss, 1979a, in press) is a text,
describing the linear differential equation model which undergirds the
theory, conceptualization, and data analysis associated with the study. The
present report'is an interim document serving two purposes: describe the
progress of the study throughlthe first panel of,data collection, and b)
evaluate alternative'etatistical methodologies for application to systems
with causal feedback inich as the system of career-expectation variables in
this stutly. The focus is-Methodological rather than substantive. The third
report will contain analyses of the first two panels of data, and the last
report of the project will assess the forecasting 'accuracy of the
differential equation model by comparing panel three data to forecasts'
generated from the,pooled data of panel one and panel two.

Theoretical Rationale for the Study

Much evidence has accumulated to show that oneYs educational 7ihd
occupational attainments depe"nd, in part, on the status of one's parents an4
on mental abilitr (measurgd (Blau and Duncan, 1967;1Sewell and Shah,
1967; Bendix and Lipset, 1959;. Warner, 1963; Hollingshead, 1959; Rogoff,
1966; Lane, 1975; Kahl, 1957; Hauser, et al., 1975a; gauser, et al., 1975b;
Hauser and Featherman, 1977; and Sewell and Hauser, 1975). In recent years,.
thHe observations have beln expanded; many scholars have focused attention
on study of career-decision variables that intervtr between background -

variables (such as family status or mental ability) and career attainments
(Sewell, Haller and Portes, 1969; Sewell, Haller and Ohlendorf, 1970; Sewell
and Hauser, 1975; Alexander and Eckland, 1975; Alexander, EcKland.and
Criffin,,1975; Porter, 1974; Wilson and Portes, 1975). 'This line of
research operates withinfa framework frequently termed the "Wisconsin model"
of status attainment (Haller and Portes, 1973). Empiride results generated
within the frfmework,of the Wisconsin model indicate'tha. -:cupational and
educational plans of youth are strongly related to occupat..)nal and
educatidnal attainments achieved when the youth become adults. 'Also, the
data suggest that persoA-such as peers and parents (i.e., "significant
\

qr
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others.") exercise a strong influence on the career plans of youth;1

correlattons between youths' career plans And theexpeetations held for.the

"youth by their significant others 4requent1y exceed .65 (Haller and

Woe1fe1,1,9714 Kerckhoff, 1971; Kerckhoff and Huff, 1974; Williamst 1972;

Curry, et al., 1976; and Curry, et al.,.1978).

Problems in Existing Research
e

Past research has performed a valuable service in helping to idebtify

some of the important variables lhat affect career-decision making. An

important discrepancy remains between empiricaluwork and theoretical

conceptions of the career-decision making process, however. In theory,

career-Aecision making is a developmental process in which career plans are

continuously adjustea to,changing inputs over time (Ginzberg, et al., 19514.

Super, 1953; Super, 1957; Blau, et al., 1956; Tiedeman and O'Hara, 196'

Dudley and lAedeman, 1977; and Fieou, Curry and Hotchkiss, 1976). Empirical

work, on,the other hand, is mostly cross-sectioml; hence,the dhta cannot

fully reflect the dynamic natUre of the theory.2 Two specific questions

that have-not been adequately answered in the past can be addressed wit%

approprihte longitudinal data: (1) To what extent does causal feedlAck

operate among career-decision making variables? In the past, most empirical .

work has been carried out under the assumption that no.feedback occurs. (2)

Can career-decision making theory withstand a rigorous empirical test based

on theoretical predictions (forecasts) that are made without benefit of,

hindsight? Both.of these questions require further discussion; the

following paragraphs, therefore, consider each issue'in turn.

Ca gal feedback effects. One of the major shortcomings of

cross-ii fonal analysis is that the direction of cause and effect cannot be

investig. ,ed empirically.3 For example,. Curry and associates (1976) .

1Signiflcunt others are persons who are Important to the individual and
help lefine his/her definition of self and his/her views of the social

and nonsocial environment;

1-Soo Co1emin (1968) on the relationship between cross-sectional regression

coefficients and dynamic "change coefficients." Coleman silows that

under certain assumptions the cross'tectienal regression coefficients

are nn indeterminant ratio Of the change coefficients, given that the

system is in equilibrium, i.e.,'no longer changing.

.Econometricians (e.g., Coldberger, 1964) have developed numerIus

statistical techniques for estimating two-directionalodffects. 'But the

required-assumptions are frequently at least as difficult to justify a

priori AS assumptions needed for estimating,two-directional effects

with ordinary least squares. (See Chapter 4 of this report.) Also,

the equilibrium assumption is required,for'estimating two-directional

effects irrespective of the statistical estimation technique (gout and

Morgan, 1975),



observed a cross-sectional correlation.of .766 between educational plans of
white isles and parents' educational expectstions.(as reported by parents)
for.their sons; this correlation was only slightly reduced when statistical
controls for antecedent variables were applie'd. It is generally assumed la
the literature that parents' expectations affect the plans of their children
,rather than the reverse (e.g., Hauser, 1972; Sewell and Hauser, 1972. Sf,e,
also, many of the previous titatifons). It is likely, however,-that-at least
part of the correlation is due to an effect in the opposite direction. 'Even
if Parents had little influence on their progenys' educational plans, the ,

parents. would likely be informed of those plans and report the information
when asked to indicate educational expectations for their son or daughter on
a survey. This plausible scenario would.certainly generate agreement
betw'een parents' expectattons and cbildrens' Oasis that is rlt due to
influence of the parents on their children.

I.nability to separate cause from effect is of more than purely
theoretical ooncern. It is tempting to base strong policy recommendations
on results such as reported by Curry and associates (1976; 1978); the
relationship i quite strong, and it is assumed that significant-other
variables-4Ifect students' career plans rather than the reverse. If this
assumption is wrong, however, a considerable amount sd money could be wasted
on poorly'informed policy. For example, expenditures intended to involve
parents in school career guidance programs might not have the intende4
effects if the correlation between children's career plans and.parents'
expectations Tor their children is primarily due to parentchild agreement
rather, ghan to influence of the parents.

Prediction. In the most restricted meaning of the term, prediction
'denotes a forecast of an outcome before observing the outcome. 14cli this
definition; except in rare cross-validation studies, regression analysis (or
path analysis) does not involve prediction. The "predicted values" of the
dependem variable cannot be found until the regression coefficients have
been calculatede but it is necessary to know all values of the dependent
variable before the regression coefficients can bc calculated; hence, values
of the dependent variable haye not been forecast prior to observing them.
Even in longitudinalfresearch prediction,is rare, since the liar* set of
observations normally is used in the calculation of the regression (or path)
coefficients. In fact, econometric methods not withstanding, most
statisticM anarysea still rely on ordtnary least squares (01,S). OLS
selects regression weights post facto to minimize the errors of estimation;
hence, it is not surprising that good to modest accuracy is achieved.

None of the,empirical study of the Wisconsin moeel has involved theory
tests basee on predicti ,n as defined by forecasting. Since accurate
prediction is more difficult to achieve than accurate a posteriOri
estimation. as carried out in most regression settings (Ea,linvaud, 1966), the

3
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Wisconsin model has not yet been subjected to the most rigorous tests
avai1able.4

Strategy of the Study

It is, planned to collect data from the same sample of high school
students and their parents at three difcerent points in time, spread across

-the last three years oft high school. While some extant data sets do contain
information collected at more Than one time point during the respondents';.
high school yeats (e.g., Rehberg's data collected in upstate New York
[Rehberg and Romenthal, 1978); the Canadian data set used by Williams
[1972); The Youth in Transition data set collected by Bachman [1970]) the

,Oresent Aotia det will be the first to contain-longitudinal information about
parents' career expectations for their children eollected from the parents.
Since cross-sectional relationships tend to be higher When parents' career
expectations for their children are collected from the parents than when the
information is collected from the children (see, e.g., Curry, et al., 1976),
this is an impbrtant feature of the study.

The data from the third time point-increases the value of the first two
surveys many times; the parameters of the model estimated from the first two
waves of data can be used to project values on all dependent variables for
each respondent to the third time point, prior to gathering data at.the
third time point. Thus, a prediction study in the restricted meaning
involving forecavsts ir envisioned.

Since career-decision making is generally considered to be a continuous
process, a continuous-time mathematical model of the process using
simultaneous differentiarequations will be specified carefully (see
Hdtchkiss [1979a], in Press). This cpecification will provile a rationale,
seldom explicit in the literature, for the statistical.analyses. The
rationale is based on hypotheses about the relationships among the variables
as the system operates between measurement points. Parameters of the

4 In a personal communication to the authors based on a review of.this
document, jon Cunnyngham,noted an interesting distinction between
prediction and forecast. According to this distinction, a forecast
describes a future state without any qualifiers, while a prediction
describes a future state given certain assumptions about the constancy
of exdgenous variables. As such, prediction is a more theoretical
exercise than forecasting. This distinction suggests interesting
issues about the 'nature of the connection between theoretical and
practical science that lie outside the scope a this report. It should
be etphasized, however', that use of the term forecast in the present
report serves the primary purpose of'emphasizing the difference between
post facto "predictions" based On regression estimation and prediction
of future states. In the present context, the term forecast
encompasses both prediction and forecast as deiined by Cunnyngham.

4



continuous-time model can beestimated from a cross-lagged path analysis
(Coleman, 1968; Doreian and Human, 1976; 1177). These parameters can then
be used to forecast values for all dependent variables and all respondents
to any point along a continuous rime scale. The main advan ages of
conceptualizing the process with continous mathematics are a sociated with
the fact that the continuous model can be used to calculate ni:edictions over

-time intervals that do not match the length of the interval uaed to
calculate the-cross-lagged path coefficierts. For example, the length of
the interval between the first and second time points need, not match the
length of the interval betWeen the second and third time points. Also, the
continuous-time parameters permit ready comparison between different samples
for which the data collection points do not necessarily match. For example,
using data collected during the Junior year and again during the Senior
year, one can project means and covariinces backwards to the Freshman year;
these can be comparedIto means and co4Triances ctx- the same variablee,in
other data sets-containing data collected in the Freshman year. Also,
cross-validation studies can be carried out using two measurement points
that are not necessarily spaced the same distance apart as the measurements
used in thd original study.

The constant change coefficients of the differential equation model can
be _referenced to assegs the hypothesis of feedback loops. These parameters
of the differential-equation model are probably preferable to the
cross-lagged,path coefficients,,because the change "coefficients remain fixed
irrespective of the length of the time interval between panels; whereas, the
model predicts that the cross-lagged path coefficients'ilry in a complex way
according to the length of the measurement interval (see Hotchkiss [1979a],
in press or Doreian.and Hummon [1974; 1976]). .

Oblectives of the Study

There are three objectives of the research; these are listed below.

1. To improve understanding of the career-decision making
process among youth byinvestigating possible two-directional
effects among importart veriables.

2. To strengthen the empirical foundatiom of career-decision making,
theory by submitting a specific model to a strong predictive test.

.3. To increase the articulation between theory and technical
procedures by illustrating the use of a dynamic mathematical model
to (a) formulate theory reflecting the viewp?int that careef,
choices are deeloPed over time in a continuous process, and (b)
guide empirical testing.of theory.

These objectives flow naturally from the two questions posed in the
'preceding section. To re'capitulate, these questions are: (1) To what

5



extent dr, casual feedback effeets operate among career-decision making

-'- variables? (2) Can theory of the process Vy which career etpectationer
develop'withstand a rigorous empiric V. test based on theoretical.forecasts,

of career expectatiOn variables? The firse two objectives are expressed as

. direct translations uf these two questions into dbjectfveb. The thir4
objective is an immediate outcome of using a model explicitly incorporating
change over time to represent.dynamic theory. Sup4r has written

Vocational preferences and competesicies...change with time and
experience, making choice and adjustment a continuOss process
(Super, et al.; 19NP: 89).-

In contrast, current gtructural-equatiXon models, f educacional and
occupatienal expectations do not incorporate change over time. Use;'of a.

differential-equatidn model to state and test-theory represents i first step
toward closisg this gap between theory and research. 7

The remainder of the report divides into two major parts. Chapter 2

and Chapter 3 comprise one section; they Aescribe the progress of,the.study
to date. lahapter'2 contains descriptiont of data,collection proc,tdures and

operational definitions 'of all variailles used in empitical analyses"'
presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 3 reports empirical results from panel one
of the study. No contritution to the substantive liSerature is intended.
'Instead, the representativeness of the sample is evaluated. The second par '

is inChapter. 4; it presents a mathematical analysis of the

iden fication issues in structural equayons containing feedback loops.
Althoegh the two parts cOeld be self-contained, substantive theoretical
issues encountred An the cross-sectional path analysis of Chapter 3 serve

to motivate the:mathematical investigation of Chapter 4.

a,

r
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'CHAPTER 2I

METHODOLOGY

This,chaprer is divided into'five.sections. The first section
describes'Ole sampling procedures. Section two desciabes methods of data
collection. Section three deals with data coding. The fourth secOon gives
dperationaL.definitions for all variables used in the ptesent report.

1 Finally, section five touches briefly on statittical thods, 'but the main
discussion 'of th'e statistical methodology app]4ars inshapter 4. !

Sample.

The sample is balanced by race (blacksband whites only) and sex, thus.
))ermitting race-sex specific analyses to be carried out. Approkimately 170
individuals within each race-sex group are included. Table 1 displays the
exact sample size for each of the four subsamples. The population from
which th0 sample is drawn includes fall sophomores in public high.schools in
Columlius, Ohio for the 1978-79 schdbl year. It was decided to begin the
data collection with, sophdmores.to insure that the last wave of the survey
will be carried out while resPhdents are.ln the very.tmp6rtant last year of
high school.

TABLE 1

SAMPLE SIZE BY RACE SEX, PANEL 1

Race

Sex Black White Total

Female 187 177 364 '

Male 172
--r

178 350

TOTAL 359 355 714



While a regional or national samdO would be pregerable to the local
sample, past experience has shown that local samples do provide usable
results. The type of analysis proposed here has been carried out on a Fort.
Wayne, Indlana sample (Kerekhoff, 1970,4 a small Wisconsin city sample
(Haller and' Woelfel, 1971),.a Binghamton, New York sample (Rehberg and
Rosenthal, 1978), and a Co14mbus'Oh10 sample (Curry, et al., 1976) with
results that do not diffe *rkedly frbm reports based on national samples.
While no local sample can used to'ma0 precise generalizations to thn
entire nation, it does appea that a Collmbus sample can be used with
'reasonable confidence to provide an approximation.

An offici461 roster of all sophomores in Columbus public schools was
secured from the ColbuOoard of Education. Namea were drawn from this
list within race and sex 4ateggries.ai random.- As it turned out, the master
list was not current so that an ove,Fsampling of approximately three to one
was necessary in or4ei to secure thi-Itarget number of respondents. This
fact may have biased the.satple somewhat against families who change address
frequently. If so, the unrepresentative nature of the sample should be
partially compensated by relatively low rates of attrition for panel two and
panel three.

- Table 2 presents a percentage breakdown of respondents originally drawn
totbe part of, the siudy. -Percentages are shown according to the reasons for
naparticipation. The first column of percentages are calculated as the
percent of participants plus nonparticipants, and the second column shows
percentages of nonparticipants. By for the largest category of
nonparticipants is comprised of families who could not be contacted by
interviewers. The reasons for failure to contact cannot be determined
deffnitely, but inaccurate telephone numbers is"the most immediate cause.

I'S

Inaccutate numbers could be"due to families moving, changed numbers- or
mistakes in the records: Although refusals contiitut the second 1 rgest
category of nonparticipants, the percentage of t total number of students
selected who refused is not high, twenty percent. Iheligible youth comprise
the next:largest grqup of nonrespondents. Ineligible youth include those
who were not in school at the time of contaet, those who were not first-year
high WChool students, and students with learning disabilities. The residual
category of nonparticipants includes cases for which one or more prospective

, respondents repeatedly failed to keep appointments lor home visits by the
intervigwer, and interviews that were terminated by the interviewer or the

't.espondents. .

Data Collection Procedures

Interviewers.were hired to hand Carry self-administered questionnaires
to respondents' homes.5 Interviewers made telephone contacts with the

more thorough description of, data collection and coding procedures 0
contained in Appendix

[,
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TABLE 2

DISPOSITION OF STUDENTS DRAWN FROM THE SAMPLE FRAME
TO BE PART .OF THE STUDY

Disposition

No contact made wits
family

Family refused

Student not eligible
F.

Percentage_of Total Percentage of Nonparticipants

33.9%

19.8

9.6

51.1%

29.9

14.6

Ohher nonparticipant 2.9 4.4

Famil'y participated' 33.8

Total 100.0 100.0

.1

(N..2115) (N..14.01)

mother or female guardian, in most cases, to gain verbal agreement to
participate in the study and set an appointment when all respondents would'
be available"together in the home. The interviewer then called on the
lamily at the appointed time with questionnaires for each respondent member
of the family--normally the sophomore youth, his/her mother and father. No
youth participated unless.at least one parent also participated.

Intervieuiers remained in the.home until all respondents completed their
questionnaires. During the home visit, interviewers were responsible for 1)
clarifying instructions on the questionnaires, 2) requesting signatures on a
respondent consent form and a pay form, 3) checking questionnaires for
completeness after respondents were finished, and 4) editing completed
questionnaires f9r usable occupational !nformation. Each respondent family
was paid ten dollars in return for participation; it was for this reason
that pay forms had-to be signed in respondent homes. Upon completion of the
home visit, interviewers returned all materials to the field-site
headquarters.

The management of the field operation was done' jointly by project staff
and a local sumiey firm, Appropriate Solutions, Incorporated (ASI).
Inteiviewers Were recruited fram.the interviewer roster of ASI awl through
an open publicity campaign.. Interviewers with no experience(were given one
four-hout training session, and all interviewers were given a four-hour
briefing session informing them of the procedure's specific-to the study.

e-aap.
9.



In addition to the home visit, A scholastic aptitude test was
administered to each student in his/hexhigh school (see below).

Arrangements for this administration were made through the local school

board, but the administration was carried out by project staff.

Data Coding and Qu'ality Checke

Nine college studentshWere hired to code questionnaire responses into

numeric scores (see footnote 5). The nuMeric scores were transferTed to a .

specially designed eoding form in prephratien for keypunching. Meat of the

coding was fairly routine and needs little explanation here. A ten-percent

quality check by perManent'staff supervisors was conducta routinely._ One

member Of the project staff,Ussumed primary responsibility for coder

supervision and management'. Coders worked under,eontinual aupe'rvision!of_

the coding supervisor. \.

Nwo aspects of coding require some explanat.ion. The data set contains

subjective probabilities for.a list of 93 occ
t

'pation categories, 12 income

ranges, nfne schooling levels, and seyeral cae_giA.ies of vocationfil
training, as described in the section on definitions of variables. .'

4
,,,

Respondents placed checkmarks on continuous lines to indicate their

'V jidgments about,the chance of entering each occupation, completing capeh

Nk s hooling level, etc. These checks were meafiuted .en a one-hundred paint

ale with a specially constructed.ruler, to permit empirical analysis of

the maximUM degree of precision obIainable from respondents.
,V

Occupational coding is the second important type of operation'tequiring

special explanation. Several questions in the'sUrveys requested respondents

to name an occupatiQn and list the duties. For example, parents were asked

to name their current occupations, and youth were asked for ocenpation4

aspirations and expectations. All the9 tisponses were coded into 1070'

threv-digit Census codes. After some trial and error, census procedurea fon
occupatioual coding were adopted, and thred c'oders Were selected on merlt to \.

specialie in occupational coding. The occupational ending was monitored

carefully during the early stages to assure agreement between the cOding

superviSor, project director and coders. Standard-ten-percent quality 1

cheai were maintained throughout, and, an error ratel4f,iess than one
k

percent Or variable was found.6 ),

Aftei coding was eompleted and the data w4Te key unched, a neWtgyoup of .

student coders was hired to assist in checking accura computer program

was. written to check each variable on each case f r numeri 1 values beyond

the valid range of the variables. The student workers corrected values

found to be out of range by the computer,program. Also, all variables were

checked for coding accuracy on six,pereent.of the sample. /

6These error rates were calculated dividing the total number of errors

found by the total number of variables 'checked.

10
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The error rate was found to be About one percent per variable Asee footnote

Defi ions of Variables

A total of 23 variables is used in this report. All variables except
.measured mental ability wer.g peaeured by questionnaires administered as
described earlier. The questionnaires are contained im Appendix A. This
section describes each of the f3 variabtes, referencing the qUestionnaire
item(s) used to-ccinstruct each variable.

A mnemonic abbrevtlaion is associated with most of the variables. To

provide a quick reference, the mnemonic for.each variable 1s listed below,
accompanied by a brief definition. 'More complete.definitions and
presentation of operational procedures aie 'given in later paragraphs. The
23 variables used in this report are:

parennal socioecoAmic status

2. MA-- measured mental ability

pi 3. AP-- academia Rerformance of the youth

4. PSOE-- perceived significant-other variable for education

S. EEP7- educational expectation of parents for their child,-measured
by closed-ended multiple-response item

6. OEP-- occupational expectation of parents for their child, .

measured by the Occupational Aspiration Scale

7. EE-- educational-expectation.of youth, measured by closed-ended,
multiple-response item

8. OE-- occupational expectation of outh, measured by open-ended
occupation question

9. EEPsp- eduelhtional expectation of parents for their child, measured
by,subjective probability

10. CErsp- occupational expectation of parents for their child,
measured by subjective probability

11. EEsp-- educational expectation of youth, measured by subjective
probability

12. OEsp-- occupational expectation of youth, measured by subjective
probability



13. 0Eoas- occupetionP1 expectation of yo4th, measured by the bAS

14. MHSed- mother's high school gr:aduation

15: FHSed- father's high school graduation

lb. FT-- family type (i\tact-broken)

17. AGEhh- age of the head of the household

18. RACE-- race of the-student

19. SEX," sex of the'student

tt.
20. Ke--'1, father'h occupational status %

21. FE-- 'father's education

22. ME" mother's education

23. FI-- family income

The remaining paragraphs of this section contain full definitiofis and
description df operation 1 procedures used to generate numerical values for.
each of the above variables. In these definitions, the term data-present
average is used. Data-present saverage means to calculate the arithmetic

- mean of all values not coded'as missing data.

SES stands for socioeconomic status of the youth's parents. It was

calculated as a data-present average of the standard scores for father's
occupational status (F0), mother's education (ME), and father's educat.iien

(FE). (See variables 20, 21, and 22). Standard scores rather than raw
scores were used to adjUst for differences of metric between education and

olcupation. The primary data source for determining father's occupatim,
m-rher's education, and father's education is the mother!s or father's

report. 'When parent's report was missing, the youth's report on the parent

was suhstituted. The occupational question for the father is form 6,

question 11. The educational question of the mother and father is form 4

and 6, respectively, question 5. The youth's report of father's occupation

was taken from form 2, 'question 7. The youth's report of mother's and
father's education was recorde&in form 2, question 4. All open-ended
occupational data were coded to three-digit 1970 census codes and then
translated into Duncan SEI codes by reference to Appendix S in Hauser and
Featherman (1977).

MA denotes measured mental ability. It was measured by the Thurstone/
Test of Mental Alertness in a special administration in each student's .high

school. The Thurstone Test generates three scores, a verbal, quantitative,
and, total score (ScieptAlic Research Associates, 1978; Buroa, 1972); ,The
total score was used to dekine MA. Unfortunately, due to the fact that,the

12
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tests were administered in late spring of 1979, the school year ended before
ill make-up sessions ceuld be completed. Ap a conie0enee, there is a
sUbstantial quantity of missing data for MA: 120 outlof 187, (64.2%) of the,
b,ack feMales took the tebt, 126 of 177 (71.2%) whitd females,, 107 of 172 "c
(62.2%) black 'males, and 42 Of 178 (62.9%) white malesrtoot-the lest.
Current plaits are to attempt make-up sessions this school year and adjust
the scores of.the students who take make-up,,tests,to reflect age differences
.cif those taking the test at different times. The Thurstene Test was
selected primarily because it requices a short period to take, 20 minutes.
The short achinistration time facilltated scheduling.

1

vo stands for academic performance. The'mAeure used in this report i&
derived from students' responses to a question about how good a studefit they
felt they were (form 2, question 49). Resilonses were converted to a
four-point scale equlvalent (with a maximum of 4-and minimum of 0). It'

should he emphasized that the operational definition of AP used tere
involves the concept of academic self concept; it is not a self-report
estimating the calculated grade-point average. Also, the question refers to
major subjects, thus excluding by implication.courses such as music, art,
and physicai education.

PSOE stands for perceived significant-other variable for education.
The term perceived is a bit of a misnomer; it refers to information about
significant others reported (perceived) by ego (in this case ego refers to
the youth). The term "objective" is used in this document to mean -

information about significant others as reported by the significant other.
PSOE was formed as a data-present average of the youthqs report of mother's
and father's encouragement to attend college (form 2, question 38) and of
the youth's estimate of the percentage of his/her peers planning to attend
college (form 2, question 45). The three variables over which the average
was calculated were converted to standard scores prior to averaging in order
to adjust for differing metrics. (

Err' stands for educational expectation of the parents for their child.
It is defined as the data-present average of mother's and father's
educational expectation of the youth, as reported on form 4 and form 6,
question .27. The scale is a close approximation to the number of years of
schooling the parents expect.their child to complete. The highest level§) of
lkducation do not conform.to number of years of formal schooling, however. It
should he noted that all education variables refer only to nonvocational
schooling.

OEP stands for occupational expectAtion the parents hold for their
child. This variable is defined by a data4resent average of a moOfied
version of The Occupational Aspiration Scale (OAS). The modified OAS asks
the imrents questions about their child rather than about themselves as in
the original OAS (see forms 4 and 6, questions 41 through 48). Scoring of
the OAS reflects occupational prestige.(see Hallegfrand-Miller, 1971). The

scores were calculated as data-present averages across the eight OAS items
and then multiplied by 8. This procedure was followed to maintain the

13
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metric Cif efiefOAS while avoiding the implicit assumption that missiqg data
contains-infoYmation about occupational aspiration.

EE stands for educational expectation of the youth. It measured by
the youth's resiumse to question 14, form 2, and.is exactly analogous to the
measuremeng of EEP.

.4r.1

OE refers to the occupational expectation of the youth.. It is measured
by an open-ended question about the youth's expected future job. The
response was translated into'three-aigit 1970 census occupation codes and
then into a Duncan SE1 score. QE, thus, measures the status of the youth's
octupational expectation. tSee form 2,'qeestion 18(1).)

The next four vaxiables are,based 'on subjective probability
measurements; they represent alternate forme of the 'expectation vairiables
EEP, OFT, EE, and OE. Since the foirivariables'baAed on subjective
probabilities share basic procedures, on account of the operations is given
prior to Aefinin? each specific variable, Respondents were asked to
indicate their subjective judgment of the chance they would enter each of 93
'bccupational groups and each nonvocational schooling lemel fkom tenth. grade
.through doctorate degree (se6 forms 1, 3, and.6, questions 2 and 4). It is
assumed that the occupations form a mutually exclusive,iexhaustive list of
occupations, And that the educational levels are'mtitually exclusitee and
exhaustive of the highest level of "regular" schooling. Respondents
indicated subiective probabilities by placing A checkmark.on a number line
beside each regponse alternative. The number line was marked off in units
from zero to 100. Checkmarks were transformed to numbers by,measuting the
distance of the check from the origin, as described in the sectibn on coding
procedures. For each respondent and each veriabler the numeric values of
subjective probabilities wereiTormed so that they add to 10, "thus
coeyerting responses to legitimate probability scores. the norming is
justified by the assumprion that occupational and educational categories are
mutually exclusive and exhaustive. That the norming can be justified is one
uf the useful features of the subjective probabilities, Frequently,
respondents are asked to indicate responses of the'type 'very low' to "very.
high," leaving the metric for each respondent to define subjectively. ihe
norming operation converts to:e standard metric actons respondents.

The eddcational and occupational expectation variables based on
subjec.-ive probabilities are defined by the sum of'products of the
subjective prebabilities with the scale values`of education or occupation.
Suppose yj ieLthe scale value for education (e.g., 10 indicating tenth

iigrade) or for occupation (e.g., the Duncan SEI for lawyer). aenote the
subjective probability of respondent i for response alternative j by pij,
and as.,ume there are J educational or occupational levels. The score for
respondent i for educatienal or occupAtional expectation is then'defined by

E Pij Yj
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where xi is the score for respondent i. Note that this is an expected
value as defined in statistics. For more complate discussion of this
procedure and its relationship to theory of forming career expectations, see
Hotchkiss (1979b). 2

EEPsp is die parents' educational expectation of their child based .on
subjective probability. It is a data-present average of mother's and .

father's educational expectation of the youth based on subjective
probability. There are nine values of y--10 for tenth grade through 18 for
Ph.D. or professional degree. (See forma 3 and.5, question 4.)

OEPsp is the parents' occupational expectation of their child belied on
subjective probability. It is a data-present average of mother's and
father's occupational expectation of the youth based on sOjective
probability. There are 93 values of y for the occupation variables. Each
occupation on the list represents one or more of the occupations contained
in the three-digit 1970 census categories. Duncan SEI scores were assigned
to each occupation group by aveiaging Duncan SEI's associated with census
categories represented by each occupation group. Due to an oversight, a few
of the three-digit census categories are not represented in the question.
Strictly speaking therefore, the assumption of exhaustiveness is not met,
but ittwas assumed that the violation is not serious. Also, the assumption
of mutual exclusivity of the occupation groups was violated in one instance
because the stimulUs "engineer" Appears once in isolation and once in a
group of technical occupations. A correcrioi1 for this error was carried out
by subtracting each respondents' subjective probability for engineer from
the subjective probability for the second category including engineer and
other occupations. This difference is'treated as the subjective probability
of entry into the nonengineering occupations listed in the category
inCluding engineers and ether occupations. If the difference were negative,
it was set to zero. (See forms 3 and 5, question 2.)

EEsp stands for educational expectation of youth based on subjective
probability. It is the youth's expectation for self; otherwise, it is
defined in the same manner as the educational expectation based on
subjective probability of each parent for the youth. (See form 1, question
4.)

OFsr stands for occupational expectatifon of youth based on subjective
probability. It is the youth's expectation for self; otherwise, it' is
defined just as is each parent's occupational expectation of the youth based
on subjective probability (see form 1, question 2).

OEoas is the youth's oc'cupational expectation for self derived from the
Occupational Aspiration Scale (OAS, form 2, questions 28 through 35).
Standard scoring procedures far the OAS are used (see Haller and-Miller,
1971: 113), except that a data-present average was calculated and
multiplied by 8 to maintain the metric of the OAS but avoid use of
missing-data codes as legitimate data.



MHSed is a diehotomod, variable indicating whether the mother complete

high hchool. It is defined 'by mother's edueatLion 4s 'described =der SM

The cut point.for high scho9.11 graduation was between scores of 12 and 13.

Mhen mother's report was missing, student'-s report was substttuted,'
1

(See .

the de.scriptiOn under SES.)

FHSed is a dichotomous variable indicating Oether the father completed

high school. It is defined just as is MRSed, except it refers.to fathFr

instead of mother.
I/

/
FT means family type; it has two categories, intact and nonintae;.

Measurement is derived from the mother's report; form 4, question 4.

Response I "now married" was corisidered to indicate an intact family, and

all other responses,indicate nonintact. If tilt mother's response was

missing, father's report on the same item was substituted."

AGEhh stands for age of the head o f the household. For intact . .

households, this was assumed' to-be thtfather's site (see form 6, questiou

4 3); ollerwl.se, the mother's age vcs taken (form 4, question 3). ,'
.

. \ ' !
m

RACE stands for the race of the youth. Thetprimary data Source for ./

RACE wa;--item 2; form 2. This response was checked against the records on

the school rostvr used to define the population. Discrepant cases were
t

determined by asking interviewers to state the race .of the sttvient.

SE 4tands for the sex of the youth. The primary data source for $EX

was item :orm 2. Accuracy of sex codes was checked in the samp,way those

for race w,te checked.

FO stanal for father's occupttional status. The primary data source

for father't ocupation Was the father's report (forM1.6, question ,11). When

\the father's report waS misging; youth's report of hisAter father's

occuphtion was substituted (form 2, question 7). The occupations were

converted to three-digit 1970 census codes, then tlo Duncan GEI scores by

reference to Appendix B in Haucser and Featherman .(1977).

FE stands for father's educational achievement. The primary data

source is father's report (form 6, qnestion.5), but the youth's report of

father's education was substiituted when the fattier's report was missing

(form 2, question 4). The education questions are closed-ehded with scores

reflecting the number of years of"regular (nonvocational) schooling

completedexcept that graduate and professional degrees werepnot scored by

the numbet of years it took to complete them. (See theggeferenced

questionnaire item.)

ME stands 'for mother's educatidn. It was operationalized exactl'y
%

FE except that all references are tq rother instead of to father. (See form

4, question 5 far mother's report, and form 2, question .4.for-youth's

report).
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FI denotes family income. It wan measured.as a dare-present average of
mother's and father's report (foals 4 and 6, tespectively, question 19).
t4hen both parents' reports Ware misiing, youth's report was substituted
(fotM 2, question 10). The clotied-ended income 'questions each Contain
12 reaponse alternattves (see referenced question). The Ieepodses were
converted to.income figuies by using the midpoint of the income intervals.
For the open-tap interval, 50,000 dollars was used.

In recent publications related to status attainment it is unusual to'
fin4 aggregate mehsures ot SES. There are Feveral reasons why the aggregate
measure fsyrefefable fOr this re0ort to separate study of the SES
componeets. First, the aggregate variable is more parsimonious than
separate variables. Fewer coefficients-Must be'examined, and sampling
accuracy is higher'because fewer degrPes of freedom are lost-than when SES
components are studied separately. The..purposes at hand are not to
investigate the.rqative importance el the different components pn career
expectations. Ptist experiene indiCAte6 that the magnitude of path
coefficients not;involving SES variabies is little changed by disaggregaAon
of SES,inte its ;components (Curry,;et al., 1970. Finally, the SES
components are 4ntercorrelatedt to a modest degree,.thus studying separate
SES Compottets introduces collinearity into the matrix of correlations amoeg
regressors, thereby, increasing sampling error.

The aggregate parental significant other variables (e.g., FEP) can be
justified on similar grounds. The educational atd occupatienal expectations
of the mother for her child are highly correlated with t'..1se of the father.
Thus, disaggregation of mother's and father's.careet expectations of their
child would produce multicollinearity. Secondly, disaggregation of parents'
career expectations implies that analyses be confined to iatact families in
,which both pareatl participated in the purvey, thus substantially reducing
sample size. This separate analysis may he 4of interest at some feture time,
1)11, is not appropriate for this preliminal-y report. Finally, the parsimony
of the aggregate parental expectatioa variables is appealing.

The use of the term expectation in this report deserves some comment.
Generally,'Nr,ctation is used here to indi6ate a realistic aasessment of
future outcomes rather than a hope: This usage follows closely that
suggested by Kuvlesky and Realer (1966) bet-deParts from Haller's (1968)
suggestion that ex,pettation refers to signifieant.othera and aspiration
refers to ego.. When.applied to the OAS., however, the term expectation does
not fit very well. Careful examination 8f the OAS reveals that half of the
items are realistic expectation litems, and the other half.are aspirations.
The term expectation is .r.pplied nevertheless, to avoid confuslon When
comparing OAS variahles to other occupational variables.

0

The operational defini s of occupational variables make it clear
that all occupation variab asure Socioeconomic componenfa of
occupations. Other content o cunations s
potentially serious sh thortcomin ef sociologic eory of occupational

This is a

attainment, but It is on his report is not designed to address. (See
A
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Spaeth (1979i lor a recent review of these issues and theoretical proposal
regarding occupational dimensions.)

Statistical Methods

The mailLstatiStical methodology used in thisrreport to.address
theoietical lostions is structural equation analysis. The theoretical
introduction this report indipates numerous feedback effects in the model
of developing career expectations. lp the techn4a1 literature on
structural equation models, a set of equations containing feedback effects
is termed simultaneous atructural equations. the standard result for
simultaneous, structural equations is that "ordinary least squares" (OLS) i;
inappropriate because it yields biased, inconsistent estimates of, the
population effect coefficients (Koopmans, Rubin, and Leipnik,-1950;
Koopmans, 1953; Goldberger, 1964; Johnston, 1963; Goldberger, 1973; Fidher,
1976). The idea 6at OLS is never appropriate in simultaneous structural
equation systems carries into the substantive literature, both in'sociology
(e.g., Rout and Morgan, 1975; Land, 1971; Henry and Hummon, 1971), and in
economics-(e.g., Annabie.and Fruitman, 1976; Freeman, 1971).

Chapter 3 of this report contains selected recursive models (i.e.,
models without causal feedback) of the process of forming career
expectations. These models are presented chiefly for comparison with past
research. In Chapter 4, the recursive assumption is dropped, and a model is
estimated yeflecting the causal feedback posited in the theoretical
discussion Of Chapter 1. OLS is included among the procedures used to
estimate parameters of equation systems coniaining feedback loops; OLS is
used in.full knowledge of the strong warnings in the technical literature
against such usage. Because of the importance of the issues, Chapter 4 -

includes extensive technical discussion; that discussion is delayed until
Chapter 4 so that it can be juxtaposed to the, substantive topic.

The report also contains numerous statistical methods that are in such
common use they need no special discussion here. They will be described as
needed when they are applied.

A note on statistical terminology may help to clarify the subsequent
pages. Sociological study of status attainment has qawn on two technical
literatures, one termed path analysis in biology, and'one termed structural
equations in economics. Throughout the report, terminology from the two
literaturos is intermixed in a fairly loose fashion, but the reader should
be aware that path coefficient and structural equation parameters have quite
similar meanings; although the former generally iefers to a standardized
coefficient and the latter does not. Path-regression coefficiylt is.
sometimes 9sed 'in the path-analysis literature to reference unStandardized
coefficients.

In this report, all statistical analYses are carrie,: out separately
within race-sex subgroups. To permit comparisons of coefficients between

18
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subgroups and between variables, standardized path regression coefficients

re reported throughout (Hotchkiss, 1976). These coefficients are based oil
,

s andardization of all variables to zero mean and unit variance in the

to al.sample rattier than within race-sex subgroups, so,that standardization

constants are fixed across race and sex. .
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CHAPTEA 3

COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PANEL-ONE DATA'
AND PREVIOUSO,PUBLISHED DATA

It

The main purpose of this chapter is to gauge the degree to. which,
observations from the data collected during the present qUdy'are
geperalizable. Three Main'suWiections contain thOsubstantive_material of
the thapter. Section one compares means/ standard deviations, and
correlations of the present sample .to results from two previous studieg in
golumbus. These comparisons are presented for' a smalr set of career,
expectation variables, parentar status, and mental A6ility. The second
section compares two iTporilint cross-sectional'path models taleulateLl from
the current data to the same models calculated from the two previous
Colmmbus studies. The third section compares selected demographic variatOrs

, ,

in the sample to 1970 U.S. census data and

;

o the most recent preyious
sample in Columbus. This analysis-is comPr sed of univariate comparisons
between the samples and the Censub on demographic variables sueh as
education, employment status, and age.

.

A

All these-comparisons necessarily must be crude. The cen sus data now
are about ten years old; hence, differences between f;" -maple and the
census may be due to real change as well as to samplit.-, ,.irror. The same
comment also applies to comparisons between the current sample and previous
Columbus samples, though with somewhat less emphasis, since the time elapsed ,.

betWeen samples is less than the time between collection of 1970 census data
and the current sample. In addition, differences among the data sources
regarding sampling frame, data collection methods, and operational
dafinitions render precise'comparisoni,inadvisable. Consequently,
statistical tests of significance must be interpreted with caution.

Cerdparison of Selected Means, Standard Deviationst
and Correlations from the Current Sam le
to Results of Previous Columbus Samples

One of the advantages of conducting the study in Columbus is that two
previous cross-sectional studies have.been carried out measuring career

._ex_pettation variables of high-school sophomores in Columbus public high
schools (Curry, et al., 1976; Curry, et al., 1978). SFveral important
variables in t wo studies match or approximate the variables of the
current study; cross'-sectional comparisons among the studies are
feasible.

20
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Brief tescriptions of the previous Columbus samples will provfde some
basis for judging.the compardttlity of the current data to past data. For
more thorough 4escriptions see 04 publicationfeby.Curry and Associates
cited above ( In.197.2 a sampl of male sophomOres balanced by race was asked
.for.infmati4nçregarding career,expectations and related toptcs0' A similar
survey of fehiles was conducted in 1974. The methodology of the two studies
was #pt constant in so far as feasible, in order to preserve-comparability
between sexes. .In both stuqes, some 125 whitOs and/125 blacks were
surveyed. The samples were strataied by high school as,well as.by race.
Apprftimately numbers of: respondents were drawn from each school.
Students completed selfadministered questionnaires in their high school
buildings during regular class hours. Administration occurred in eitch
school over a two-day period. Questionnaires for parents were carried home
by students and returned by one of three routes: a) students retdrned
parental questionnaires to their schools the next day and turned them in to
staff members conducting the sec'ond session of questionnaire administration,
or b) patents returned their questionnaires by mail, or c) parental
questionnairtis were picked up at respondents' homes. Most questionnaires
were returnq by students,'and the bulk of those remaining were returned,by
mail (see'Curry, et al., 1976 and Curry,,et al., 1978).

,
In summary, other than the longitudina\ character of the present gtudy,

there are two major differences between the previous two studieand the
current work, first, the dates of the'cdata collection for tht'pievious
tudies are early and middle 1970's; whereas, the first panel of'data in the

present study was collected in early 1979. Secondly, in the present study,
data were collected from students and both parents at a single sitting in
respondents' homes'.. Ques-tionnaires were completed under continuous
monitoring of an interviewer. Data for the previous two studies were
collected from students in their hi.gh pchools and from parents in their
homes. No interviewers monitored collection of parent data. Neither method
is free of difficulties, and each has certain clear advantages, but the
present purpose does not require discussion of the relative merits of the
two methodologies. The differences simply are aloted as possible sources,of
differences between results from the current study and tile two previous
studies.

;
Table.3 displays comparative statistics between the current and

previous data for each of the four race-sex subgroups: black females, white
females, black males, and white males. Means, standard deviations and
correlations are compared on seven variables of central importance in this
research. These seven variables are parental socioeconomic's.tatus (SES),
measured mental ability (MA),.academic performance (AP), educational
expectation of parents for their.child (EEP), occupational expectation of
parents for their child (0Efq, the youth's education1 expectation for self
(EE), and the youth's occupational expectation for siff (OE).

Although the same mnemonic representation of these variables is used
irresp4tive of whether reference is to the current or Piiist data, some
differences in operational definitions must be noted. Measured mental
ability was measured with the Henmon-Nelson (Menmon and Nelson, 1942) test
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TABLE 3

COMPARISONS OF MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND CORRELATIONS
ON SEVEN VARIABLES FOR CURRENT SAMPLE.TO PREVIOUS SAMPLES

Previous
Sample

.s

C%4

P

4=3

Current Sample
1

SES MA AP EEP OEP i EE

SES _._. .157 .032 .157 .113 .214 .114

MA .248 __ .200 .234 ..237 .305 .137

AP .205 .392 -- .259 .257 -.371 .283

EEP .184 .226 .309 -- .480 .497 .355

OEP .218 .228 .167 .607 -- .378 .237

EE .134 .090 .239 .596 .436 -- .298

OE .164 141 .124 .302 305 352

Means .224 90.534t 2.272 16.260t 47.620 16.042t 56.705

S.D.s 4* ::706 10.306 .838 2.397 8.615 2.489 21.498

OE Igians

wan ,Toe

SES. .37

MA .393 --

AP .269 .561

EEP 409 .454 .340,,

OEP .180 .504 .299

EE .441 .468 ,.356

*OE .183 .237 139

Means .066 101.276t 2.01

.303 .434

.491 ,495

.437

.481

\.7405

.480

.343 .413

.391 .317

.378 .436

.596 .688

w0 .462

.463

.233

S.D.s .841 12.074 .814

15.163t 44.161*

1.779i 7.316

MI=D

.403

14.748+

1.992

-.198 .722

36.00e 11.436

2.384 .796

14.345t 2,027

45.967 8.810

14.305t 2.177

55.832 21.529

Na.187

.198

.259

.348

.396

.409

.383

53.009

20.805

.179 .873

49.691t '14.215

2.563 .864

14.2011" 2.013

46.038* 8.205

14.186t 2.188

56.125 21 495

100177

N.1.27

t No significance test calculated.due to noncomparable metrics between studies

* The means froM the two samples are statistically significantly different at p < .05



Prev ious

Sample

SES

KA'

w .EEP

m OEP

EE

OE

Means

S.D.s

4.0

SES

MA

AP

EEP

OEP

EE

OE

Means

a.D.s
1

TABLE 3--continued

SES ' MA AP

Current Sar9le
1

EE OE Means S.D.sEEP OEP

__ %

.

.339

.109

.347

.287

.275,40

.278

.150

--

.402

.322

.381

.237

.170

:152
,

.319

_
.463

.345
...

.315

.319

.335

.201

.455

--

.579

.449

.523

.327

.282

.379

.518

..._

.304

.344

.283

.170

.427

.565,

.497

--

.424

.284

.113

.354

.378

.404

.440

SOO OEM

-.175

34.467+

2.193*

14.1771-

45.685

14.4481-

i52.451

.747

12.762

.748

2.053

10.468

2.103

24.350

-.172

.704

89.25 t

13.617

1.731*

.828

14.1221-

1.555

44.095

9.947

15.5521-

2.458

51.294

26.056 11..117

!PR IWO

.461

4(.307

.618

.376

.461

.419

.356

4.0 400

.510

.584
_

.486.

.522

.483

.275

.653

11111.fme

.523

.447

.402

.219

.448

.543

.594

.681

.765

.603

.213

.473

.466

.686

.603

.454

.483

.508

.553

.740

.584

14,
.545

.321

.373

.381

.559

.504

.576

.322

50.089t

2.225

(13.884t

44:063

13.899f

47.250

.837

15.401,

.882

2.095

11.266

2.235

25.754

.250

.908

102.1201-

12.283

2.186

.865

14.0321-

1.523

44:291'

9.279

15.2911-

2.406

47.936

26.523 P*134

t No significance test calculated due to noncomparable metrics between studies

* The meaxis from tiie two samples are statistically significantly different at p < .05
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for the previous two studies, but the Thurstone Tept of Mental Alertness
(Scientific-RFsearch Associates, 1978; Buros, 1972) was used for the present
study. Mewls and standard deviations of the two tests cannot be compared
because of differing metrics. Academic performance for the previous studies
wap_Alculated from data obtained from school grade records. In the present
study, academic performance is a self-report measure, as described in
Chapter 2, The twii- measurementi are four-point\scales, however, so that
rough comparisons are feasible.

SES in all three data sets is an average of standard scores for a)
father's occupational status, b) father's education, and c) mother's
education. Use of standard score units is responsible for means and
standard deviations of SES being less than one,in absolute value. In all
three data sets, occuptpnal expectation of the youth is based on the .

youth's response to an open-ended question reilesting he/she name the Job he
or she most expected tb have as an adult. Father's occupation was also
obtained via an open-ended question. Coding of open-ended occupationd in
the previous'studies was done directly by methods given in Reiss (1961) by
converting occupatconal titles to NORC scores and then to Duncan SEI seores.
In the present work, all occupations were codedAfirst into the 1970 detailed
census codes and then converted to Duncan SEI by reference to Appendix B in
Hauser and.Featherman (1977).- The final metric of father's occupation and
yotith's occupational expectation is comparable between studies, but the
procedures for generating the Duncan SEI scores vary between studies. The
parent:s occulmtional expectation of their child is perfectly comparable
between studies. In all cases it is the average of the mother's and
father's Occupational Aspiration Scale (DAS).completed with reference to the
,spon or daughter.

The education variables (mother's educational achievement, father's
educational achievement, and youth's educational expectation)-were measu ed
by use of,a closed-ended item with several response alternatives. The
response alternatives in the current study,correspond closely to the number
of years of regular schooling (as opposed to vocational training). In the
previous studies, the metric is somewhat different, including provision for
vocational training after high school and excluding distinctions among
freshmen, sophomore, and junior years of college. Hence, the education
metric: cannot he compared between the studies.

In summary, means and standard leviations are perfectly comparable
1141ween studies for occupational expectation of parents for child (OEP) and
for the youth's occupational expectation tor self (0g): Ap'proximate

comparison of means and standard deviations '14tween studies are possible for
SFS and academic performance (AP). CompariSons of" means or standard
deviations for the remaining variables are not meaningful, however, due to
differgnces of metric. Those variables for which such comparison's are not
possible.are MA, EEP, and FE. No tests of significance for differences
between samples on the means for these variables were calculated.

ObServing the univariate statistics,'where the metrics are comparable
between studies, mpans and standard deviations for the current data fairly
closely match those of previous data. Out of.all the compayisons only AP )
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for b1ack.ma14s4 OEP for vhitç femal'es reveal large enough differences

between.samples so that random s&npling e or can lie ruled out as the'likely

.rnson for the difference. For'OEP, the ifference is still of small ehough:

magnitude so that it is of little'subatan ive significance, as opposed.to
statistical significance. The average .AP for black males, however, ts
subnantially higher in the current than in the previous data. This

discrepancy might easily be due to the fact that tlr currint data are

reports 0 students estimating how good a studentlhey believe themselves to

be; whereas, the previous AP variable was calculated from school records.

Comparison of correlatl%ns above the diagonal (present study) ,to those

below the sliagonal (previous stud) shows some discrepancies of moderate
size, but correlations calculated between the entries above and below'the

diagonal do reveal approximate correspOdence4r...68, .14, .71, .75,
respective for black femilis, white femeles, black gales,,and White
males). Di rences between cprrelations of about .07 to .10 eq- less can be

attributed to random sampling error,7 and a substantia art ofthe
observed discrepancies Undoubtedly are 4ue to random sam ing vIriability.'

Nevertheless, too many differences exceed .10 to presume that all the

variation Is ranaom. Differehce in operational procedures undoubtedly

account for a substantial portion of nonrandem differences. tThis hYpothesis

is _particulauly "likely regarding P. Thei self-report leisure of the cusrent

sample correAtes more highly witt the expectation variables than does the

calculated grade point average from the previous studies. Time trends may

also account for some of the ponrandom diccrepancfes between studies.

Observe that in the current data, the SES :Ogregate variable does not
correlate as highly with other varialales.as.in the previoui data. This .

decline way be due in part to a time trend (spe Hauser and Featherman,
1978). Nevertheless, the time-trend hypothesis is highly conjectural, a d '

caution must be exercised interpreting calculations involving the SES
measures. The most striking conshitency between the data sets is that

educational and occupational expectations of parents and oCyouth are highly
intercorrelated and the exogenous variables, SES and MA, exhibit

correlations of moderate size with the expectation variables. *

In view of the differences in methodology and time interval separating

the current study from past work, it is concluded that the data from the

three studies display satisfactory degree of similarity, but it is important

to note the differences regarding correlations including AP and SES.

The new measurement methodology based on subjective probabilitles for
assessing educational and ocCupational expectations has not been used in
these comparisons because the previous studies made no use of the concept of

subjective probability for measuring career expectations. The appropriate

7The values of .07 and .10 were calculated from Fisher's z transformation
using the average sample sizes acroas subgroupsT within studie. The

(.10 .07) reflects different values of the true population
correlation-7-.10 to .55 was used.

tor.
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checks on comparability of course, must be based on measurements that are as.
similar hetween samples as possitle. On the other hand, a useful aseessment
of the quality of the measurements b.iseck on subjective probability can be,
gained by repeating the above calculations with the subjective probability
measurements substiulted for the more traditional measuremete:s. Table 4
displays these calculations; the top panel displays results for females,
blacks above the diagonal, and whites below. Tte bottom panel repeats this
format for males. These data should be compared to the corresponding data
in Table 3. 4

Comparisons of correlations based on subjective probability
measurements to those derived from traditional measurements reveal
remarkably consistent results, For all: four subgroups, irrespective of
whether the comparison dare are correlations from current or previous- studies, the subjective probability measurements produce higher zorrelatiuns
than do the 4.raditional methods. The higher correlations producedrby the
subjective probabilities are not distributed uniformly'acrGss all variable
pairs, however. Correlations inclading one expectation variable hnd either
SES MA, or AP are approximately the same magnitude regardless of method of
measuting-the expectation variables, there iss one exception to this'
observation: for black females, the subjective probability measuremants
generate higher correlations than traditional methuds, by an average of
about ten points. In contrast, all subgroups display highelr correlationa
among expectation variables when expectations are measured by subjective
probabilities than when other measurement methods are used. The average
increment is some ten points.

Among the expectation variables, the largest increments.in correlations
-are for occupational expectation variables. The alreudy high correlationsi.

involving educational expectation variables have increased by a small
amount, but the Increments for occupation variables are dramatic in several
cases. To illustrate,'for black females the correlation between parental
occupational.expectation for daughter and the daughter's occupational
expectation for herself has increased from .237 to .491, if the current
rample is the base for comparison, 'or from .305 to .491 if the previous
sample is the basis of comparison. For white females, the increment in the
,same correlation is from .409 to .692, if the comparison is to the previous

ire. For black males, the same correlation (0EP, OF) increasei from .404
.515 or from .344 to .515, respectivell, if the current or previous

',ample provides the comparison. 'Finally, for white males in the previous
sample, the correlation between parental occupationaj expectation'of their
son and the son's occupational expectation for hiMselfris .454; and the same
correlation in the current sample using trneitional measurements is .506.
In contrast, when the subjective probability measurement is used this
correlacion Is .733.

>
,

To summarize, subjective probability measurements of expectation
variables generate little change in correlations between expectation
variables raid other valriables, except for black females where an average
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TABLE 4

CORRELATION MATRICES, MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIAT/ONS
WITH EXPECTATIoN VARIABLES BASED ON SUWECTIVE PROBABILITIES .

White
Females SES

SES

MA

AP

EEPsp

OEPsp

EEsp

OEsp

Means

S.D.s

. 379

. 303

.435

.333

. 346

. 123

. 179

. 873

MA

. 157

. 491

.451

. 447

. 324

.303

49.691

14.215

Black Vemales

AP EEPs OEPs

. 032 .206 .225

.200 .288 .326

.317 .374

.486

EE
1

OEs Means P S.D

.426

.427

. 420

.361

2.563

.864

.578

. 655 .567

.524 .692

14.584 56.417

1.657 8.876

. 243 .257 -.198 .722

.231 .358 36.000 11.436

.370 .373 2.384 . .796

.594 .406 14.564 1.732

.391 .491 55.568 7.011

-- .603 14.841 1.915

66.718 7.263.527

14.650

1.988

MN.

55.280

10.401 Ni.,177

P.187

White
Males

SES

KA

AP

EEFsp

OEPsp

EEsp

OEsp

Means

S.D.s

Black Males

4SES ' MA AP. EEPsp OEPsp

.159 .152 .286 .304

-- .319 .228 .264

-.. .357 .452

-- .604

. 356

. 275

. 408

. 390

. 431

. 356

. 122

.837

. 653

. 429 .544

.531 ..567

. 495 .555

.527 . 508

.783

. 705 .670

. 651 .733

EEsp OEsg,(

.183 .187

.205 .338

.403 .492

. 641 .456

.525 .515

.472PIO !O.

50.089 2.225

15.401 .882

14.112 50.232

1.885 13.098

. 666

14.880

2.115

off taw

48.390

13.639

Means

-.175

34.467

2.193

14.423

51.244

14.762

51.674

S.D.s

4
.747

12.762

.748

1.737

9.073

1.810

9.755



'increment of about ten points is observed. r correlatiods among
expectation.variables, on the .other hand, subs. SAL-increments in
correlation are duetto the subjective probability measufamenta. For
occupational expectations, the increment is quite .large, averaging abdut 25
points for the coirelation between,parental occupational expectation of
Youth and the youth's occupational expectation of'self.

r

The data in Tabite 3 are Based on parehrtil occupational expectations of
youth measured_by the Occurational Aspiration Scale (OAS)*and yOuth's
occupational expectation measured by an open-ended question. This
.combination was chosen to maintain comparability with.the previous studies.
It' would be useful, however, to compare correlations,ifivolving youth's
occapItiohal expectation based on,subjective probabilities to correlations
involving the OAS. Table 5 tabulates the correlations needed for.these
comparthons. Comparingithese entries to the analogous entries in'Table 3 .

and Table 4 showe that correlations based an youth's OAS are genexally
-higher than whenthe open-ended occupational expectation is used. For bo h
black females and whife females, the subjective probabilitY measurement
mveals higher correlations than the.pAS, hit for males, the OAS

.corcelations
measurement.
for., females
correlations
those
1978).

are nearly ap high as those based on subjective
It is possible that if the newly developed

had been used in place of the originai 0A64 that
based on the OAS for the female samples would

based on subjective probability measurement (see Hotchkiss,

TABLE 5

4
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN YOUTWS
OAS AND SIX OTHER VARIABLES

probability
OAS alternate form

the

be as high as
et al.,

Black White Black White
Variable Females .Females Males Males

._, SES -:225 .262 .240 .381
MA .353 .273 .428 .483
AP .263 .354 .370 .513
EEP .330 .492 .416 .685
OEP .366 ..391 .495 .651
FE .406 .533 .511 .683
EEPsp .313 .465 .457 .677
OEPsp .407 .446 .438 .683
FEsp .497 .561 .445 .683
OEsp .558 .533 .588 .742

NOTE: Table entries are correlations between the OAS for the youth OEPoas
and the variable listed in the left, row margin.

asr
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The appropriate inarretation of these results is somewhat ambiguous
though the magnitude of correlations based on subjective probabilities is

certainly encouraging. It would be useful te have some nuierical index of

the reliability of the subjective probability measurements, but it should be

eMphasized that the classical linear measurement model is not applicable to
the substantive content-of these data. A coefficient alpha or some
comparable measute of internal,consistency would yield no useful information

(if inierpreted iri the usual manner) because the "true" score for different
subjective,probabilities'is different.

This point is so im'portant that it.justifies some additional

discussJon. Consider the ctassical measurement model applied to the
subjective probabilities:

Pii Pij
1

where pii denotes the observed subjective probabillty for the ith person

and the 1th occupation (say), and PIA is the true subjective probability.
Th Cii is the error of measyrement for person i, occupation j. Now, if

the troe subjective probabiLity were constant across occupations for each

individual, then tile several sUbjective probabilities would represent
patalLel measurements, and standard reliabllity coefficlents based on the

assumption of parallel measures would he appropriate. The idea of constant

subjective probabilities across occupations is inappropriate, and, if true

would rendk the data of little value. According io the theory underlying

the subjective probability measurement, only youth who are completely

undecided on an occupation have constant true-score subjective probabilities

over occupations (see Hotchkiss, 1979b). Thus, the hypothesis of parallel

measures for subjective probabilities is equivalent to the hmloothesis of

maximum indecision for every person. If the hypothesis should hold, then

,there would be no between-person variance (of true scores) in tne status
'level of occupational expectation, due to the norming rule that subjective

probabilities add to one. Hence, the reliability coeffidient would be zero,

it being defined at4 the ratio of true-score variance to total variance.

The increments of correlations due to the sub)ective probability

measurements can be taken,as indirect evidence that the subjective

probability measurements increase the reliabillty over traditional
measurements, since unreliability of measurement 6flates correlations among

observations. Also, status attainment theory indicates that the expectation
variahles are highly correlated; hence, the results may be interpreted as

tentative support for the measurement method hy,virtue of construct

validity. Further comparison of the subjective probabilities to the OAS
measurements of occupational expectation is important, in view of the high,

correlations observed for both of these methods. In a future publication,

it would be interesting to develop a strnctural equation model including

multiple indicators of latent variables with the latent,variables shown

affecting each other.
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Comparison of Two.Path_Models from the

'Previous Columbus Samples

Two cross-sectionallikth models were an important part of,thipprous
research in Columbus.. /be first of these path models is base on a
perceived significant-other variable for education (PSOE, see Chapter 2).
This variable is defined as the average of the youth's report of mother's
encouragement to attend college, father's enc uragement to at end college,
teacher's encouragement xo attend college,. an4 youth's percept on of the
proportion of his/her p4rs planning to atten college. This veasure was
based on the original Wiconsin publications fie1l, Haller, and Portia,
1969 and Sewell, Haller, and Ohlendorf, 1970) and, hence, holds substantial
interest. It should be noted however, that the perceiva teacher's
encouragement to attend college was part of the original PSOE but was not
measured in the current study, so that peTTect comparability among samples
cannot be maintained.

For technical reasons having to do with correlations between
independedt variables and disturbances-, the path models in,the past Columbus
research (as well as most status attainment work outside Columbus) were
confined to recursive path analysis, me4Oting no feedback loops were
permitted in the models. Since the maidkripose of this section is to
,compare data fram the current sample to from the past work, the
recursive assumption is retained, even though a strong theoretical element
in thfs research project is that feedback loops do exist among the career
expectation variables. Some very tentative analyses permitting feedback are
presented in the chapter following this one.

The path model including the perceiVed significant other variable is
diagramed in Figure 1. It is a fairly simple model showing the perceived
significaAt uther variable and academic performance interventlis between the
background variables (SES and MA) and the youths' career expeCtations (EE
and OE). Table 6 displays the numerical values needed for comparisons
between samples. Important broad similarities are evident in these
comparisons. The perceived significant other variable fot education (PSOE)
exhibits a modest effect on youth's educational expectations (EE) in all
samples, but iu neither the current nor past samples does PSOE uniformly
dominate the equation for educational expectation. When occupational
expectation (OE) is the dependent variable, results are even more mixed;
PSOE does not have a statistically significant effect on OE in all
subsamples, though it does in most cases. Also, in all samples and each
equation, the R-square values are small to moderate, but are substantially
larger for educational expectation than for occupational expectation. Thus,
the explanation of educational plans is more complete than the explanation
of occupational'Olans, Judging from the correlation matrices, this
imbalance might be remedied by reliance on the subjective probability
measurements'or the OAS for meAsurement of occopatiOnal expectation.
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Figure 1. A model of educational and occupationa'. expectations (EE, OE)

including a perceived significant other variable for education
(PSOF).

In addition to the broad similarities between the current and past

data, theie are some equations that exhibit close correspondence in specific

detail between studies. In all subsamples measured mental ability (MA)

exercises the dominant influence on academic performance; SES manifests

little impact when MA ability is controlled. For black males, both the

equation for educational expectation (EE) and occupational expectation (OE)

exhibit close similarity between studies. The equation for EE for white
temales shows a marked similarity between studies, as does the equation for

PSOE for white males.

On the other hand, there are numerous discrepancies between specific

coefficients in one study and the analogou's coefficient in the other study.

The most important discrepancies of this type ipclude the following: The

R-square values for both educWonal and occupational expectation of black

females (EE, OE) are higher in the new study than in the previous study.'

For white females the magnitude of effects of perceived significant-other

influence (PSOL) and academic performan,e (AP) on occupational expectation

reverses between samples; POE exhibits the larger effect in the previous

work, and AP does in the present study. Also, for white females, the

magnitude of effects of measured mental ability (MA) and academic

performance on PSOE is reversed in the two studies, MA larger in the

previous data and AP larger in the current data. qor white males, a similar

reversal of the magnitude of coefficients associated with MA and AP 1,s

evident in both the equation for EE and OE. Finally, for black males, the

estimated effect of AP on PSOE is substantially stronger in the new data set

than in the previous data. Many of these differenIces'involve AP. In view

of the diTiference between studies in measuring AP, it may be worth

entertaining some substantive interpretation of these observations in a

future publication.

Statistical tests of the differences between samplm have not been

presented due to the obvious differences between the studies that are not

sAmplilv error. Nevertheless, some estimate of the extent to which
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TABLE 6

BETWEEN-SAMPLES COMPARISON OF A PATH MODEL
INCLUDING AN AGGREGATE PERCEIVED SIGNIFICANT-OTHER VARIA@LE FOR EDUCATION

Dependent
Variables SES

Independent Variables *

MA AP PSOE

AP .099 .431*

PSOE .111 .172 .157

EE .087 , -.031 .196* .378.*

OF, .127 .110 .065 .021--....

AP .001 .250*

PSOE -.011 .094 .282*

EE .194* .258* .271* .241*

OE .O99 .067 .208* .169*

R
2

.15014 4pcp

.059 i li.

-.174*
ct.

.047

040*
4.1 _

.076 1 islii

.280* t g.

..130*

I.

Dependent
Variables SFS

Independent Variables

MA AP PSOE

AP .081 .609*

PSOF .336* .516* -.112

EE .114* .067 .133 .424*

OE .0001 .055 .010 .296*

AP .131* .481*

PSOE .283* -.110 .298*

FE .155* .096 .185* 434*

OE .048 .096 .227*. .064

\le

.398,A,43,

.461* F.1

a.
.135*

.257*
4.1

.249* g
k

.391*
C..)

.139*
ug

* Significantly greater than zero at the .05 level of
significance, one-tail.test
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(
BLE 6--continued

Dependent
Variables

AP

PSOE

EE

OE

AP

PSOE

EE

OE

SES MA

-.034 .384*

.167

.231* .060

. 318* -.043

2 .101 .318*

.234* -.048

. 163* .027

.254* -.032

Dependent
Vatiables SES MA

AbAP

PSOE

EE

OE

AP

PSOi

EE

OE

.078 .4944

. 240* .362* 1

t t, j
. 141* ....215*,i

. 159* .340*

.050 .654*

.255* .318*

. 246* .052

. 132* .057

*RI

4

...1.11.1111,

PSOE
2 .

.087,

.272*

345*
.264*

.044

.162* m
a 0
O

4.-024
1-4

.228* 14 C.4
114

.165*

.252*.

345*

.362*

.297*

.062

.11210

.098* 0
9-1

.322i 11Ar

.183*

AP PSOE

',,,

.110

.119

-.111

443*

377*

.242*
= cp

.318* 0 "4
.1-4 Cid

_ P' 0.462* w m
A. -

.376*

.0d2

.331*

.212*

.324*

.334*

.429*
4.1

.277* P 11)
W I.-4
74 P.

.510* k E0o w

.276*

w

* Significantly greateK than zero at the :05 1 ve1 of
significance, one-tail test
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discrepancies amon4 standardized path-regression coefficients are due to
sampling error can.be-gained bppexamining standfard erroTsfbf the
cOefficients. A complete table of standard erters is not necessary, but
rough indication of the magnitude of the st9ndbrii errors.may be informative.
For the current data, standard errors ranger from-about .0t to .09. Due to
somewhat smaller samples; staniiard errors for the previondlstudies are a bit
larger; they range from about dal to .11. Thus, the standard errors of
differences between coefficients range'approximately from .09 to .14;
hence, the discrepancy between a coefficient in the current study and the'
corresponding4toefficient in the neevtous 'work would have to be about .18 to
.27 before obtaining statistical_significance seith a .05 alpha. From these
figures it is evident that a substantial part,of the differences between
coefficients calculated from the two studies reasonably can,-be attributed to .

sampling variability.

In the previous Columbus studies, substitution of "objective"
educational expectations of parents and separate.measures of objeetive
parental occupational expectation for PSOF le4 to path models more in line
with the theory that significant-other influence is an important force
intervening between background and career expectations of youth. Recall
that the term objective in this context refers to parental expectations of
their children measured by asking the parents for information, and perceived
refers to information about parents, peers and others collected by asking
ego for his/her perceptions.

. For the comparisons, mother's and father's educational expectations
.

were averaged to form a single significant-other variable--educational
expectation of parents tor ego (EEP). The analogous avftage was also formed
for parental occupaspnal expectation of ego (OEP). In the previous
research a model was also examined in which the mother's and father's
expectations were treated as distinct variables. Substantive questions
concerning relative impact of mother and father'thelt can be addressed by
this disaggregation are quite important, but the present purpose is to
assess roughly the comparability betwleen samples. This purpose is served
hest by retaining the parsimony inherent in aggregating expectations of the
mother with those of the father. (See the disX4slon in Chapter 2.) First,
sampling variability is somewhat less with parental expectations aggregated,
because fewer coefficients are estimated for each equation (fewer degrees of
freedom lost). Secondly, there is no theoretically satisfactory solution
for handling cases in which only one parent lives in the household, except
to calculate separate models for intact and broken homes. At some future
point, separate analysep of this sort should be carried out, but to do so
for the comparisons here would unduely confound sampling variability with
other differences between the studies, because of the small sample sizes
required by the separate analyses.

Figure 2 shows a path diagram of the revised model, and Table 7
displays the data needed for the comparisons. As with the model'including
.PSOE, data are arranged so that within each panel of the table, path
matrices from the previous study appear above those from the current study.
Generally, the coefficients from the two studies appear to show somewhat
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smaller differences in this "objective" model than in the previous

"perceived" model. Most of the differences between the two studies are
associated with coefficients of acadelic performance (AP) on all the other

dependent variableyeducational expectatio9 of parents for ego (EEO,
4 occupational expectation of parents for ego (0E1), educational expectation

of ego for self (g).;.-lind oceupational expectation of ego for self (0E). In

view of the fact that AP is self reported in the present study and diawn

from school records in the previous studies, these differences between

studies cannot be attributed to sampling .?rror.

EEP

. A EP

EE

OE

Figure 2. A model of educational and occupationallexpectation (EE, OE)

containing "objective" significant-other variables (EEP, OEP).

As with the "perceived" model, certain broad similarities between the

data from the two studies stand out. First, each sample shows moderate to ,

high R-square in the equation for educational expectation (EE), and parental

educational expectation (EEP) of the youth is t14, main independent variable.

Secondly, R-square for occupational expectation (OE) is substantially less

than for EE. Further, the importance of parental occupational expectation

of ego (OEP) in affecting OE is not as clear cut as the effect of EEP on EE,

although OEP generally has a stronger effect on OE than did PSOE (in the

previous model). Finally, the effects of background on EEP and on OEP are

uniformly small to moderate. .0.4`
4

Since the occupational expectation variables measured by subjective

probabilities show higher correlations than do the same variables meaatured,

by alternative methods, it is of some interest to repeat the calculations.

above substituting subjective probability measurements of expectation

variables for the traditional methods. Table g displays the needed data by

race and sex subgroups. In every equation in which occupational expectation

is the dependent variable (OE), the effect of parental occupationW
expectation (OEP) is substantially greater using the subjective probability

method than when other methods are used. This fact is reflected in

substantial increases in R-squares for occupational expectation. These

observations hold whether results of the subjective probability measures are

compared to results of other methods from the current or past samples. On

the other hand, 'the other equations in the model are not altered so much by

use of subjoctii7e probabilities. Although the R-square in the equation for
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TABLE 7

.14

BETWEEN-SAMPLES COMPARISON OF A.PATH MODEL WITH PARENTAL EDUCATIONAL
.AND OCCUPATIONAL EXPECTATIONS OF THEIR CHILDREN

SUBSTITUTED FOR THE AftREGATE PERCEIVED SICNIFICANT-OTHER VARIABLE

Dependent
,Variables

AP

EEP

OEP

EE

_OE

AP

EEP

OEF

EE

OE

Independent

SES MA AP EEP

Variables

.099

. 106 .147

.214* .235*

.031 -.049

*.083 .065

. 001 .250*

.138* .221*

.079 .214*

.138* .196*

.085 .049

OEP R

.280*

.04,

.098 -

.059 .205*

J.

.230*

.207*

.250* .384*

.222*' .161*

.150*

. 085* iesil

. 093.* 4-I at
t

. 4 3 7* it: 415

092*

.040*

.116* 4i3

. 108* 1.1 0.

.350* a 0

.118*

CNI

*-7
4.1

f3.4

Dependent
Variables

AP

EEP

OEP

EE

OE

SES

. 081

.360*

. 101

Incitemislclea
MA AF EEP

AP

EEP

OEP

EE

OE

.131*

.236*

.155*

.131*

.014

'.609*

.310* .034

479* .009

.111 .066 .565*

.136 -.024 .148

.1t81*

.302* .204*

.187* .175*

-.140* .187* .621*

.026 .187* .340*

.389*

.388* 5 w
o r-4

.265*V g4
0

.533* 4 w

.084*

.257*

. 350*141)
0.

. 231* t

. 519*

.211*

Significantly greater than zero at the .05 level pf'.
significance, one-tail test
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TABLE 7 - -continued

Depehdedt
Variables SES IOMA

Independent Variables

OEPAP EEP

AP -.034 .384*

EEP .253* .048 334*

OEP N .243* .248* .281*

EE .164 .031 .148 .440*

'OE -17272* 1.099 .291* ,.222*

AP .101 .318*

EEP .296* .045 .421*

OEP .303* .186* ).351*

EE .109 -.006 .244*

OE, .188* -.085 .285* .267*

Dependent
Independent Variables

Variables SES MA AP EEP OEP

AP .078 .494*

EEP .285* .216* .203*

OEP .170 .346* .278*

EE -.031 .165* -.030 .677*

OE .198 372* -.154 .302*

AT .050 654*

EEP .271* .186* .385*

OEP .210* .266* .285*

EE .180* .053 ..142* .5464

OE .144* .071 :134 .349*

.162*

307*

.219*

. 235*

.204*

. 112*

. 260*

.237*

.370*

.238*

2

.242*

.512*

.326*

.600* F14 /
N

.325*

.429*

.460* "a a)a) ri

.297* k a.

.597* a' 1

.304*

* Significantly greater than zero at the .05 level of

significance, one-tail test
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TABLE 8

DATA FOR PATH MODEL IN FI 2

USING SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY MEEMENTS
. ,

Dependent
Variables SES

Independent Variables

OEP(s
2

MA AP EEP(s )

tow
r4

41
I44

ll'EE(sp)
r4
ca

AD .M4

EEP(sp)

OEP(sp)

0E(sp)

.001

.182*

139*

.143*

.112*

.256*

.270*

.214*

.034

.164*

.279*

.235*

.207*

.147*

.488*

.302*

.040*

.179*

.237*

.407*

.340*

m
co

t-I

- m
C1 g

A w
w
.61

-A. f-4

1

_
AP

EEP(sp)

OEP(sp)

EE(sp)

0E(sp)

.131*

.244*

.129*

.055

-.123*

.481*

.233*

.246*

-.047

-.009

.206*

.212*

.175*

.102*

.612*

.749*

.257*

.323*

.277*

.456*

.501*

w

.. ,T4

(-I 0
ZA

%
Ad r-4
m

-----.

AP

EEP(sp)

OEP(sp)

EE(sp)

0E(sp)

.101

.243*

.224*

-.013

.015

.318*

.116

.112

.015

.161*

.321*

.385*

.202*

.285*

.530*

337*

.112*

.192*

.271*

.446*

.371*

to)

.13

'.7 A
3

AP

EEPW
OEP(sp)

EE(sp)

0E(sp)

.050

.282*

.268*

.141*

.063

654*

.047

.272*

.130*

.189*

.448*

454*

.162*

.060

.510*

577*

.429*

.369*

.406*

.568*

.568*

Significantly greater than zero at the .05 level of
eignificance, one-tail test
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educational expeAations of black males has increased by a noticable amoun

some other.R-squares have declined by a small amount, most notably in the

equation in Which educational expectation of the parents of black males is

the dependent variable. These data lend further support to thd view that

the subjective probability measures deserveNmore thorough analysis in a

later publicatioh.

Comparison of Sample to 1970 Census

This %ection compares the current Columbus sample to the most recent of

the previous Columbus samples and to census data. The comparisons are'

carried out for four demographic variables, mother's high school graduation

(MHSed), father'slhigh school graduation (FllSed), family type (FT), and age

of -the head of the household (AGEhh). All comparisons are done within race,

since the Columbus samples areNbalanced by raceN and therefore are, by

design, unrepresentative of the popillation with\regard to race. The two

samples are compared to each other and to data from several census areas.

The census areas to Which sample data are compared include the Columbos

Metropolitan Area, the Columbus SMSA, Franklin County (the county which

contains most of Columbus), Urban Ohio, the North-Centralensus region, and

the Urban U.S. Data on some of.the comparison variables are not available

in census publications for all census areas. Each table contains data from

eacn.of the above listed census areas inewhich information on the pertinent

variable is puhlished. The census data were taken from the 1970 census

summaries, General Social and Econothic Characteristics and Detailed

Characteristics for the United States and for, the state of'Ohio. All census

n's are estimates of total populations based on,twenty-percent samples.

The first comparisons are for high school graduation of mother (MNSed)

and of father (FliSed). MliSed is coripared to adult females in census data,

and FUSed is compared to adult males in the census. Table 9 contains the

figures showing proportions graduating from high school. Statistical tests

of the difference of proportions were calculated using the finite population

multiplier in calculattnns involving the twentY-percent census sample data.

Figures that are statistically significantly different from the current

Columbus sample arc marked by an asterisk.

In al.l comparisons of the current data to census dat:i except for white

females (mothers of student respondents), statistical significance is

observed. The sample tends to have a smaller percentage of high school

graduates than the census. For white females, comparison of the current

Columbus sample to the Columbus SMSA, to Franklin County and to U.S. Urban

are not significant. On the other hand, only one of the four tests of

differences between the earlier and the current Columbus samples is

statistically significant--the one for white females. In this case, the

current sample matches the census proportions mOre closely than does the

previous sample.

If one depends on statistical tests to determine differences, the

following anomaly appears: The two samples do not differ from each other,
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TABLE 9

PROPORTION OF PARENTS COMPLETING TWELVE OR FEWER YEARS OF SCHOOLING BY RACE AND SEX:
COMPARISON OF-COLUMBUS SAMPLES AND SIX 1970 CENSUS AREAS

Current. 1975
Census Areas,

Race Sex
Columbus
Sample

..805

Columbus
Sample

.851

7-7Eloriii---r--bolumbus
Metropolitan

.882*

SMSA

.876*

Franklin
___Count

.876*

Ohio
Urban

.903*

North-Central
Region

.888*

U.S.

Urban

.871*
Female

n.359 n.94 n.25,532 ili7,052 n.26,641 n.243,863 n.1,133,796 n.5,225,956

Black

.791 .783 .876* .870* .869* .897* .887* .872*
Ile

n.335 n.60 n=21,887 n.23,381 n.22,951 n..205,963 n.972,273 n*4,336,951-

.757 .853* .807* .775 .770 .828* .820* .789
Female

n..355 n=11 n..120,589 11..220,547 11.498,873 n..2,051,588 11,44,703,612 n*38,108,638

White

.629 .650 . 739*
.

.688* .676* .752* .789* .707*
I. le

n=-348 n..103 n..104,260 n..195,495 n..174,914 n=1,794,213 n.13,335,046 n=33,362,905
.

*The proportion in the current Columbus sample differs from this proportion at the .05 levelof significance
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but the present sample differs from the census; whereas, the earlier, sample

does not. The main reason for this anomaly pertains to the,sample size of

the two samples. The saimple size of the duirent sample is somewhat larger

than that of the prior sample; hence, smallei observed discreiuncies between

the current sample and the census are required to obtain statistical

significance.

It is concluded that the current Columbus sample and, quite possibly

in light.of the new evidence, tke previous sample are somewhat biased

regarding proportion of parents graduating from high school. Two points

should be emphasized, howev,er.. Firse, the magnitude of the bias is not

large, averaging some seven And a half percentage points. Secondly,

available census data are for the entire adult population in 1970, not just

for parents of teenagers in 1979. Without more detailed data, it is not

clear what effect this discrepancy between the samples and census has on the

comparisons.

Table 10 compares the two Columbus simply; to each oth,a and to three

census areas for which data on family type are availsb1e in the 1970 census.

Both samples show statistically significant differences with the census in

proportion of intact families irrespective of which cctnsus area enters thse

comparison, but the two samples do not differ from each other by a large

enough-amount to be statistically significant. This may he due to chang"e in

the status of,American households during the decade of the seventies. If

household heads who are cla:sified as "single" axe omitted, 76 percent of

household heads were estimated to be married in 1977 (Hammond Almanac,

1979). Applying the racial proportions in the population to the two samples

in Table 10, une can create population estimates of proportion of intact

families for black and white populations combined: for the current .

sample--.113 (.592) + .883 (.797) .771, and for the previous semple--.113

(.560) + .333 (.310 'w .7.84 (.113 is the proportion of blacks, and .883 the

proportion of whites in 1977). Both of these figures are,clofe to the

census estimate fOr 1977. Omission of those classified as single from
calculation of the 76 percent of household 'heads who are married was done

because most of those single persons are probably 1?ss than thirty years

old, and few if any .,...ents. of teenagers are under thirty (see Table 11).

Comparison among age distributions of the head of the household are

di:Tlayed in Table 11. These comparisons are shown separatelY by race and

family type. The complete distribution of age for the 'current Columbus
sample was compared.statistically to the previous sample and to the three

census areas listed in the table. The Komolgorov-Smirnov two-sample tast

was applied. The census data are for households with at least one child

between ages 13 and 19, inclusiVe. None of the statistical tests /lie
statistically significant at the .05 level; hence, it.is concluded thAt the

age distribution pf parents in the sample probably is not biased.

This section reveals several differences between sample distributions

of demographic variables and 1970 census distributions. Many of the

differences are statistically significant. Changes in the population since
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1970 may account for some of the discrepancies, especially proportion of
intact families, but some differences undoubtedly are due to sample bias. It
should be emphasized, however, that with the possible exception of family
type, none of ifferenees are of large magnitude.

TABLE 10

PROPORTION OF INTACT FAMILIES BY RACE:
COMPARISON OF COLUMBUS SAMPLES TO THREE CENSUS AREAS

\

Census Areas

Race

Current
lumbus
'am le

1975

Colambus
Sam le

Ohio
Urban

North-
Central
Re ion .

Urban
" U.S.

,
.592 .560 .02* -.653 .. .663*

Black

n=358 n=116 n=66 762 no305 623 n 1 475 788
--, .797 .816 .907 .910* .896

White ,

Tw355 n=125 n=702,521 n=3,675,950 n=12,522,725

Summary and Conclusion

This chapter rresents comparisons between the current sample, previous
Columbus samples, and the census. For several important variables,related
to career expectations, means, standard deviations, and standardized
path-regression coefficients are compared between samples. While numerous
.differenees in detail can be observed, the main features of the current
sample match reasonably well.those of the previous samples. Comparison of
demoi,raphic variables in the current sample to census data reveal several
statistically siolificant differences. However, the current and past sample
match tair1y closely in demographic composition. Some of the diffcrcnces
between the carrent sample and the comparison data can he rxplained fairly
siAtisfactorily. For example, differences in operational definitions of AP
bt.ieen samplc probably accoult for much of the between-sample differences
in the behavior of statistics dsing the AP measure. Change in patterns Of
persistence of marriages may account for some of the discrepancies in
porcent.0,- of intact families between the 1970 census and the samples. On
the other hand, the generally lower correlations involving the SES measure
in the current sample than in the previous samples is difficult to explain.

-It should be phasized, however, that the SES differences are not
exceptionally large and certainly'not uniform across subgroups and
correlates. It is concluded that the current sample provides'an adequate
data base for empirical tests of approximate theoretical models, providing
of course, thlt caution is exercised retarding the gernalizability of the
results.

4 2
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TABLE 11

CUMULITIVE DISTRIBUTION OF ACE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
BY RACE AND SEX FOR TWO COLUMBUS SAMPLES AND THREE CENSUS AREAS

, Family 7ype

Intst Families Female Head of HH

...-

Age of Head, Age of Head

Dila
Race Source <35 35-44 45-64 65 N <35 45-64 265 N

B Sample k .0R0 .426 .979 1.000 47 ..146 56 1.000 1.000 41

L Sample 2 .029 .478 .985 1.000 138 .151 .644 .925 1.000 146

A Ohio Urban .085 .510 .972 1.000 44,864 .208 .717 ..994 1.000 21,898

C N. Central .096 .526 .972 1.000 199,502 .220 .712 .992 1.000 106,121

K U.S. Urban
/'

I.

--I

W Sample 1 .022 .457 .989 1.000 92 .190 .714 1.000 1.000 21

H Sample 2 .027 .486 .491 1.000 222 .097 *.403 .986 1.000 72.

I Ohio Urban .041 .471 .983 1.000 637,053 .095 .503 1991 1.000 65,468

T N. Central .040 .460 .987 1.000, 3,329,248 .091 .497 .990 1.000 328,702

,E U.S. Urban .043 .460 .986 1.000 11,218,341 .097 .520 .992 1.000, 1,3'02,72.6

NOTES: 1. Sample 1 refers to the 1975 study in Columbus. it-

2, Sample 2 refers to the present Columbus study.

3. Ohio Urban refers to the Ohio Urban census area.

4. N. Central refers to the North-Central ceilsus region.

5. U.S. Urban refers to urban census data for thkU.S.

6. Census data are for households with at least aka child between ages 13 and 19, igclusive.

7. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov tent revealed no significant differences between age distributions,

p < .05.
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CHAPTER 4

.

CROSS-SECTIONAL MODELS WITH FEEDBACK LOOPS

The path models in the preceding chapteriwere all 'recersive meahing no
feedback loops were permitted: The recursive nature of these models follows
usual practice in-the empirical literature; but it violates theori cited in
Chapter 1 about the pres6ice of causal feedback among the expectation
variables and academic performance. For example, followleg usual (but not
univergal) practice, in the preceding chapter it tas assumed-thet academic
performanee of a youth in high school affects the parents' educitlbnal.and
occupational expectations of,the youth and the tducational and occupational
expectations that the youth holds for self. There is every juetification
for these assumptions. Parents and.yotith observe how well the youth does in
school, take school grades a% an indicator ofluture success, and adjust
expectations accordingly. The problem is that there is equally strong
justificationrfor the assumption that aiademic performance is affected bç
the expectation variables. Those with.high expectations and parents who
hold high expectations for them adjust their effort in school upward, and
vice versa. Similar arguments can be offered to support the probable
feedback among altfour expectation variables. Parents' eduiational and
occupational expectations of youth undoubtedly affect each other.
Similarly, the youth's educational and gccupational expectations of self
undoubtedly affect each other. Finally, the youth's expectations of-self
probably influence the expectations that his/hOr parents hold.

These theoretical arguments can be expressed in a system of structural
equations in Which all possible feedback loops are permitted among the
endogenous variables. Equation system (1) expresses sucl),_a model using the
variables studied in Chapter 3.

6

(la) AP = b130EP + b14EE + b150E + + + c
1)12E" .12MA 71. ul

(lb) EEP b
21
Ar + + b23ou + b24EE + b250E

4. I-20
+ c21SES

c22MA u2

(1c) OEP b
31
AP + b

31
EEP + b

34
EE +

35
OE + c

30
+ c

31
SES + c

32
MA + u

3;

(1d) EE h
41

AP + b.,it EEP 4- b
43
OEP + b

45
OE + c

40
+ c

41
SES + c

42
NA + u

4

(1e) OE b
51
AP + b

52
EEP + b

53
OEP + b

54
EE + eso + c51SES + c52MA_+ u5

While equation system (1) reflects. the theory more adequately than the
recursive models, as noted briefly in Chapter 2, technical difficulties
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arise when nonrecursive structural equations, such as system (1),Aire A. ,

studied. The diffieultie's are esiiiesially acutft:hen statistiAl analyiis 4.4
confined to cross-sectional datg, as An thi prifient case, w

Because ofthe importance of the identification question to this st4dy'
,

,

and to status-attainment research in general, is chapter devotes
Th

.

.9111considerable attention to tbe.issue. e di ussion is substantially longer
and mor_sischnical than would normally bisethe'case in an empirical report.
The firiT-author is untroubled by this departdre from convention, for he

believes that technical discourse on statistically method tends to be too
sharply separated from substantive research. In this author's view, more

frequent bIbnding of technical and substaniive topics offers potential for4
improving understanding of both the substantive and technical materia

The identification issue centers on the question of whether unkno
parameters of a set of equations can' be d9duced uni

:

uely from observable

information% A pair of simple examples of the math "11tical problem provides

some insight into the nature of identification. Co lac@ the following pair

of equations.
- 1,.....

..
'.. :.

,

a + b ='1, ..

.4,

a b = 1/2

If these two equations are added, one finds

2a = 3/2

a = 3/4

- Putting a = 3/4 back into the first of these two equations.and solving for b

leads to b = 1/4. There are no other possible values.of a and b that
satisfy these two equatIons; hence, the two equations have a unique

solution. In contrast, observe the following two equations.
4,0

2a b = 1

-1.5a + .75b = -.75

Note that numerous pairS of values a, b satisfy both of these equationi.

For example, a = 1, b = 1 is one solution. tut, a = 3, b = 5 also satisfy

both equations. In fact, an inftnite number of values of a and b satisfy
both equations; b can he choosen arbitrarily and a = 1/2(1+b) used to find

a. Since the second equation is just -.75 times the first, any values
satisfying the first also satisfy the second. The system is therefore

underidentified.

The remainder of ehis chapter divides into two sections. The first

section reviews the most frequert econometric treatment of the
identification issue and presents an example from the current Columbus

sample. The results are not satisfactory, either empirically,or

theoretically. The type of assumptions that must be imposed to achiev
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identification with the traditional econometric model are not well suited to
career-expectarions theory. Consequently, alternative models are examined
in which the theorist is free to specify assumptions about correlations
between all measured,a114 all asturbanee variables. It IS emeluded.that ,

ordinafy least squares (OLS) estimation of a career expectation model with
caNuSal feedback is more satisfactory than estimations that might be derived
from the major competing methods such as indirect least squares or two-stage
least squares, but, not surprisingly, OLS methodp a1so are not entirely
satisfactory.

.fication withitT1se of Assum tions about

.In this section, ttl. most usual treatment of the identification issue
in the economerric liter<ture is reviewed. The key assumption here is that
disturbances may correlate with more than one jointly dependent variablev
i.e., variables determiried- in part by other mpasured,variables in the model.
Most of the res.ults included here are knowfienerally, so citations
documentingispecipc theorems are omitted. -Numerous sources were consulited
in preparing tht-§-review,-tpst notably Fisher (1976), Koopmans, Rubin, and
Leipnik (1950)i Koopmhns (1953), Johnston (1963), and Goldberger (1964).

4 The technical discussion of identification of equation system (1) is
facillitated by adoption of a more compact notatian. Accordingly, define

-.the following matrices and yectors.

NO, with bkk = -1; k, 2, ..... K

[ckO; k =1,...,K; = 0,1,...L

= lyk1; ..... (a column vector)

z = 1z 1; Qt., 0,1 ..... L (a column vector)

k = 1,...,K (a column vector)

F r the present case:

yl = AP (academic performance)

,F.FP (educational expectation of parents)

y3 = CEP (occupational expectation of parents)

y4 = EF (educational expettation of parents)

ys = OE (occupational expectation of parents)

0 = 10 (unity for all cases)
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zi SES (socioeconomic status)

. baz2 MA (measured mental at;ility)

atbd

Much of the formal discourse applies irrespective of the content of.i.and
but the substantive content will help to juxtapose the methodological theory
with Che substantive theory.

The equatitms,in the structural system noW can be written compactly in
matrix notation.

4 ,

(2) 0 - Cz + u

where 0 is.a conformable null matrix. At least four important asstiMptions

generally are imposed on the model giien in (2). These assumptions are:

0
Assumption 1: The means of all disturbance variables u are zero, i.e.,

Eu o, whereEdenotes the expected value operation, andoisaKx1
null vector.

Assumption-2: All covariances between predetermin4 variables rand
the disturbances are zero, i.e, Euz' 0 where 0 is a Kx(L+1) null
matrix, and a prime affixed to a vectoi-or matirx denotes the transpose

of the vector or matrix.

Assumption 3: No particulai pattern of zero covariances between the
jointly dependent variables/ and the disturbances u can be assumed a
priori.

Assumption 4: The coefficient matrix of the jointly dependent
variables, 13, is nonsingular, i.e., 1BI i 0, where IBi denotes the

determinant of B.

Assumption 3 is generally introduced when causal feedback is contained
in a system of structural equations, on the assumption that if yi affects

y2 and y2 affects yi, !then yl must be ,correlated with the
disturbiincejor y2, and vice versa.

Using assumption 4, the reduced form of the model giVen by (2) is
derived by solving (2) for the vector of jointly dependent variables.

-B-1Cz - B-lu

(3) / Pz + v

with

(4a) 11.13 .g -C P'11' -CI

(4h) v I u
-^
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P is called the matrix of reduced-form coefficients. Since it ite asstmed
that Euz' 0, P may be derived directly from equation (3) by
postpultipliing (3) by P. Viking expectations, end dropping the zero
covariance ilatrix, Buz'. These opeistions yield

"

(5) P Ex11(Ezz') -I

Given P from equatisn (5), the coefficients pf the s ructure, 14 and C,
must be deduced from the relation tn (4a). The transpose relation given In
(4a) can be written in supermatrix notation as a set of K syetems of
homogeneous linear equations.

(6) 1P'11 - 0

C'

with I an (L+1) x (L+1) identity matrix, and 0 an (L+1) nall matrix.
Each Tc-olumn of the supermatrix [13 Cj' contains M+1..= K+L+]. 'unknown
coefficients, , ,c there are only L+1 equations in the system (6). Since it
is assumed th.it K > 2, the.nuMber of unknowns always exceeds the number of

sequations by at least two; consequently, even with the dorming rule bkk
-1,-there is no unique.solution to (6).

As shown by ennatien (6), the structural parameters (li'C'] fall in the
column kernel of the suyi-Jfkatrix [F'Il. 'Since [P'I] can 1;;". put in echelon

form.simply by interchanging I and-ii, and it has L+1 rows and M+1 columns,
its rank is 1,41. The column order of the kernel of thus, is (M+l)
(L+1) (K+i..+1) - (L+1) Kt the dumber of equations id the system. A basis
for4thp'estructure can be represetifed oy the supermatrix HIV' all vectors
in the'kernel can be derived ae nonsingular transformations of this basis.8
Since there are an infinite number of such transformations, the.coefficients
of the structure are not determined uniquely by (6). The need to impose
theoretical restrictions on the model is evident.

The i6ea of nonsingular linear transformations of the structure is
central to the concept of identification; hence, some amplification of the
above Conclusion is in order. Consider a second set of structural
coefficients, defined by the nonsineular linear transformation:

8The echelon form of a matrix occurs when elementary operations have been
used to transform the structure such that, reading from left to right,
the first nonzero entry in each row occurs to the right of the first
nonzero entry in all rows above it. The rank of a matrix in echelon
form equals the aumber of rows having at least one nonzero entry. The

column kernel of a matrix A is the set of alliconformable vectors x
snch that Ax et o. &basis for a solution 'space is a set of linearly_
independent vectors from which all solutions can f)e derived as linear
transformations.
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B B'T

41 CI

i4ere T is a nonsingular 'transformation matrix. Equation (6) is
insufficient to distinguish B' from 6*1 and C' from C*':

WI) NT. li'l [W] T OT 0

C*' C'T C'

Hence, with available inOormation in (6), the Choice between B't and Bit',
and between C' and.C*' 1.4 entirely arbitrary, and there are an infinite
number Of other alternatives satisfying equation (6).

Note that the substantive model giyen by equation system (1) certainly
is not identified without further restrICtions. The 'only restrictions on

the paraketers pre'that bkk -1, all k. Hence, one could not use
equation (60 to Oerive unique structural parambters of the modef of career-
expectaticns.

Each .column of 15 C)' is a solution to L+1 homogeneous litlear equations

in M+1 K+L+1 unknowns. Let the kth column of [13 C)' be denoted by ( bk
ck)', where 1k' is the kth column Of B', andck' is kth Column of C'.
For simplicity, the subScripts on 123(' .and AC will be dropped unless
necessary for clarity. The kth column of (6) can now be written.

. (7) WI] [b'l o

c'

%

where o is an (L+1) x 1 null vector. To Achieve unique identification of
(7), one must append K independent linear restrictions that are also
independent of which, taken as a set cannot be homogeneous linear

equations. These restrictions must be drawn from theory. Let the

restrictions be of the,form

1b' a2s:

where(lf paKxKmatrix isaK.x (L+1) matrix, andais aKx1
nonzero vector, g # o. (If A o, it implies that b * o, and c o). Now,

creating an expanded supermatrix, a unique solution for b and c can be
found, as follows.

(8a) 1_1] [121 HQI Q2 c' g

I

21 .(3".2 3.

(8b) b' * P' 1 -1 0

1

The e istence of the inverse of the supermatrix is.guaranteed by the
assumption that 191 g12) ate comprised of K independent rows that are'
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also independeq of WI) and the fact that the rank of (1"11 is 1.+1. Thus,
thebsupermatrix in (8) is square of order 11+1, its rank is11+1, and it is,
therefore, nonsingular. When exactly K rows are Ontained in 1 22,
and 31,, the system is just identified. Mum more than K,rows are inclisded,
the system is cvericNntified, but its rank is still M+1. ',Hence, any K
iddependent rows may be'selected to arrive at (8).

By far the most common form of the restrictions is to stipulate the
diagoriel element of b is -1 and at least K-1 other elements in b or c are
zero. This pattern of assumptions is sometimes called zero assumptions.
The zero assumptions can be represented by lettiTx,the kth element of q be
-1, and setting the rest to zero, combined with 'peimutations of K x 1
elementary unit vectors comprising the columns of RI and g2. To tee how
this is accomplished, take equation (la) in which academic performance is
the aependent variable. Suppose one wishes to assume, that the coefficients
associated with SES (c11), 0E12 (b13)., and OF (b15) are zero,,and set

b11 1. The following lay out of equation (8a) expresses these
assumptions.

PIO P20 P30 P40 P50 1 0 n

P11 P2I P311)41 p5I 0 1 0

P12 P22 P32 P42 p52 0 0 1

b12

b13

0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b14 - 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 b15

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 C10

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

c12_

Here

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o

- 0 0 0 0 g l i 2 - 0 0 0

0 0 o 1 0 o

o 0 o 0 0 1 0

Since K = 5, and only 4 restrictions have been stipulated, equation (la)
still is not identified. It is difficult to decide that any other
coefficients even tentatively should be zero. Even the assumptions made
already violate the theoretical presumption that all possible feedback loops
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occur among the jointly dependent variables. This issue will be raised

again prresently.

The investigation of the last few paragraphs was confined to

identification of one structural equation taken in isolation from the

others. For the restrictions to be meaningful, however, they should be such

that, given the data. only one structure conforms to them. Thus,

transformations of the for6

B'T

C*' c'T

must be such that, either T T, or the transformation destroys the pattern

of zero assumptions implied by the set of K restriction sets such asM,

522, and .91,. To investigate the conditions required to assure that T 1 is

the Only legitimate transformation, partition tik into bok and blk

representing respectively the zero and nonzero parts of IN, and partition

ck in an analogous way-7_colt, slk Let the remaining columns of B' be

partitioned into Bok' and Alk' corresponding to the rows of b lc' and

talk', respectively. Finally, partition the .remaining columns of C' in an

analogous fashion with Ca' and Cit' corresponding to rows of colj and

clk', respectively.

The matrices B' and C' can now be written in partitioned form, as

follows, using k = 1 as an example:

Cm [col 'CcTi

hi 111 I C

For a linear transformation to preserve the zero elements in and c' one

must have

colicol

=
_01'13(71

where t1 is a scalar element of the first row and column of T, and 12 is

the vector of remaining elements in the first column of T. Since 1,01 and

col are null vectors, this result holds if

(9) 1.121 = o

There are K 1 columns in ficTI and C-1, and if superflous .

overidentifying restrictions have been removed, there are K 1 rows in the

supermatrix INT' _UP. Hence if the determinant of [NI iljir Ls

nonzero, the only solution to (9) is the zero solution, 12 ... o, and no

linear transformation of the structure exists that preserves the assumptions
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about zero values in bl and El. This conclusion generalizes to each
column. of (13 C)'.

To summarille for.the case of zero assumptions, a necessary and
sufficient condition for the identification of the kth.structural equation
in (2) is that the rank of [Bg SAP is K - 1 (one let:s than the number
orequations. The matrix [B-T CIP is formed by deleting the kth
colUmn of [B CP and keeping the rows of [13 C]' corresponding to the rows of

I-lojc' and ck 0-iat are set to zero.

since [B-1 c-Tif cannot be xank IC- 1 unless it contains at least K
- I row's, the necessary condition derived from examining the kth structural
equation in isolation is confirmed by this analysis of all equations. It is
apparent, however, that existence of K - 1 rows in [Bi C-TP is not the'
only _condition that this matrix must satisfy. For example, not all the
entries in any column can be zero. Since, by definition bol e o, and
col the nonzero restriction on columns of 111,4 r.,1) implies an
additional necessary conditiOn for the identification of any structu're: no
two equations may contain the same pattern of zero coefficients. None of
the equatfons sharing the same pattOre of zero coeffioients is identified.

Application of these identification rules to the model of career
expectations expressed by equation-system (1) is instructive. It is
immediately obvious that assumptions 1 through 4 render equations (1) not
identified. Not a single coeffitient of the predetermined variables (C) or
the jointly dependeut variables (B) are set to zero a priori. Since There
is some suggestion in the literature that SES and MA operate indirectly on
the career expectations of youth, one might set the coefficients for SES and
MA to 4ero in the equations for EE and OE, i.e., assume c41 " c42 "
c5I e c52 e O. These assumptions are insufficient to identify either
equation, however. Only two coefficients in each equation have been set to
zero,/ but four coefficients must be estimated from data. Further, equations
(Id) and (le) have the same pattern of zero coefficients. Hence, neither
equation (Id) nor (le) is identified, because neither one meets either of
the necessary conditions for identifiakility cited above.

So long as one insists that all possible feedback loops among the
expectation variables and academic performance be permitted, the only hope
for identifying the system under the current assumptions is to add
predetermined variables that have no direct effect on several of the jointly
dependent variables. Since there are fou'r coefficients of the jointly
dependent variables in each equation to be estimated from data, at least
four predetermined variables with zero direct effect must_ be included for
each equation. One cannot just pick four predetermined: variables and set
their coefficient.", to zero An every equation, however, because to do so
violates the necessary condition that the same pattern of,eros cannot occur
in two or more equations. Thus, at least one coefficient of a predetermined
variable (c's) must be estimated from data in each equation, but at least
four coerficients of predetermined variables must be set to,zero in order to
estimate the four coefficients of the joisitly dependent variables (bls).
The conclusion is, therefore, that at least five predetermined variables
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must be included. Identification may proceed by identifying one nonzero
coefficient of a predetermined variable and four zero- coefficients of a
predetermined variable in each equation, but.the nonzero.eoefficientlaust
not be associated with the same predetermined variable in any two

equations.

These conditions of identifiability are extremely artificial. There is

no good theoretical basis for writinR a model to meet the required

assumptions. For expository purposes, however, a model meeting these
conditions is presented and estimated from data. For this model, the SES

index is di,aggregated into its component parts, father's oecupattonal
scatty (F0),.father's education (FE), and. mother's education (-ME). With

measured mental ability (MA), 'this disaggreation yields four predetermined.'

variables,'one less than the required five. Consequently, family income

,(FI) is appended to the set of predetermined variables. The folloWing

assumptions are used to generate sample estimates of the nonzero parameters:

1. MA has a direct effect on AF and notdirect effect on any other
jointly dependent valriable.

2. FI has a direct effect on FEY and no direct effect on any
jointly dependent variable.

ther

FO has a direct effect on OFP-and no direct effect on any other
jointly dependent variable.

4. ME has a direct effect on EE,and no direct effect on any other
jointly dependent va,iahle.

S. FF has a direct effeCt on OE and no direct efi on any other

jointly dependent variable.

Empiricll estimates of this model are shown in Tahl l. Estimation is

by indirect least sqnares (ILS), since each equation is just-identified. In

the case of just-identified equations, ILS,prodnces the MIMe output that

methods such as two-stage least squares produce that are designed for
over-iientitied equation systems. Note tharall expectatiotyariahles are
measured by the subjective probability method.

With few exceptions these estimates are not credible. Ohly one

coefficient in all four panels of the table is significantly greater than

-i.oro at the .05 level of significance. The signs of the coefficients
fluctuate erratically, forming no pattern that is predictable theoretically.

The absolute magnitude of many of the coefficients exceeds one, a result

that is difficult to interpret for standardized coefficients. Finally, most

R-squares are negative, meant-1g that the variance of the dependent variable

is smaller than the mean-square error generated by the model. It should be

emphasized, however, that the absolute magnitude of the coefficients and the

R-squares do not contain much information in cross-sectional data; as will

be shown holow, fur the.dynamic model underlying, this study, cross7sectional
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TABLE 12

INDIRECT LAAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF A MODEL OF
CAREER EXPECTATIONS AND ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE CONTAINING FEEDBACK LOOPS

Regresslnd Intercept

-T-

.t
P edetermined Variables

J

ointly Dependent Variables

FO FE ME FI MA AP EEPsp OEPsp EEsp OEsp R

- m
.-. c

G,
.-.2 4.
w
11:4 t
A. m

.-4

m

AP 1.459

FlPsp -.012

OEPsp .187

EFsp -.020

OFsp .128

0

0

.095

0

0

0

0

0

0

.063

0

0

0

.092

0

0

.098

0

0

0

.987

0

0

0

-1.0

.631

.885

-.210

.394

-.126

-1.0

.038

.617

-.247

75.826

.122

-1.0

-.143

.968

3.958

.579

.134

-1.0

.052

-.376

-.023

-.008

.447

-1.0

-20.624

.121

-.604

.400

-.267

a

..":
, e

L.;

j

A-

1EPsp

OFFsp

EFsp

OEsp

.233

-.584

.274

-.300

-.284

o

0

-.202

0

0

o

0

0

0

-.141

o

0

0

.447

0

0

.169

0

0

0

.490

0

0

0

0

-1.0

-1.035

.315

1.491

-.695

.108

-1.0

1.393

-1.377

-.906

-.637

3.265

-1.0

.150

2.567t

.800

-.767

-.468

-1.0

.204

-.042

-.414

-.531

-.278

-1.0

-.004

-3.540

-.454

-2.631

-1.279

0
c.)

- '-'r.N ct

p-1

L 2
=

AP

FEPsp

OEPsp

EEsp

OEsp

.3S0

-.069

.624

-.140

5.199

0

0

.485

0

0

0

0

0

0

-6.452

0

0

0

-.155

0

0

-,282

0

0

0

.639

0

0

0

0

-1.0

.838

4.859

-.696

-17.997

-.258

-1.0

2.152

1.736

10.349

2.008

1.054

-1.0

-1.080

34.539

-.869

1.700

-3.573

-1.0

-29.011

-1.713

-1.851

,-3.615

.962

-1.0

-4.336
.

-2.327

,-25.572

-1.607

-1183.298

0
30."

I' 'I
...-

w a,

t-j-,

A, r.

AP

EEPsp

OEPsp

FFsp

Asp

-.661

.029

.026

.413

.207

0

0

-.029

0

0

0

0

0

0

-.181

0

0

0

.493

0

0

-.034

o

0

0

.780

0

o

0

0

-1.0

-.271

.063

-.159

-1.002

.950

-1.0

.631*

-1:292

-1.590

-.292

1.427

-1.0

-1.019

2.950

-.097

.278

-.021

-1.0

.211

-.451

-.733

.570

2.770

-1.0

.164

.043

.677

-3.925

-1.903

bo * Significantly greater than zero at p (a) < .05
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data generate estimates of parameters only up to en indeterminant constant
of pelliportionality within each equation.

Identification Including Use.of Assumptions about
Covariances between Jointly Dependent Variables and Disturbances

There are, of course, other specifications of the model that could be
tried within the assumptions through 4 that meet the conditions of
identifiability most commonly state4 in the econometric literature. To
reca9itulate, the necessary conditions are that at least as many
_coefficients of predetermined variables in each equation must be assumed
zero a,.there are coefficients of jointly dependent variables to be
estimated from data. Further, the same pattArn of zero assumptions cannot
be repeated in two or more bquations. These conditions do not suit the
substantive theory of formation of career expectations very well.
Consequently, rather than specify alternative models meeting these
condftions, this section examines the consequences of dropping assumption 3
(no pattern of .zero covariances between jointly dependent and disturbance
variables can be assumed) and assumption 4 (IB1 A 0).

_ The manner in which the covariances among disturbances and jointly .

dependent variables can contribute to identification of the model gtven by
equations (1) may be examined by generalizing equation (6). To this end,
first postmultiply the structural equation (2) by lr: and take expectations,
then ostmultiply by z' and take expectations. The results are:

1. (10aI0 + CEIx' + Eux

(100 0 = 13Fvz' + CEzz'_ -
result can be expressed in.;Supermatrix notation paralleling equation

(6).

1

(11) Evil' Evz' 1

Ezv' Ezz' 0

\\

Note that (11) is a generalization of (6). Mince, from (5), P' *
premultiplying (46) by Ezz' leads to:

[Ezz'EP'Il B' =.[Ea' Fzi'l B'l ... 0

From this result it is evidt7nt that equation (6) is just the second row of
matrices In (11), or equivalently, (6) is the transpose of (10b).
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The same criteria of identifiability applied to equation (6),can be
applied to (11). First, note-that there are K unknowns in each column of B'

-plus 1494 unknowns in each column of Cri plus-K unknowns in awls column of
EIR6, for a total of 2K + L + 1 unknowns. There are 11+1 0 K + L + 1
equations; hence, there are just K more unknowns than equations.

1

Let the cross-products matrix in (11) be denoted by g , and partion a in

the obvious way, so that

g21 922 Ea' Ezzi.[

n - Ea' ELS'g ' gi gA2

Denote the partioned inverse of a by

[921 '!1

-1 . Ep 2,.12

22
R21

X
9,22

971 ' gll 9a2

Now, since ate + 2,2221 so 1, anti 92,aii +22,221 . 6, by

virtue of the definition of an inverse, one basis for the column kernel of

(11) is given by

[

11,

221

I

.

E.:

\.

I4Serting (12) into (11) con

homogeneous linear equations
linear transformation except
tdentity
Oentift
negative
postmult

enntaini
diaiton4I

irms that it is a set of K solutions to the M+1
r Iresented by (11). Further, note that no
the Identity transformation preserves the

matrix in (12); hence, t e solutions given by (12) are just
ed. *The diagonal entries of y . -9_11,are not necessarily

one, however. This norming rule can inTosed on the solution by

iplying by the inverse of a diasonal Arix with diagonal entries
ng the diagonal of the matrix 9,11. Denote the inverse of this

matrix by .2 The normed solution, thus, becomes

_Q11 s2 ,(11.1s2

./

1
4021 -Q 21 S 2

s2

Thus, the matrix S2 is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries giving the

covariances betwein one jointly dependent variable and one disturbance.u;

all off-diagonal eováriances betweeny-and u are assumed zero. IL can be

demonstrated algebrakcally that (13) is the ordinary least-squares (OLS)

solution applied to each equation of the structure, and that the diagonal
entries of S2 are variances aff.the disturbance variables.



mow
With the norming rule bkk -1, all k, equation (13) is identified

uniquely; no.trapsformation other than the identity transformation keeps all
the a priori restrictiohe intact. This canclusion implies that OL$ supplies
a lust-iaentified solution td a system of structural equations including all
possible feedback loops among the jointly dependent variables aed all
possible direct effects of predetermined variables on dependent varlablia.
Use of OLS to calculate.effect parameters in structural equation systems
including causal feedback violates widespread conventioh in the literature.
It is generally believed that OLS is inappropriate when causal feedback is
present (see, e.g., Hout and Morgan, 1975; Goldberger, 1973; Land, 1971;
Henry and Hummon,,1971; and Freeman, 1971).

. To shend the conditions which uniquely identify TA calculation of
parameters in systems with feedback does not demonstrate that the necessary
'assumptions are advisable. The argument here has shown only that if one is
will*pg to assume that all regressors in each equation of a system are
uncoLltelated with the disturbance variable in that equation, then OLS
methbds are identified. This assumption is expressed by the diagonal
structure of S.

Since equation (11) is undetidentified, some assumptions are manditory
if_empieTW work.is to be carried out. The question, then, is which set of
assumptions is the best rellection of current substantive theory? It is
likely that no set of assumptions can be made with complete confidence. If
the substantive theory is not strong enough to justify one set of .

assumptions as clearly superior to others, then that set of assumptions
least in conflict with the best available substantive theory should be
selected. The degree of confidence in the outcome, of course; must depend
heavily on confidence in the substantive theory justifying the assumptions.
In some cases it may be advielple to use different specifications and
compare the results.

Applying the results of the previous and current section to the system
of career expectation variables leads to a basic question,: Faced with a
necessary, choice, is it preferable to assume that some hut not aD, of the
predetermined variables have no direct effect on the career expectation
variables and on academic perfoYmance or to assume thit all regressors
(including jointly dependent variables involved in feedback loops Wth the
regressand) are uncorrelated with the disturbance? The theoretical
discussion of developing carper plans suggests that assumptions of zero
correlations involving disturbances are preferable to setting to.zero any
coefficients of effects of measured variables on other measured variables,
since setting such coefficients to zero either a) violates the assumption of
feedback, or b) states by assumption that direct effects of some, but not
all, exogenous variables are zero%

WhOw the author believes that the OLS assumptions probably are
preferablp to those dOmanded by the alternatives discussed, the choice is
not(cleai' cut. There is some theoretical basis for presuming that direct
eFfeett of the piAetermined variables are zero (e.g., Sewell, Haller, and
Portes; 1969). Theoretical suggestions to this effect, however, have always
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been accompanied by calls to submit the hypotheses to empirical test; if the
coefficients indexing effects of SES and MA on career expectation variables
are set to zero a priori, bowevers.no. empirical test is possible.

For purposes of comparison with previous etitimates derived from
indirect least squares (ILS) (Table 12)., OLS estimates of the model given by
equations (1) are displayed in Table 13. InspectIon of these Aata reveal
much more credible outcomes than the estimates derived from ILS. Most
coefficients are positive as expected, and the few negative coefficients are
of small magnitude, only two being significantly less than zero at p (a) <
.05, with a two-tailed tesl.i Although one might take issue with some
specific patterns among the coefficients, none of the results engender

.

incredulity. In all subgroups except black females, measured mental ability
(MA).shows the largest effect on acadi'mic performance (AP); for black
females the expectation variablesaffect,AP. in all four subgroups,
.parental educational expectation (EEPsp) reveals the dominant effect on tile
youth's educational expectation (EEsp); an analogous observation generally
is true for occupational expectation (i.e., OEPspr-10.0Esp) except that AP has
a somewhat stronger-effect on OEsp than does OEPsp for black males, and
girls' own' educational expectation (EEsp) has a stronger effect on OEsp for
black females than does OEPsp. Generally, the two parental expectation
variables (EEPsp and OEPsp) exercise strong effects on each other, and the
same is true of the youth (i.e., EEsp;:=0Eip).

Because of the pervasive idea that OLS is inappropriate in the presence
of causal.feedback, some further discussioh of the issue may be useful.
Three main points are raised in the ensuing diacussion. First, it is
pointed out that there is no deductive proof that if yi affects y2 and
y2 affects yi, then the disturbance associated.with yi is
automatically correlated with y2, and vice versa. Secondly, the seldom
noted fact is demonstrated tht ILS and related methods are biased and
inconsistent when specification of zero coefficients is in error. Finally,
the dynamic basis for estimating causal feedback from cross-sectional data
is reviewed.

It is believed generally that the presence of causal feedback ip/a
system automatically renders.OLS biased and inconsistent. For examOle, Rout
and Motgan state

Parameters were estimated by two-stage least squares (2SLS) rather
than ordinary least squares (OLS), since the latter yield biased
and inconsistent estimates of the structural parameters of
nonrecursive models... (Hout(4I1 Morgan, 1975: 371)

Similarly, the complementary view is expressed succinctly by Freeman:
"Since the cobweb model is recursive, the supply equations are estimated by
ordinary least squares (Freeman, 1971: 65). .

It would be easy to infer from statements of'this sort that causal
feedback in a system of variables automatically generates nonzero
covariances between regressorsAn a given equation and the disturbance in

ildt f
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-TABLE 13

ORDINARY LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF A MODEL
OF CAREER EXPECTATIONS AND ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE CONTAINING FEEDBACX LOOPS

Regres-,and

Predetermined
Variables c UointlyiDezendent Variables

nterce.t SES MA AP EEPs. OEPs. EEs. OEs. R2

AP -.118 -.125 .044 -1.0 .05 . .296* .176* .219* .225-

EEPsp .037 .031 .132* .043 -1.0 .400* .498* -.130 .441

OEPsp .161 .065 .094* .126* .221* -1.0 -.054 .300* \.380

EEsp4 -.125 .073 -.070 .112* .411* -.081 -1.0 .621* .525

OEsp .331 .058 .142* .071* -.055 .229* .316* -1.0 .481

,4
a .045 .064 .367* -1.0 .037 % .075 .184*.

,

.104 .336

EEPsp -.134 .126* .094* .018 -1.0 433* .307* .0.1 1'6.621

OEPsp .131 .050 .093* .028 345* -1.0. .026 .4d2* .654

EEsp -.110 .091 -.067 .132* .464* .049 -1.0 .242* .499

OEsp .031 -.154t -.005 .062 .022 .633* .201* -1.0 .531

AP -.052 -.007 .154* -1.0 -.020 .207* .145* .278* .327

EEFsp .064 .105 .025 -.017 -1.0 345* ,457* .084 .523

OEFsp -.133 .117* 029 .160* .308* -1.0 , .123* .194* .485

EEsD .136 -.032 . 19 .119* 434* .131* -1.0 .152* .474

/ OEsp .013 .002 .151* .243*
,

.085 .212* .162* -1.0 .405

AP -.266 -.076 .489* -1.0 .187* .083 f .164*. -.02i .531

EEPsp .141 .077 -.130t ' .129* -1.0 .426* .276* .055 .686

OEPsp -.136 .023 .125* .076 .064* -1.0 .053 .325* .716

EEsp -.079 .125* .047 .141* k.,344* .050 -1.0 .224* .608

'OEsp -.303 -.005 .182* -.025 ,t.093 .412* .302* -1.0 .608

*Significantly greater than zero at p (a) < .05, one-tailed test

tSignificantly less than zero at p (a) .05, two-tailed test



An equation sUch as (14b) can be translated into this notation as follows:

-(17) y x'a u

The OLS solution for a is given by vector differentiation of the ex*cted
value of the squared errors and setting to zero:

DEu2 E(y-x'a)2 -2E(y-i'a)x
aa aa

o Exx'a)

(18) 2OLS (Exx')-1Exy

-

The zero first derivatives comprise necessary conditions for the minimum.
Analysis of the second derivatives demonstrates that (18) is also a
sufficient condition, but that demonstration is omitted here (see, e.g.,
Anderson, 1958).

Now, premultiply (17) by x and take expectations on both sides, to
find:

Eyx Exx'a + Exu_ _

(19) a ... (Exx')-1 Eyx (Exx')-1 Exu

Note that the difference between the OLS solution for a 20LS) and
the true a is just:

(20) Aoll - a (Exx')-1Exu

(fonnd by subtracting [19] from (18)). Clearly, any sampling functions that
are consistent estimators of aOLS mill be biased and inconsistent
estimators of the true a, unless (Exx')-1 Exu 0. In particular, the
sample OLS calculations are consistent estimators of .ftlis and are,
therefore, biased and inconsistent estimators of the true a, unless the
regressors are uncorrelated with the disturbance (i.e., Exu 0). The
asymptotic bias of OLS sample estimators is given by (20).

It is not surprising to find that nonOLS calculations also are b\amid
and inconsistent if wrong assumptions arc made, but this fact is so seldom
cited that it seems advisable to derive the asymptotic bias and compare it
to the bias of OLS. When it is not possible to assume that Exu . o, the
typical alternative is to draw on theory to set selected elements in a to
zero. If a sufficient number of coefficients are zero, then a can be
identified. Let a be partitioned into two vectors, al corresponding to
nonzero.entries iiiid 22 corresponding to zero entries. Partition x in the
analogous manner, with xi corresponding to variables presumed to affect
y,and x2 corresponding to variables having no (direct) effect on y. The
structural equation (17) can be written in the new notation as follows:
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(21a) y m x1'21 + u

since 22 m o, by assumption. If Ezu m o, then

(22) Ezy m EzXl'al

A necessary condition for (22) to have a unique solution is for z to contain
at least as many elements as xl; then, 21 is said to be identified.
Assuming no linear dependencies among the z's or among the x's, if the order
of z is the same as the order of xl, al is just identified; if the order
of z exceeds the order of xl, then al Is overidentified. Since the
assumptions are presumed to be mathematically consistent (as opposed to
statistically consistent), the number of rows by Which the order of z
exceeds the order of ,x1 can be dropped from z. NO information is lost, .

since reference is to the population and one can ignore sampling error that
might generate minor mathematical inconsistency in specific samples even
when none occurs in the population.

411,

- In view of these considerations, one may assume for the population that
(Ezz1')-1 exists and obtain al directly from (22).

(22a) 21 (Ezx1')-1 Ezy

Any sampling functions such as indirect least squares, two-stage least
squares, three-stage least squares, or the maximum likelihcod functions that
consistently estimate al will be consistent sample estimators, so long as
the assumption that 22 o is true.

Now, consider the effects of incorrectly assuming 22 is 'zero, so that
-(21a) is the presumed structural equation when (21) with 22 !, o is the
true equation. Suppose that some estimation method is used that
consistently estimates

(22b) al* (Ezx1')-1 Ezy

is not zero, then the true al is

al (Encl')-1Ezy (Ezx1')-1(Ezx1').22.

al m al* (Ezx1')-1(E,zx7')22

(23) al* al (EzX1')-1(Ezx7')22

where the assumption Ezu o is retained. Assuming (EEE2') is full rank

and Ezu = o, al* al if and only if 22 m o. Any sample estimators
that consistently estimate al*, will be inconsistent, biased estimators of
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the true set of coefficients, al, and the asymptotic bias is given hy
(23).

Equation (20) gives the asymptotic bias of sample OLS ebçimator, and
(23) gives the asymptotic bias of consiitent sample 'estimator of al*,
under the assumption that Ezu o. Comparison of the tv9 eqtioieiuggests

,an interesting conclusion, viz, ibet OLS is likely to be s sensitive to
misspecification than estfmators such as ILS, 2SLS, etc. that estimate al.
The reason is that the determinant of the cross-products matrix in (20,
Exx' generally will be larger (relative to the largest entry in the matrix)
than the determinant oftzxle. The likely difference in these
determinants derives from the fact that the diagonal entries of Exxl
dominate the matrix, but this is not true of UN'. Since inverse
matrices can be written.as a function involving the reciprocal of the
determinant ef the matrix, the deviations from zero of Exu in (20 get
multiplied by a smaller number than the deviations from zero of the entries
in a2 (see equation [231). This comment still applies even if one drops
the assumption Oat Ezu o. The gene& asymptotic bias of consistent
estimators of al* is

- al = (Ezx1')-1[(Ezx7')A2 42-Ezu1

It th well known that the sampling varianceof nonOLS estimators tends
to exceed that of OLS estimators (Goldberger, 1964: 360). The reason is
contained in the fact that (Erx1')-1 appears in the asymptotic
variance-covartance matrix of the sample estimates of al. For indirect
least squares (and just identified models) two-stage least squares, and
maximum likelihood, limited information estimators, that asymptotic
.variance-covariance matrix is

v- = 2 (Ezx1')-1(Ezz')(Enz')-1
Li1-111 .

where s2 is the variance of the disturbance, and SI is the sample
estimate of .;!1. Note that the variance of each estimator in AI is a
function oi the square of the reciprocal of the determinant of Ezxl", and
the standard error is, therefore, a function of the reciprocal of that
determinant.

The general conclusion is apparent. NonOLS methods generally are more
sensitive to specification error (sensitivity determined by the magnitude of
the asymptotic bias) than OLS. Couple this fact with the larger sampling
variances of most nonOLS methods, and the conclusion is clear: one should
demand strong theoretical grounds before using any of the main alternatives
to OLS. The results of the empirical examples shown in this chapter support
this cunclosion.

As noted in the opening chapter to this report, the theoretical model
underlying the researclystudy is eipressed as a system of linear
di1forenti3l milt:et-log.04. The differential.equations reflect the often cited
continuity and feedback, features of the development of career expectations
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(see Hotchkiss, 1979a). The differentiallequations supply a model for
change, not for eross-seitional relationships. Nevertheless, the connection
between change over time apd the cross-sectional.relations provides
important insights into the iOntifickfion problem ender theologian hers.

A system of first-order ordinary linear differential equations with
constant coefficientei expressing the dynamic analogue of equations (1),can
be written in the following form-

(24) dI/dt By + Cz + u

where dv/dt is a Kxl vector of derivatives containing the rates, of change
with respect to time in-the career expectation variables and academic'
performance, 11 is a KxIC matrix of constant coefficients over time, .x is a
Kxl vector of current values for thel"endogenous variables, 1.1 is a Kx(L+1)
matrix of constant coefficients, z is an (L+1)xl vector with its first ,

element identically equal to 1.0 and the reinpining elements with
observations on the L exogenous variables, and u is a Kxl vector of
disturbances. In the present example, K 1. 5 (AP, EEP, OEP, EE, OE), and L
2 (SFS, MA).

Equation (24) is not-in a form that can be observed directly, since the
vector of derivatives dx/dt appearn in it. If one assumes B is full rank,
then integration of (24) yields a, observable form:

(25) vt eltvo (ellt7I)13-1Cz + vt

where 1,x, yo are vectors of observation's on the endogenous variables gt
time = t and time 0, respectively, elit is the matrix exponential (to be
distinguished from elementwise exponential), vt is a vector of K
disturbances, and the other symbols are defined as for equation (24).9

Generally, the real part of the Largest characteristic root of B can be
assumed to he negative. When this assumOtion holds, the matrix exponential
e lit tends to zero as t goes to infinity. Under this circumstance elt
Can be dropped from (25), which then simplifies to

(26) -B-ICz + v

where, for simplicity the time subscripts on x and v have been dropped.

9-ror expository review of the connection between equation (24) and (25),
see Coleman (1968), Doreian and Hummon (1976), or the first monograph
related to this study (Hotchkiss, 1979a, in press). For a mathematical
treatment, see Platt (1971), fol- example.
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Note that (20 is the reduced-form equation (3). 10 Premultiplying by B
leads to the structural equation (2), i.e.,

wtth redefined u -11v, -it- is important to notice that even when the
assumptions required to generate (26) from (25) are met, the'structure is
identified only to a constant of proportionality, with that proportionality
spistant varying from one equation to the next. Thus, the best that can be
obtained from cross-sectional estimates falls just short of complete
identifiation of the structure of the differential equations.11

Viewing the problem of identifying the simultaneous structural
equations for cross-sectional data as an effort to estimate (constant
multiples of) the structure of a differential equation system leads
naturally to some examination of the manner in which the behavior of the
disturbance over time might affect the.method of estimation. Due to
shortage of time and spaee, however, this investigation is postponed for
future work. It is concluded that this investigation is an important
effort, because it seems likely that the form of the covariance matrix
between endogenous variables can be deduced from certain assumptions about
the.behavior of the disturbances over time. 'It is possible in this
circumstance that estimation methods superior to any reviewed here for
calculating all possible feedback coefficients could be found.

Summary

This chapter began with the observation that the recursive models of
the previous chapter are inconsistent with pursuasive theory that causal
fi.edback is present among all career-expectation variables and academic
performance. This discrepancy between theory and method generRted a ",engthy
discussion of the identification issue in structural equation systems, since
it is assumed widely that ordinary least-squares (OLS) provides inconsistent
estimates when causal feedback is present. Upon investigation, however, it

10A1thou0 this view has not been expressed so often in recent years, it
is still worth noting that numerous essays in the econometric
literature.refer to the structural coefficients as "more fundamental"
than the reduced-form coefficients (P -B-1 C), because the
structural coefficients generate the reduce d Form (see Goldberger
[14711, Marschak (19531, Christ [1966),'or Hurwiez [19501). The
analysis in the text gives a somewhat different interpretation of the
:4tructuraI coefficients and how they generate the reduced form,,but the
mathematical form in this report is identical to the econometric
treatments.

"This is a slight generalization of an observation made by Coleman (1968)
regar.ling a single differential' equation under the equilibrium
assumption.
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was found that OLS estimates are not necessarily inconsistent even in the
presence of feedback. It was also shown that alternatives to OLS produce
inconsistent estimates Oben some coefficients of the structure are t;et
incorrectly to zero. Analysis of thl isymptotic bias of OLS and nonOLS
methoors when these types of assumptions are violated, showed that the
asymptotic bias of nonOLS methods usually will be more sensitive to
specification error than OLS estimates.

Interpreting structural estimation from crosssectional data as
estimation of the parameters of a differential equation system (up to a
constant of proportionality in each equation) suggested that the hypothesis
of diagonal covariance matrix between endogenous variables and disturbances
may he threatened by the manner in which disturbances behave over time. No
solution to this problem was proposed, bet the-importance of working or it

was emphasi'Led.

The chapter also contains two sets of estimates of all possible
feedback loops aming the endogenous variables. The first set was calculated

,by indirect least squares. The results were-not credible. Coefficients
fluctuated wildly from variable to variable and followed no interpretable
pattern. Few coefficients were statistically significant. Estimates based
on D1,1, on the other hand, yielded interpretable results and many
coefficients were statiStically significant. This exercise obviously cannot
prove the consistency of OLS, but it does show that OLS may yield outcomes
that are more consisteit with theory than results calculated by conventional
alternatives.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report is part of q three-year longitudinal study of the process

by which high-school age youth form career expectations. Chapter 1 reviews

* the theoletical orientation of the study and the overall plan. It is noted

' that the study draws on a cross-sectional path model of career expectations

' drawn from the sociologir.al literature on, status attainment. The study is

designed around a dynamic generalization of'the cross-sectional model, one

based on differential eguations in which all expectation variables are

viewed as affecttn4 each other in a time-continuous system of feedback

loops.

The second chapter reports on the methods of the study. A sample of

ome ioq hie school youth was drawn at random from the roster of local

pubtic bigh School sophomores during the 1978-1979 achool year. Thii saMple

is balanced by race and sex. Interviewers were sent to respondents' homes

to deliver and supervise completion of self-administered questionnaires.

?IL The Sophomore youth and one Or both parents each completed questIonnatres.

All occupational data were coded into three-digit:1970 census codes and then

transformed into Duncan SEI codes, reflecting socioeconomic conte'nt of

occupations. '.his'aspect of the study reflects one of the fundamental

ci7aracteti..;tics of the sociologicalqmodel. In the.authors' view,

characterizing occupations solely on the status dimension is unduely

cc.,i.straining and needs to be relaxed.

Chapter 3 reports several analyses derived from the first panel of

data. Selected means, standard deviations, correlations an4 path models are

conpared to previous cross-sectional research in the lacal area. These

comparisons reveal good matches between current and past samples ip htrad

patterns, but Lhe samplesjliffer in specific detail: Also, a small nusber

of demographic variables from ehe current sample are compared to the most

rec.,nt previous local sample and *a the 1970 census. These comparisons

included education of parents, age of parents, add family type (broken,

intact). The age distributions showed no significant differences when

compared to several cenwls regions ,101r to the previous lecal sample. Family

type differed significantly and substantially from the census hut not from

the ,.,iflos sample. The higher rate of nonintact families among both

recen samples.than in the 1973 census may be due to a real trend rather

than s4mp1ing.error. Both samples show somewhat smaller percentage of high

school gradbates than the 1970 census; those from the previous sample are

not- stt,
istically s1gnificantly different from the census, whereas, thoseI

from the current sample are. The two samples, wlth one exception, were not
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found to differ from each other by a statistically significant amount. This
apparent anomaly is attribotable to the Ismer sample size in the current
sample. Also, the difference in age distribution of parents of high school
students'from the general population may account for some of the difference
frum the census data.

Chapt;.r. 3 also reports correlations among career expectation variables
based on a pew measurement method, here termed Subjective-probability
measuremen:s. Comparison of correlations based on the -

subjective-probability method to those derived from traditional methods
reveal eneoicaging results. The former were Observed to be consistently
higher than the latter, in several instances dr .tically so. The
subjective-probabilitv measures especially ir!rove correlations involving
occundtioull expectation (as compared to edt_cational expectation).

Chapter 4 investigates the Identification issue in crosw-sectional,data
in which feedback loops appear. The idea that OLS estimates in the presence
ot feedback necessarily are biased and inconsistent is shown to he
Lui.ccurate. Caasal feedback a14ne is insufficient to invalidate the
assumptions required for OLS estimates to be consistent. Investigation of
alternative estimation techniques such as two-stage leaat squares shows that
they too Are inconsistent where incorrect assumptions are made. This is not
surprising, but it ia a little noted fact. Comparison of the inconsistency
dne to OLS when regressors are correlated with disturbances to inconsistency
ot other methods when parameters of the structure are assumed incorrectly to
be zero suggests that OLS is less sensitive to specification error than most
standard alternatives. Analysis of the dynamic basis for estimatinp the
structure iron eross-seetional Aata suggests caution in applying OLS,
howvvcr, since the behavior of disturbances over time may invalidate the
a.,,p!i4)n.; necessary for OLS.
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Introduction 6

This appendix reproduct.s the questionnaires used during data collecti,on
for panel one. The original page numbers on each questionnaire appear in
the upper right corner; the page number for fhis.volume Is at the bottom of

.

the page. All refq.rences to the questionnaies rre-by form number and
%,riginal page number.

One pair of questionnaires was completed by each respondent. Form
numbt:r by type of respondent is-shown below,:

F n ni

1-- E.stimating the chances: Sophomore's Form (complet d by
youth)

2-- Survey of Sophomores, Part II: Career AspiratIons

Form 3/5-- Estimating the chances: Parents' Form (Form I completed by
mother; Form 5 completesd by fathers)

For" 4/ Survey of Mothers: Career Aspirations (Form 4 completed t.

mothers; Form 6 comp?, A by fathers)

Form A I idt.nt.icAl to form 5, 46-id form 4 is nearly identical to form 6;
hence only one reproduction of these Pairs is included.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
The Ohio Sesta Uoursorsety -1900 konny Road Columbus. 01443210
lel 16141 486 3685 Cable CTVOCEDOSII/Columbus Mao

ESTIMATING THE CHAWES

SOPHOMORE'S FORM

Form 1

Panel 1

4



Form 1

THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Thy Ohm State linvorsly IMO Kenny Road Columbus. Ohio 43210
Tai 1614) 484 3898 Cable C TVOC DO SU/ Columbus . Ohio

WUY YOU ARE IMPORTANT::

This survey is part of research that_ we are doing on how young people
think about jobs and careers. Your aaswers to ,Jur qUestions will give us -

a better uttierstanding or how people get into different occupations. In

turn, this understanding will allow us to help people choose careers that
are best for them. As a result, you are a very important part of this
study: We realize that the future is never certain and that you may not
have thought abaut it very much, but everyone has some ideas. We ask you
to share them with us.

There are three important things we would like you t.-) keep in mind as
you answer the questions:

1. Please be sure your answers are as accurate as you can make them.
Your care and thought can help to improve the quality of voca-
tional programs designed to help youth.

2. PlrAr;c, read carefully all directions. Some of the questions are_
not very eav. Please ask if you have any doubt abe-t what to Ao.

I. Please he sure to .answer all questions that apply to you. When
you leave out even one question, it makes it hard or impossible
for us to'use your other answers. Every question has been care-
fully selected. We bvligve that your time is too valuable to- loe

wasted on questions that are not important.

P1c;Ise note that when these questionnaires leave yetir house, no one
will be allowed to see how you answered any question -- your anrwers are
strictly c(wfidential. DO NOT put your last name ko any questionnaire.- _ _ _

We thank you for helping us.
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Form I

SECTION I

OCCUPATION

1

1. We.recognize that it is hard for high school students to be sure about
their future careers. In this questionnaire, therefore, we ask you to
guess at your chances of going into different occupations, getting dif-
ferent levels of education, and making different amounts of income.
Of course, you may not be sure about your chances either, but please
give us your best guess for every question. [1:08]

a. Please check one of the following: I am a ri male 0 female

b. The next few pages contain a list of jobs on the left side and a
measuring line to the right of each jol. The interviewer will
explain how to fill out this section using the example below.

Example

Please estimate thP chance of living. most of yotIr life in each of the
following states:

Ohio

Colorado

Florida

Maine
L._

c. Don't worry if most of your checks are zero or close to zero. This
Is normal and expected.

d. If You have any questions, ALWAYS feel free,to ASK tbe Interviewer.
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Farm 1

_
--- rt- 772.11

t

2

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOU WILL BE IN THiS JOB
(Placc one check on each line)

Military officer [1:111
411

Military enlisted person,
not n officer P:14)

L

NOTE: The remaining jobs
are civilian jobs only.

.

Computer specillist (such
as programer) 11:231

Forester or conserva-
tionist 11;261

Judize [1:291

Lil,rarian or curator

Physical scientist such
as geologist or astron-
omer, but not an en-
gineer, or a college
professor [1:351

Z1.

Engineer such ag chem
ical engineer or. elec-
trical engineer, but
not a college profess8r

'1 .

100

0 100

a

100

100

0 -

0
1 A

100

100

0 100

100

100

social sciontist, such
as prchologist econ-
omist, or sociologist,
but not a coltege pro-
fessor [1:41j
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Fora I
3

NAME OF JOB

Biological or agricul-
tural scientist, but
not a college pro-
fessor 11:441

Lawyer (but not a college
professor) [1:471

Physical, speech, or oc-
cupational therapist

'Airplane pilot 11:531

Air traffic controller
or radio opetator [1:561

Flight engineer [1:591

Designct, including de-
signer,of clothes, pot-
tery, rugs, interior
decor:itin4, glassware

Bank officer or finan-
cial mana4er ¶1:651

Funeral director or em-
balmer [1:68]

CHANCE /YOU WILL BE IN THU JOB
(Plate one check on elich line)

190

M.JII
100

100

100

100

100

.or such as building
sal. ., int;pctor or bank
examiner [1:711
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A

NAME OF JOB

Writer or author (fiction
or nonfiction), journal-
ist, reporter, editor,
putaic relations person
or publicity writer

Postmaster or mail super-
intendent., sales manager,
or health administrator

Forst 1
4

CHANCE YOU WILL BE TN THIS SOB
(Place one check on each line)

or'

Railroad conductor, of-
ficer or pilot of a
ship, building manager
or superintendent *[2:08]

Storekeeper or restau-
rant, cafeteria, or
bar manager [2:111

Corporation executive or
college dministrator
such as college dean

Recevtionist or oflice
machine operator such
as computer, keypunch
or telephone operator

3

100

100

Stenographer, clerical
work such as file, post--
al, or stock clerk [2:20j

Blacksmith or boiler-
maker [2.231

,

77

100

100

100

100

100



Mloff: Fitt

Form 1
5

Operator of oarth moving
machineryrand other
heavy machinory such as
bulldozer, grader, or
crane [2:261

Carpentry work such as
cabinet maker or house-
builder (2:291

work

binder or typesetter
in a print shop.or re-
lace [2:321

Jeweler, watchmaker,
machinist, optician,
grinder, or polisher

Tailor or upholsterer

Tool nd die maker [2:41]

=cr.:you taw u zsrmilLaus
(Place one check on each line)

."1

0

0

o

100

I

Carae worker or gas
[2:44] jstation attendant

o

Meattuttor, hmteher,
baker, or related work

Operator of a precision
machine such as lathe,
drillpress, milling
machine, o. grinder

Textile worker such as
weaver [2:53]

100

Th0

78



Form 1

6

NAME OF JOB

:
CHANCE you WILL BE IN THIS JOB
(Place one check on each line)

e-
t

-

k--- -- --,--

High school or grade
school administratoT
such as principal or
superintendent [2:56]

Other administrator or
manager such as union
officer, office man-
ager . [2:59)

Bank teller, cashier in
a store, or bookkeeper

Vehicle dispatcher, such
as taxicabs or police

[2:651chrs

Insurance adiuster, exam-
iner, or investigator

Mail carrier, deliveryman,
routeman or reader of gas
or electric meters (2:71)

Auctioneer [2:74]

Int;urance agent or under-
writer [2:77j

Real e.;t;.te aRent or

apprai!.or 243:081

[

and bond salesman

A

100

i

0 100

100

100

100

---1
100

3
100

0 100

-

01_ 100

7 9



Form I

[-____

NAME OF JOB

.

.

CHANCE YOU WILL BE IN THIS JOB
(Place one check on each line)

--I

Sales clerk in a.store or
other :;alesperson [3:14)

_

.

Medical secretary [3:17]

,

i

1 4.
t

-4.-

100
J

l
0 100

Secretary (xcept medical
secretary) (3:20)

-

Railroad hrikeman or rail-
road sw:tchman (3:23)

Carhao collector [3:26)

Loug.dloreman, stevedore,
sailor, or dockhand

[--- - --- ------ ------- --
Lumberman or related work
such working in a saw-
mill or minor, such as
4."0.4 r her mint:
%do CI\ [ 3: 32 j

Operato! o! .1 machine

such ayviviter, photo
dovelor,r, welder ji:351

rarr,er or farm manager,
farm oran

Farm labork,r or self-em-
ployed farm ncrvice worker
such as sheep shearer or
combine opeeaLor (3:41)

Cleaning service worker
in a busine:;s such as a
hotel but not a pri-

1,

vate home -- such as Jan-
itor, cleaning woman,
maid [3:44]

0

0

0

1

1-0 0

100

t o o

100

1 0 0

1

100

100

0 Too

80 (i
'7t
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Form 1

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOU WILL BE rm MS JOB
(Place one check on each line)

Food service worker such
as bartender, busboy in
a hotel, dIshwasher, food
counter or fountain work-
er or waiter or waitrvss

Protective service worker
suAl as fireman, police-
man, detective, sheriff,
or bailiff [3:501

8

1.

Worker in a family home --
such as cook, child care
worker, housekeept.r,
maid, or butler [3:53]

Personal service worker
sisal as -rline stewardess
baggage porter or bell-
hop, barber, boarding
and lodging housekeeptr,
elevAtor operator, hair-
droser or cos:metologist,

[3:56]

Medical doctor or den-
tist [3:59]

ReOL;tyre,,i nurse or diet-
itiAn [3:621.

Optometrist (eve doctor)

Pharmicist or druggist

Veterinarian [3:7);

81

4

0

1 0

TIO

TO*
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Form 1

9

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOU U1LL BE IN THIS JOB
(Place one check on each line)

Chiropractor; podiatrist A

(foot doctor) [3;74] LaA L

0

Minister, priest, or rabbi
(or other clergyman) .

Other religious worker

Social wbrker, recreation.
worker [4:11]

Elementary school teacher,
(including Kindergarten
and presaool) [4:141

High school teacher, vo-
cational or educational
counselor .[4:17]

Other type of teacher'

Engineer such as chemical
or electrical engineer,
science technician,
surveyor or draftsman

Heal* servicd'worker
with no college train-
ing such as"praotical--
nurse, medical lech-
nician, Jr dental
assiscant [4:26]

Locomotive engineer or ,

fireman [4:29]

J.

4.

100

100

4
'100

100

100

-_J

a

100

100

0
100

AL

82

u

100

dmg



Forui 1
10

NAME OF JOB

Auto mechanic'or repair-
man of heavy equipment

Household appliance,
-radto; telpvisipn, or
other mechanic or re-

pairman [4:35]

Motion picture projection-
ist [4:38]

House painter or plaster-
er [4:41]

CHANCE YOU WILL ,BE IN Tun ,JOIS

(Pla Fe one .check on each line)

Piano or organ tuner or
repairman [4:44,

Brick layer, eleCtrician,
plumber or related work

Sheetmetal worker or
tinsmith [4:503

Shoe repairman,or shoe-
making machine operator

Sign painter or letteter

College teacher or pro-
fessor of sciences'such
as: physics, chemistry,
astronomy,.mathematics,
geo;ogy, biology, agri-
curture, medicine, den-
tistry, pharmacy, or
veterinary medicine

IAD

-44k.

83 r



Form 1
11

NAME OE JOB
CHANCE YOU WILL BE IN THIS JOB
(Place one check.on each line)

College teacher or pro-
fessor of nonsdiences
such as: psychology,
economics, sociology,-
political science, law,
history, Englith, lan-
guage, education, bus-
iness, comterce, ind6s-
trial arts, sport coach
or physical education,
art, drama, music [4:62]

Entertainer or artist
such as actor, darmer,
musician, composei
painter, sculistor, photo-
grapher, radio or TV an-
nouncer, professional
athlete [4:65]

Other skilled or semi-
skilled craftsman, such

)4

as carpet ins -ler,

wallpaper han er, fore.-
man, telephon installer,
repairman.or lineman

Transport equipment opera-
tor such as parking at-
tenclant, bus driver, con-
ductor or motorman as
mass rail-transport,
taxicab driver, chauffer,
or truck driver [4:71]

1 0 0

II

84

100

100

s



Form 1 '

12

..,
.

This list does not contain all.possible occupations. *If there are any other

jobs you think you misht have as a 'main job which Were pot in this list,

plgase v,-ite them on the left side and rate you

1

chances on the right. ,

..

NAME OF JOB

'

CHANCE YOU WILL BE tN THIS JOB
(Place one check "on each line).

[4:74]

[4:77]

4r#

1, L

*15:08]

[5:11]

[5:14]

[5:17]

[5:20]

[5:23]

1 0

100

100
4

00

, 100.

100

0
100

PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO THE NEXT PACE

.+0
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ei

Forth 1

SECTION II

INCOME

3. Different income ranges are listed below next to measuring lines.
.Please rate che cliance that each of the income ianges includes the
hIghest Otal yearly income (not just fake-home pay) you Will ever
make. Assume the VALUE OF THE DOLLAR DOESN'T CHANGE.

e the same method you did for jobs.

1;411

a. Put one check on each line -

. Place the check so that the farther to the right it is:die
higher .ypur chance Pis

c. Again, since only one income range can include the highest
income youwill ever make, if you Check very high on one;
the rest necessifily must be low-

*

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE ASK

13

$ PER YEAR CHANCE THIS,WILL BE THE HIGHEST INCOME YOU WILL EVER MAKE
(Place one check on each line,

Under $4,000

4i000 - 5,999

6,000- 7,999

.8,000 - 9,999

*10,000 - 11,999

1204mo - 14,999
6

15,000 7 19,999

20,000 - 24,999

25 000.- 29,999

3 600 - 34,999

35,000 39,999,

40,000 - or mor'

b-
--.4.14

A [5:26]
1-To

[5:29]
loo

[5:32]
100

/ [5:35]
leo

[5:38]
100

j [5:41]
100

4 [5:44]
IOC

[5:47]

[5:50]

15:53]

15:56]-1-rdo
1 [5:59].

1oo

86

-



Form 1

SECTION III

EDUCATION

4. Different levels of regular schooling are listed below lext'to measur-

ing lines. Please rate the chance that each orie will be the highest

level of regular: school Lou wileever attend or Complete. (Regular

iN67:1-1 excludes specialized training such as those listed in the next

question.)-

Use the same method you'lised for jobs and income.

a. Place mi.; checi on each line

b. Place.the chea so that Lhe farther to the right it is the

higher you thitNoyour chance is

c. Since only one grade can be the highest you will ever attend,

- if you check very high on one, the rest must necessarily hi

low

REGULAR SCHOOL
LEVEL

4
.CHANCBITHIS WILL BE HIGHEST LEVEL ATTENDED

(Place one check on each line)

High school
sophomore

HfiR school
Junior

*gh school'
senior

, 'Co 11e6
freshinan

College
sophomore

College
jenior

'College

senior

Master's
degree

Ph.D. or pro-
t,gessional

"'degree

14 .

[5f62]
IVO

[5:65]

[5:68]

[5:71]

[5:74]

5 _at) [5:77]

*16:1)83(-Teo
[6:111

rozo

j [6:14]
100

87

4



Form I

V.

15

5.' Afferent types of special training aie.Iisted below next to mesburing

lines. Fleate rate the chance that you will complete each one.
7

a. Place one check on each line

b. PlAre the check so thdt the farther to the right it is the

higher You think yout chance is

c. Since it is possible that you May complete more than one kind of

special educational training, you can have more than one high

check

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS:PLEASE ASK

TYPE.OF SPECIAL CHANCE OF C0MPLETIO24

SCHOOLING. (Place one chedk on each.line)
go'

ftsing school
(for RN's only)..

Trade or craft'
such as techanie,
electrician,
beautician, etc.

-MMI,.10....

Businesi or of-
fice,work .

Science or en-
gineering tech-
nology such as

Agricultural
school

Hor4 economics
whool

Real estate

Other, please
specify ,

A
. 700

[6:171 1

100 .

4

..
, -1\ : [6:20]

100
S.

a
[6431

ioe

6:26J
100

[6:29]

88

io

100

0

[6:32]
100

[fr:351
00

1 0 0
[6:38]

S.

I.

S.
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Form i

SECTION I

0
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Although the questions in this section are not directly related to your

future career, they are vitall, important to us. Please answer every ques-,

tion, even if you are not sure.

For all questions about your mother and father, plea-se answer for the

persons who are most like parents to you whether or not they are your real

mother and ffither.

1. What is your sex? (Check below)

[i] 1. Female

ri] 2. Male

2. Is your race: (Check below)

O 1-

O 2.

O 3.

Black

White

Other, please spe

3. What is yo;ir birthday?

month

[1:081

[1:091

0

ify

day year

[1:10-11) [1:12-13] [1:14-1,1

90

1 0

"'Aft-



4.
a

'Form 2

2

4. To ihe best,of your knowledge, what is the highest grade of regular

schciol your mother and your faiher each ffnished and got credlt for?

rleahe check one on the left.for your mothei and one on the rigIt for

your, father.

'9

Mother Father Level of Reu1ar Schoo

0 [....]
0. Less than 1st grade .

. .

0 0 1. 1st grade

0 0 2. 2nd grade

F..] 0 3u 3rd grade

[7.1. 0 4. 4th grade -

...

ET 0 5. 5th grade

E.I [7.]
6. 6th grade

0 0 7. /th grade

E.) 0 8. 8th gradel

LI [I] 9. High school freshman

[] 10. High school sophomore

El 0 11. High school junior

0 . 0 12. High s hool gyraduate

El [] 13. College freshman
...

El o 14. College sophomore

0 EJ 15. College junior

f El. 0 16.
a l

College graduate (Bachelor's degree)

0 E] 17. Master's degree

El El 18. Ph.D. or professional degree such as medicine,

law, or dentistry

^ [1:16-17]

[1:18-19]

91

10,

$



Form 2

5. BiSidep regular schooling, what type. of special schooling, if any, did

your mother and father finish and get credit for? Please Check one on
the left fbr youx mother and one on the right for your-father.

Is
-4

Mother Father Level of Special SQlool

3

O. None

1. Nursing school (for RN's only)

2. Trade or crigt such.es mechanic,
electrician, beautician, etc.

3. Business or office work

4. Science or engineering tech-
no4gy such as draftsman

0 0 5. Agriculture school

0 I:1 6. Home economics school

0 0 7. Real estate

0 0 8. Other, please spev..fy

P.

[1:20-21]

[1:22-23]

[1:24-251

[1:26-27]

[1:28-211]

[1:30-31]

[1:32-33]

[1:34.735]

[1:38-37)

The following two questions are about your father's work.

6. Is your father working for pay at present? (Check one)

1. Yes (skip to question 7)

2. No

[1:38]

> If not, in which year did' he last work for pay?

1f he has never worked, check the box.

year laSt worked OR [1:39 -40)

0 has never worked (skip to question 8) 11:411

J

92



Form 2

4

7. What is the name of your father's main occupation or job? (If he is not

wokking naw, write the name of his last job.)
[1:42-44],

Describe X-little about what your father does (did) on this job. That

is, what are some of his main duties?

The next two questions are about your mother's work.

8. Is your mother working at present? (Check one) [1:45]

El 1. Yes (skip to question 9)

0 2. No Ik not, in which year did she last work for pay? If

she has never worked, check the box.

year last worked or (1:46-471

0 has never worked (skip to question 10) [1:48)

9. What is the name of your mother's main occupation or job? (If she is

not working now, write the name of her last job.)
[1:49-51]

describe a little about what your moL,er does (did) on this Job. That

is, what-are sate of her main duties?

93

10 ,



Form 2
5

10. To the best of your knotiledge, what waseyour total family income last

year? Please check one box beside the appropriate income range. For

convenience, each incomelevel is 4isted as a yearly,monthly, and
weekly amount. The figures on each line all give the same income for

a year.'

NOTE:. Tbtal family income includes all income made by any family member

Aiving in youc home. It intludes not only wages and salaries, but also

!

income from a y other place, such as rent, interes.:, business profits,

child support or welfare payments.

$ Per Year

I.
_INCOME RANGES

Is tIle

same as: $ Per Month or $ Per Week

(1)

o (2)

P
(4)

o (5)

Fr] (6)

(7)

El (8)

(9)

0 (10)

o 01)

D (12)

Under $4,000

4,000 to 5,999

6,000 to 7,999

8,000 to 9,999

10,000 to 11,999

12,000 to 14,999

15,000 to 19,999

2.0,000 to 24,999

25,000 to 29,999

30,000 to 34,999

35,000 to 39,999

40,000 or more

94

103

Under $333

333 to 499

500 to 666

667 to 832

833 to 999

1,000 to 1,249

1,250 to 1,666

1,667 to 2,082

2,083 to 2,499

2,500 to 2,916 \

2,917 to 3,332

3,333 or more

Under.$77

77 to 114

115 to 152 '

153 to 191

192 to 229

230 to,286

287 to\382
\

383 ti 479

480 to 575

576 to 670

671 to 766

767 pr more

[1:52-53]



Form 2

1.1.* Please estiMate your partnts' ability to help pay for your college or

other education after high school if, you decide to go. (Check one.)

[1:541

l.

[I] 2.

0 3. They cantlgt afford it at all

They can easily afford it

They can afford it, but would have to sacrifice

95

6



Form 2

SECTION II

QUES+IONS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE CAREER

7

The questions in thJs section are ebout"cour hopes and expectations fbr
your future career. Please answer every question to the best of yckir abil-

.
'ty, even if you arelh't.sure.

br

12. Do you want to go to college? (Please-theck one.

0 1. Yes, very much

2.
4

Yes, somewhat

3. Not sure

El4. No, prefer not 'to go

[] 5. No, definitely not

[1:55]

13. What is the highest lesiel of regular school you want to finish? (Please
check one.)

.41:56-57]
Level of Regular Schoo

[I] 10. High.school sophomore

[7] 11. High school junior

12. High school graduate

D 13. College freshman

n 14. College sophomore

O College junipr

O 16. College graduate (Bathelor's degree)

1El .17. Master's degree
. \

D1
.'

18. Ph.D. or professional degree vch as medicine, law, or
dentistry . ..A

96
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F9rm

14. Disregarding what you what is the highest level'of school you

realistically think you_ 11 finish? (Please check one )
(1:58-59]

Level of Regular School

10. High school soph9more

11. High school junior

0 12. .High school sAduate

[7.]
13. College freshman

O 14. Colge sophomo#

1:3 15. College junior

0 16. College graduate Bachelor's degree)

Ei17. Master's degree

0 18. Ph.D. or professional degree suck as medicine, law, Or

dentistry

If you checked anything below college freshman, skip to.question 16.

4.0

8

ve.

97

IlL
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Form 2

15. What subject do you thiok you most likely will study for your highest_
level of regular cchooling? (Please check onet)

0 i. Bcsiness and administration

E] 2. Agriculture

3. Home economics

0 4. Art (painting, scialpture,
theater)

5. Music

Biology

0_7. Black studies

0 8. English

'0 9. Foreign language

rj io. History
%

El 11. Philosophy

0 -12. Astronomy

D13. -Chemistry

014. Mathematics

[1:60-61]

18. Economics

19. Pzlitical science

[1] 20. Psychology

0 21. Sociology

22. Journalism

0 23. Engineering

24. Architecture

O 25. Law

JJ 26. Medicine

LI 27. Dentistry

rj 28. Veterinary medicine

29. Seminary (preachers,-priests,
rabbis)

9

LI 30. Pharmacy

31. Social work

32. Elementary education
4

Physics [:]

Statistics 0
Anthropology 0

1.4e.

98

33. Secondary education

34. tither, please specify



/Form 2

10

16. BeRides regular schooling, what other type of schooling, if any, do you

think you môa. like will finish? (Please check one.)

Type of Special Schooling

0 O. ,Noile [1:62]

t:1 1. Nursing school (for RN's only) :1:63]

% 0 2. Trade or craft such as mechanic, electrician, [1:64]

beaulician, etc.

0 3. Business or office work [1:65]

r-i'4. Science or engineering technology such as 11:661

drafts9an

(a 5.

0 6.

1:1 7.

0 8.

Agriculture school
s

11:67]

Home economics school [1:68]

Real estate [1:69]

Other, please specify [1:70]

17. Please list the names of some occupations or types of jobs that you

would like to have for your main occupation over most of your life;

list at least one, even if you are not sure. Also, please list a

few most duties or tasks that you feel people do on

iach job.

List the occupations in order of your preference, with the one you most

want listed first, the one you want second most listeddreond, and so on.

2.

3.

tt,

Name of Occupation Duties or Tasks of Occupation

99

-1r

[2:08-10]

[2:1.1-q3]

12:14-16)



Form- 2

11

18. Thejast question was about what you would like; this question concerns
what yo4 realistically expect.. Please give the names andAuties or tasks
of any occupations that you expect: you really Might be in as your main
occupation over most of your-life; list at least one, even tf you aren't,
sure.

Again, please list the occupations roughly in tht order of your expecta-
tion, with the one you consider most likely listed first, the second most
likely listed second, and so on.

Name of Occupation Duties or Tasks of Occupation

1.

2.

3.

[2:17-19]

2:20-22

[2:23- 5]

r
The lext several questionE aSk about what kind of life-style you think

you will 'follow as you get older.

19. Do you expect that you will gtt tarried sordeday? (Please check one.)
[2:261

0 I. Yes, quite sure I will. -marry

O2. Yes, I probably will marry

3. Don't know

Ei 4. No, I probably wlon't Marry

D 5. No, quite sure I wot't marry

20. If you do get married what is fhe younust age you think Tou would'be
when you marry?

youngest age

100

[2e27-28]
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Form 2 12

21. What to the oldest age you think you would be when you get married (if you

get married)?

oldest age [2:29-30]

2 . What is the fewelt, number of children you think you are likely to have,

(If none, write.0:)

fewest number of children [2:31-32]

..

23. What is the most number of children you think you
\

e lirkly to have?

most number of children [2:33-34]

24. , what relatf4amount of energy would you e_Lcus.t._ to devote to your home

) life and to your work? (Please check one.)

Relative energy devoted to
home and to job

[2:35]

D1. Much more energy devoted to home than to job

El 2. Somel/lat more energy devoted to home than to job

ED 3. About the same energy devoted to home as to job

4. Soewhat less energy devoted to home than to job .

Much less energy devoted to home than to job

The next three questions concern your ideas about your future income.

For all these questions, answer as if the VALUE OF THE DOLLAR STAYS THE

SAME AS IT IS NOW. All three questions refer to the time in your life when

you will make your highest income -- your peak earning years.

25. Assuming you work for pay after you leave hope, what is the total in-

come per year you think you will make? Please give us two estimates --

first, the lowest this figure might realistically be; and second, the

highest this Ligure might be.

Between $ and $

( Tiait-wETlowest)

[2;36-45] [2;46-55]



Form .2
13

,1

26. What abouX ybur family income including money your wife or husband makeg,
if yoteia married, or income from any other sources; what is the total
income per year you think you realistically will have? Again, please
list two estimates -- a low and a high estimate.

Between $ and $

(lowest)

[2:56-65] [2:66-75]

27. At the time when you are earning your hishest income, would you most
lIkely think\of yourselfeas: (check one)

E.] 1. Rich

0- 2. Well -to,d.o

3. Middle income

4. Low -middle,income

5. Low income

LI 6. In poverty, or close to it

102

u

[2:76] ,



Form 2
14

INSTRUCTIONS: This set of questions concerns your interest
1
ia different

kinds of jobs. There are eight questions. You are to check ONR job in EACH

question. Make sure it is the BEST ANSWER you can give to this question.

Read each question carefully. They are all different. Do not omit'any,

EVEN IF YOU MUST GUESS.

28. Of the jobs listed in thri question,Aich is the BESTS/163mm ar REALLY -

SURE YOU CAN 9ET when your SCHOOLING IS OVER? #

[3:08-09]

1. Lawyer

0 2. Welfare worker for a cixo'gariernment

0 3. United States Representative in Congress

0 4. Corporal in the Army

0 5. U.S. Supreme Court Justice

Er 6. Night watchman

O 7*
Sociologist

D 8. Policeman

0 9. County agricultural agent

10. Filling station attendant

103

b.
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29. Of the jobs listed in this,question, which ONE would you choose if you

were FREE TO CHOOSE ANY of them you wished when your SCHOOLING IS OVER?
[3:10-11]

O 1. Member of the board of dtrectors of a large corporation

ri 2. Undertaker

O 3. Banker

ri 4. Machine operator in a factory

ri S. Physician (doctor)

El6. Clothes presser in a laundry

0 7. Accountant for a large business

0 8. Railroad conducior

9. Railroad engineer

0 10. Singer in a night club

30. Of the jobs listed in this question, whicll'is the BEST ONE you are

REALLY SURE YOU CAN GET when your SCHOOLING IS OVER?04m.

0 1. Nuclear physicist

El 2. Reporter for a daily newspaper

0 3. County judge

0 4. Barber

0 5. State Governor

E] 6. Soda fountain clerk

E.] 7. Biologist

0 8. Mail C'arrier

0 9. Official of an international labor union

10. Farm hand

104

[3:12-13]



31. Of the jobs listed in this question, which ONE would yon choose if you
were FREE TO CHOOSE ANY of them you wished Oen iour SCHOOLING IS OVER?

[3:14-15]

1. psychologist

F-1 2. Manager of a small store, in a city

El 3. Head Of a department ft state government

D. 4. Clerk in a store

0 5. Cabinet member in the federal government

0 6. Janitor

0 7. Musician in a symphony'orehestra

F-1. 8. Carpenter

0 9. Radio announcer

nCoal miner

32. Of the jobs listed in this question, which is the BEST ONE you are
REALLY SURE YOU CAN HAVE by the time you are 30 YEARS OLD?

[3:16-17]

O1. Civil engineer

D2. Bookkeeper

r-1 3. Minister or priest

[T] 4. Streetcar motor man or city bus driver

El 5. Diplomat in the Unit'ed States Foreign Service

0 6. Sharecropper (one who owns no livestock or farm machinery and
does not manage the farm)

El7. Author of novels

in 8. Plumber

0 9. Newspaper coluMnist

0 10. Taxi, driver

105

I I,
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17

33. Of the jobs listed 41 this question, which ONE would you choose to have
when you are 30 YEARS OLD, if you were FREE TO HAVE ANY of them you
wished?

[3:18-19]

0 1. Airline pilot

0 2. Inkance'agent
4.0

% 3. Architect

.0 4. Milk route man

0 5. Mayor of a largt city

0 6. Garbage collector

0_7. Captain in the army

E] 8. Garage mechanic

D 9. Owner-operator of a printing shop
\

10. Railroad sectiop hand

4
34. Of the jobs listed 4.n this question, Which-is the-BEST ONE you are

REALLY SURE YOU CAN HAVE by the time you are 30 kEARS OLD? 1
13:20-21]

El 1. Artist who paints pictures that are exhibited in galleries

0 2. Traveling salesman for a wholesale concern..

'E] 3. 'Chemist

9 4. Truck driver

O5. College professor

0 6. Street sweeper

O 7 Building contractor

8. Local official of a labor union

El 9- Electrician

D 10. Restaurant waiter

106
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Form'2
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35. Of the jobs-listed in this question, which ONE would you noose to have
4

when,yoU are .30 YEARS OLD, if you were FREE TOAAVE ANY of thcm you

vished?

es

E.] 1. Owner of a factory that employs about 100 people

E.] 2. Playground director

0 3. Dentise

p4. Lumberjack

ED 5. Scientist'

p6. Shoe shiner

la 7. Public school teacher

S. Owner-operator of a lunch stand

Trained machinist

t10.. Dock worker

fr

4

107
0

1 144

0:22-23)



Form 2
19

This,yeav at school, have you been participating on a regular &asis int

any of the activities listed below? Please check all those youX par-

ticipate in.

0 None

Band or orchestra

Choir or chorus

Drama '(school plays, etc.)

School paper or yearbook

Language dlub (such as
French, Spanish, German)

Hobby or interest club
(such as photography,
chess, radio)

Service activities (such .
as stage hand, band man-
ager, athletic manager)

Member of student govern-
ment or class officer

108

e
NW

Academic honor club

Intramural athletics

Interschool athletics:

El Basketball

Football

Baseball

jJTrack

Soccer

SWimming

Wrestling

Other interschool

[3:24-43]

athletics

Other activities, please list:

1.

2.

3.



Forin 2

SECTION III

QUESTIONS ABOUT OTHER,PEOPLE'S ATTITUDES

TOWARD YOUR CARFR

37. Do you think your parents want you to go to college? Please check one

for your mother on the left and one for your father on the right.

[3:45] [3:46]

Mother Father

0 1. Yes, very much

O 2. Yes, somewhat

O 3. Neither yes nor no

O 4. No, prefer I not go

O 5. No, strongly opposed

38. Have your parents shared their desires with you by

couraging you from going to college? Please check

on the left and one for your father on the right.
(3:47]

Mother Father

eneouraging or dis-

one for your mother

Strongly discouraged

Discouraged somewhat

Neither discouraged no encouraged.

Encouraged somewhat

Strongly encouraged

[3:481

Would you say that in your home it is just taken for granted that you

will go to college? Please check. one.

Ll 1. Yes

n2. Not sure

0 3. No

109

[3:49]
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Form 2
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/.

40. DIng the past year, about how often would you say you have discussed
going to college with your parents? Please check one on the left for
your mother and one on the right for your father.

[3:i50] [3:9t]

Mother Father

0 (1) Hardly at all, if ever

El Ea (2) 2 Dr.3 times

El E] (3) 4 to 6 times

LIII 0 (4) rat least 7 times, but less than once a month

El 0 (5) average once a month or.More

( 1
I i

. r
41. What is the highest grade pl regular school that you think each of"your

parents expects you to finish? Please check one on the lefefor your
mother and one on the right for your father. ., . .

[3:52] [3:54 1

Mother Father Level of Regular School

D
0
ID El

El El

D
D D
D
El El

171 0

10. High' schodl sophomore

11. High school junior

12. .HAp school zraduate

13. Coilege freshman

14. College sophamore

15. c, 1 junior

16. College sraduate (Bachelor's degree)

17. Master's.degree

IS. Ph.D. or professional degree such as medicine,
law, or dentistry

110
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42. If you had,to guess, what would you say is the:highest grade in regular

school most of your high school friends might think you will finish?

(Please check one.)
13:56)

4

Level of Regular School

10. High school sophomore

Li 11. High'school junior

D 12. High school gyaduate

0 13. College freshman

0 14. College sophomore

0 15. College junior

j 16. College graduate_ (Bachelor's degree)

0 17. Master's degree

0 18. Ph.D. or professional degree such as medicine, law, or

dentistry

.11

43. Referring to jobs that you might have as your main occt!pation over most

of your life, please list the name and duties of oneroccupation for each

of the following cases. IDon't leave any blank, even if you have to

guess.
#

\\a. Occupation yi o r mother expects Is the most likely op you will

end up in

name of Recupation duties or tasks of occupation
13:58-601

b. Occupation your fatflr expects is the most .likely one you will

end up in

name of occupation duties or tasks of occupation
[3:61-63]

C. Ocupation you think your high school friends would be least
surprised to find you in

name of occupation duties or tasks of occupation

4

[34-66)
\

1 r
111
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23

44. IF you had to guess, what would you say is the highest yearly insome each
of your parents thinks you will ever make? Please write a'yearIy income
in each blank.

[4:11-20]

[4:21-30]

income your mother thinks you will make

income your father thinks you will make

112
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Form 2

SECTION IV

WHAT YOU THINK OTHERS YOUR ACE ARE PLANNING'

24

45. Referring to the pople your On age who are your iriends, which of.

the ptatements below best desferibb4 your guess about how many of them

plan to go'to.college? (Check one only.)

75% or more

50 to 75%

25% to 50%
,

0 (4) les$ than 25%

go

46. What is the higheit level of regular school that you
high school friendd will complete? Please check one
can't be pure about this; we just want whatever idea

Level of Regular School

10. Hi h 'school sophomore

El 11. High school junior

12. High school BID.19,911

College freshman

College sophomore

College junior

College graduate (Bachelor's

0 17. Masteris degree

degree)

0 18. Ph.D. or professional degree such as
dentistry

1 1 3

14:31]

think most of Srour
We realize you

you have.
14:32-33]

medicine, law, or

9
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Form 2

25

47. Please list the names of one or more oicupations that you would not be

surprised tOsee most of yOur friends have as their main occupation over

most of their lives. Also, please describe the main duties or tasks

that people do in each of these occupations'. Again, we realize that

you can't be sure about this; we just want whatever,ideas you have.

2.

Name of Occupation Duties or Tasks of this Occupation

[4:34-36

[4:37-391

[4:40-42]

48. "Do you thInk most.of your high school friends will be (check one):
[4:43]

0 1. Rich

0 2. Well-to-do

0 3. Middle income

0 4. Low-middle income

5. .Low income

0 6. Poverty stricken or close to it.

lip

114
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49. In your major subjects (like-English, math, or history) at school, hOw

good a student would ybu say you are? (Check one.)

1. A+

2. A

o 3. A--

4 B+

5.

o 6. B-

ED 7. 0+

E] B. C

9. C-

10. D+

11.

D 12. -D-

O 13. Below D-

Your time and effort in fil ing out this survey is invaluable to us.

Thank you very much.

115
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Forms 3/5

t. .

TIE NATO/1AI CEMIR
FOR RESEARCH 11:VOCATKRIAL EDUCATION

Tel 18141485,3855 Cable CWOCEDOSU/Celembue.
The Ohm State Unommay 1950 Keens Reed Columbus, Ohre 4

A WHY'YOU ARE MIKPORTANT!!

This survey is part of research we are doing on how young people think
4bout jobs and careers.' Your answers to our questions will give us a better
understanding of how people get into 14ifferEnt occupationa. In turn, this
understadding will allow us to help ieoge choose careers that are best.for
them. As a result* you are a very important pavt of this Study! We realize
that the future,is -never certain.and that you may not have thought about it
'Very much, but everyone has some ideas. We ask you to there them with us.

,1)

There are three important things we would like you to keep in mind as
you,answer the questions: >

1. Please be sure your adswers are as'accurate as you can make them.
Your care kna thought can help tolprove Ale qdality of voca-
tional programs designed to help you h 4

,2. Please read carefully all directions. Some of ,t.he questions are

not very easy. Ple se ask if you have Iny doubt about.whilt to do

4.% 3. Please be surt to answer, all questtniks that apply
you leave out even one question, it makes iF hard
for us to use your oOker answers. Every qtkstion
fully serected. We billieve that your timelis too
be wasted ontquektions*ihat are not important

Please note that when these q'uestionnaires leave your ho e n6 one
will be allowed to see how you answered.any,Oestion -- Your answers are
strictly confidential..22 NOT put your last name on any questionnaire.;

to you. 'When

or impossible
has been care-
valuable to

We thank you for helping us.

117
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Forms j/5

SECTION I

OCCUPATION

We know that it is hard for parents to he sure about theirshildren's

future careers. In this questionnaire, therefore, we ask you ro guess at

the chafiees that your child\will go into different occupations, get dif-

ferent.,levels of education, and make diffe;ent amounts of income. Of,

course,-you may not be sure about your child's chances either, but please

give us youi best guess for every question.

1. Please check one of the following: I am a E] mate 0 female [1:08]

2. Th-next few pages contain a list of jobs on the left side and a mea-

suring line to the right of each job. The interviewer will explain

how to fill out this section using the example below.

Example

Please estimate the chance of llving most of your life in each of the follow-

ing states.

Ohio

Colorado

Florida-.

Maine

0 T00

a

a

1400

100

In the following pages:

a. Don't worry if most of your checks are zero or close to zero. Tgis

is normal and expected.

b. If you have any questions, ALWAYS feel free to ASK the interviewer.

118
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Forma 3/5
2

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOUR CHILD WILL BE IN THIS JOB

(Place one check on each line)

Military officer 11:11]

Military enlisted person,
not an officer 11:141

NOTE: Ilhe remaining jobs

are civilian jobs only.

Accountant [1:17)

-

Architect [1:20]

,

Computer specialist (such
as programmer) 11:23]

Forester or conserva-
tionist [1:26]

- ,

Judge [1:29].
4

Librarian or c rator

Physical scientist such
as geologist or astron-
omer, but not an en-
gineer, or a college
professor [1:35]

Engineer such as chem-
ical engineer or elec-
trical engineer, but
not a coltege professor

,

Social scientist, such
as psychologist, econ-

,

omist, or sociologist,
but nqt a college pro-
fessor [1:41]

.1001

0

1 00

100

,

100

100

100

1010

-

100

100'

0 100



Forms 3/5
3

)r
NAME OF JOB

Biolagica1 or agricul-,
tural scientist, but
not a,college pro-
fessor [1:44]

Litwyer (but not a college

professor) [1:47]

Physical, speech; or oc-

cupationfl therapist

Airplane pilot [1:53]

'Air traffic controller
or radio operator [1:56]

Flight engineer [1:59]

Designer, including de-
signer of clothes, pot-
tery, rugs, interior
ecorating, glassware

Bank officer or finap-
cial manager [1:65]

Funeral director or cm-
balmer [1:68]

Inspector such as build-
ing safety inspector or
bank examin'er [1:71]

CHANCE TOUR CHILD WILL BEIN THIS, JOB
(Place one check on each line)

4

_A

100

100

100

100

0 100

0

4-

100

0 100

0 100

1 0

100

120
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1

4

NAMi OF JOB
CHANCE YOVR CHILD WILI. BE IN THIS JOB

(Place one check on each'line)

Writer or'author (fiction
or nonfiction), jbournal-

1st, reporter, editor,
public relations person'
dr publicity writer

Postmaster or madii super-
'intendent, sale* manager, .

or health administrator

Railroad conductor, of-

ficer or piliot of a

ship, building manager
or superinteildent *12:08]

Storekeeper or'restau-
rant, cafeteria,,or
bar manager [2:11]

Corporation executive or
college administrato,r
such as college dean

Receptionist or office

machine-operator such

as computer, keypunch

or telephone operator

Stenographer, clerical
work such as file, post-

,. al, or stock clerk [2:20]

Blacksmith or boiler-

maker [2:23]

T 0

100

1-

100

100

100

L.

100

0
100

100

121
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5

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOUR CHILD WiLL BE IN THIS JOB

(Flace,one check on.eacti`4,..i:ne)

,Operator of earth moving
machinery and oafs:
heavy machinesy such as
bulldozer, grader, or
crane [2:26]

Carpentry work such as
cabinet maker or house-
builder [2:291

Bookbinder or typesetter
in a print shop or re-:
lated work - [2:32]

Jeweler, watchmaker,
machiniGt, optician,
grinder, or polisher

,

Tailor or uphol4terer

Tool and die maker [2:41]

Garage worker or gas
station attendant [2:44]

Meatcutter, butcher,
baker, or related work

1,4

Operator of a precision
machine such as lathe,
drillpress, milling
machine, or grinder

Textile worker such as
weaver [2:53]

100

100

0 100

100

0 100

1

100

1010

100

100

100
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6

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE.YOUR CHILD WILL BE IN THIS Joa

(Place one check on each line)

High school or grade
Itcbool administrator
such as principal or
superintendent [2:561

tther a4mpistrator or
managerNuch as union
officer, office man-
ager [2:59)-

Bank tpller, cashier in
a storiel or bookkeeper

Vehicle dispatcher, such
as taxicabs or police
cars [2:6]

Insurance adjuster, exam-
iner, or investigator

Mail carrier, deliverhin,
routeman or reader of gaR
or electric meters [2:71]

Auctioneer [2:74]

Insurance agent or under-
writer [2:77]

Real estate agent or
appraiser *[3:08]

Stock and bond salesman

4

123
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Forms 3/5
7

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOUR CHILD WIT., BE IN THIS JOB

(Place one check on each line)

Sales clerk in a store or
other salesperson [3:14)

a.

Medical secretary [3:17]

Secretary (except medical
secretary) [3:20]

Railroad brakeman or rail-
road switchman [3:23]

Garbage collector [3:26]

Longshoreman, stevedore,
sailor, or deckhand

LUmberman or related work
such as working in a saw-
mill or miner, such as
coal miner or other mine
work [3:32)

Operator of a machine
such as riviter, photo
developer, welder [3:35]

Farmer or farm minager,
farm foreman [3:38]

Farm laborer or self-em-
ployed farm service u)rker
such as sheep shearer or
combine operator [3:41]

Cleaning service worker
in a business such as a
hotel but not in a pri-
vate home -- such as jan-
itor,-cleaning woman,
maid [3:44]

100

J
100

100

1

100

100

100

...,p!!

100

100

100

100

1.
I

100



Forms 3/5

NAME OF JOB

4

8

CHANCE YOUR CHILD WAL BE IN .filIS JOB

(Place one check on each flne)
4.1

o

Food service worker such
as bartender, busboy in

a hotel, dishwasher, food

counter or fountain work-
er or waiter or waitress

Protective service worker
such as fireman, police-
man, detective, sheriff,
or bailiff [3:50]

Worker in a family home --
such as cook, child care
worker, housekeeper,
iaid, or butler [3:53]

Personal service worker
such as airline stewardess
baggage porter or bell-

hop, barber, boarding
and lodging housekeeper,
elevator operatur, hair-

/dresser or cosm&ologist,
usher 13:561

Medical doctor or den-
tist [3:591

Registered nurse or diet-
itian [3:62)

Optometrist (eye doctor)

Pharmacist or druggist

1

Veterinarian [3:71)

/ 100

1.00%

200

200

6

125
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Forms 3/5
9

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOUR CHILD WILL BE IN THIS JOB

(Place one check on each line)

Chiropractor; podiatrist
(foot doctor) p:74]

1 00

Minister, priest, or rabb
(or other clergyman)

Other religious workei

Social worker, recreation
worker [4:11]

Elementary school teacher
(including Kindergarten
and preschpol) [4:14]

High school teacher, vo-
cational or educational
counselor .[4:17]

Other tYpe of tea

Engineer such as chemical
or electrical engintier,

-science technician,
qurvelor or draftsman

Health service'work&
with no college train-
ing such as practical
nurse, medical tech-
nician, or dental
a&Sistadt [4:26]

Locomotive engineer or
fireman [4:291

100

1 00

200

1 00

1 00

100

100

J
100 41

126
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NAME OF JOB

10

r .CHANCE YOUR CHILD WILL BE IN THIS JOB

(Place one check on each line)

,
-4,

A Nutowechanic %repair- i

man of heavy eqU ment
a

4

1

Household appliance,
ra4io, television, or
other mechanic or re-
pairman [4:35]

Motion picture projection-
ist [4:38]

0

House painter or plaster-
er [4:41]

Piano or organ tuner or
repairman [4:44]

Brick layer, electrician,
plumber or related work

Sheetmetal worker or
tinsmith [4:50]

Shoe repairman or shoe-
makAng machine operator

Sign,painter or letterer

College teacher or pro-
fessor of sciences such
as: physics, chemistry,
astronomy, mathematics, !

geology, biology, agrt- I

culture, medicine, den- 1

tistry, pharmacy, or
veterinary medicine

I

.111=1.

100

100

100

100

100

100

1100

4
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Forms 3/5

NAME OF JOB
CHANCE YOUR CHILD WILL BE IN THIS JOg

(Place one check on each line)

College teacher or pro-
fessor of nonsciences -

such as: psychology,
economics, sociology,
political science, law,
history, English, lan-
guage, education, bus-
iness, cdmmerce, indus-
trial ara`f..sport coach
or physical education,
art, drama, music [4:62]

Entertainer or artigt
such as actor, dancer-,
musician, composer,
painter, sculptor, photo-
grapher, radio or TV an-
nouncer, professional
athlete [4:65]

Other skilled or semi-
skilled craftsman, such
as carpet installer,
wallpaper hanger, fore-
man, telephone installer,
repairman or lineman

Transport equipment opera
tor such as parking at-
tendant, bus driver, con-
ductor or motorman as
mass rail transport,
taxicab driver, chauffer,
or truck driver [4:71]

128

14,4

4

I,

1

100
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12

This list does not contain all possible occupations. If there az any oth r

jobs you thiik your child might have as a main jot; ."4ch were not in this

list, please write/them oitv the left side and rate 7.hild's chances on

the right.

NAME OF JOB CHANCE YOUR HILD WILL BE IN THIS JOB

(Place o e check on each line)

,[4:74]

[4:77] t

-15:08]

[5:11]

6:114r

15:17]

L

100

100

100

I
100

1

100

[5:20] 1

[5:23]

PLEASE CONTINUE ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

129
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Forms 3/5

SECTION II

INCOME

3. Different income ranges are listed below next to measuring lines.
Please rate the chance that each of the income ranges includes the

highest total yearly income (not just take-home pay) your child

will ever make. Assume the VALUE OF THE DOLLAR DOESN'T CHANGE.

a.

Use the same method you aid for jobs.

a. Put one check on each line

13. Place the check so that the farther to the right it is, the

higher your child's chance is
O

c. Again, sionce only one income range can include the highest
income your child will ever make, if you check very high on
'one, the rest necessarily must be low.

$ PER YEAR.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE ASK

13

CHANCE THIS WILL BE THE HIGREST INCOME YOUR CHILD WILL EVEi HAKE

(Place one check on each line)

Under $4,000

- 5,999

i L I6000 - 7,999
0

8,000 - 9,999 \k_ I 1 t

1 110,000 - 11,999

12,000 - 14,999

15,006 - 19,999

20,000 24,999

25,000 - 29,999

t ; i30,000 - 34,999
o

35,0_097- 39,999 4_______ 1 t.

o

40,000 - or more I I

130

10$

100

t
100

1

100

i100

100

100

1040

Tleo

[5:26]

[5:29]

[5:32]

[5:35]

0:38]

[5:41]

[5:4411..

[5:47]

[5:50]

[5:53]

[5:56)

[5:59]
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SECTION III

EDUCATIatt

4. Diffefent levels of regular schooling are listed below next to measur-

ing lines. Please rate the chance that each one will be the highest

level of regular school rur child will ever attend or complete.

(Regular school excludes specialized training such as those listed in

the next question.)

Use the same method you used for jobs and income.

a. Place one check on each line

b. Place the check so that the farther to the right it is, the higher

you think your child's chance is

c. Since only one grade can be the highest your child will ever attend,

if you check very high on one, the rest must necessarily be low.

REGULAR SCHOOL
LEVEL

High school
sophomore

High school
.junior

4

High school
senior

College
freshman

College
sophomore

College
junior

College
senior

Master's
degree

Ph.D. or pro-
fessicnal
degree

CHANCE THIS WILL BE HIGHEST LEVEL ATTENDED irs,

(Place one check.on each line)

i
, a 1

a

C

tta

[5:65] 1

0

[5:62]

100

1
[5:68]

100

1 [5:71]

100

j [5:74]
100

[5:77]

1

131

100

100

[6:11]
100

[6:141

100
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5. Different types of special training are listed below next to measuring

lines. Please rate the chance that your child will complete each one.

a. Place one check on each line

b. Place the check so that the farther to the right it is, the

higher you think your child's hence is.

9
c. Since it is possible that your child may complete more than one

kind of special educational training, you can have more than one

high check

TYPE OF SPECIAL
A SCHOOLING

IF YOU HAVE ANY WESTIONS,-PLEASE ASK

CHANCE OF COMPLETION
(Place one check on each line)

Nursing school
(for RN's only)

Trade or craft
such as mechanic,
electrician,
beautician, etc.

,Busiress or of-
fice work

Science or en-
gineering tech-
nology such as
draftsman

a

4

Agricdltural
schodl

Home economics
school

Real estate

Other, please
specify

a

[6:17]
100

[6:20]
too

1.

[6:23]
100

[6:26)
100

[6:291
100

[6:32]
100

L----
[6:35]

0 100

132

; [6:381
100 #
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1

SECTION I

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Although the questions in this section are not directly related to your
child'Arfuture, they are vitally important to us. Please answer every ques-
tion even if you are not sure.

1. What is your sex? (Check below.) [1:08]

o1. Female

o 2. Male

2. Is your race: (Check below," [1:09]

[i] 1. Black

0 2. White

[2] 3. Other, please specify

3. What is your birthday?

month day year

[1:10-11] [1:12-13] [1:14-15]

4. Are you now married, widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never been
mariied?

El1. Now married

D2. Widowed (husband died and you have not remarried)

0 3. Divorced (and not remarried since)

jJ 4. Separated (legal)

El 5. Never married (include annulment here

[1:16]

NOTE: If your husband lives away from home for business reasons, consider

yourself "now married" rather than "separated."

134
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2

5. Please check the highest level of regular school you have finished and

gotten credit far?
(1:17-18)

Level of Regular School

O. Less than 1st glade

1. 1st grade

0 2. 2hd grade

34
3rd grade

0 4. 4th grade

El 5. 5th grade

0 6. 6th grade
,

0 7. 7th grade

El 8. 8th grade

0 9. High school freshman

16. High school saphomdre

11. High school junio-

O 12. High school 1311duate

13. College freshman

O 14. College sophomore

15. College junior

[1] 16. College graduate (Bachelor's degree)

1-1 17. Master's degree

ri18. Ph.D. or professional degree suth as medicine, law, or

dentistry

[ If you checked anything bllow cr,llege freshman skip to ffuestion 7.

135
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3

6. What subject did you study for your highyst level of school? Please

check one.
i1:19 -20]

1. Business and adAinistration [I 18. Economics

E. 2. Agriculture 0 19. Political science

Li3. Home economics [I] 20. Psychology

Li 4. Art (painting, sculpture, r-] 21. Sociologi

theater)

5. Music

fl 6. Biology

0 7. Black studies

[] 8. English

t 9. Foreign language

0 10. History

1 1. Philosophy

[7] 1 2. Astronomy

E] 1 3. Chemistry

Li 14. Mathematics

[-1 15. Physics

[I] 1 6. Statistics

LI 17. Anthropology

136

Li

22. Journalism

O 23. Engineering

D 24. Architecture

CI 25. Law

El .26. Medicine

27. Dentistry

r-1 28. Veterinary medicine

1--]
29. Seminary(preachers, priests,

rabbis)

30. Pharmacy

0 31. Social work

F-1 32. Elementary education

ri33. Secondary education

[-] 34. Other, please specfly

-/...(!f
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7. Besides r gu r schooling, whht type of special schooling, if any, did

you finish and t credit for? Please check as many as apply to you.

Type of Special Schooling

4/-

0 O. None
,

t

;
[1:21]

E] 1. Nursin school (for RN's only)
i [1:22]

El 2. Trade r craft such as mechanic, electrician, [1:23]

beautician, etc.

3. Business or office work [1:24]

Ei 4. Science or engineering technology sucb as [1:25]

draftsman

ri 5. AgriculturLschool [1:26]

r<4--

0 6- Home economics school [1:27]

0 7. Real estate [1:281

D 8. Other, please specify [1:29]

8. Are you now employed, a housewife, a student or what? Please chck

as many as apply to you.

[i
If you are working for pay, skip to question 11.

F1 1. Working fulltime for pay (either in your home or out- [1:301

side your home)

E] 2, Working parttime for pay (either in your home or out- [1:311

side your home)

El 3. In school (at least half time) [1:32]

El 4, Keeping house

5, Retired [1:34]

[-J 6. Other, please specify [1:35]
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9. Are youNtooking for work right now? [1:36)

10

rt

E:3 1. Yes

2. NoEIJ

In hich, year did you last work for pay? If you never worked, check

the box.
[1:37-"38]

--pi. (skip to question 11)

year

0 I never worked for pay A (skip to question 19) [1:39)

11. Wh-at is your present main occupation or job called? [1:40-42]

5

Describe a little about what you do in this job. That is, what are

some of your main duties or tasks?

12. What is the name of the place (business, industry, etc.) where you work?
[1:43-45)

What kind of business or Industry is this? That is, Aat do they do or

make at the place where you work?



Form 4/6
6

13. Do you work for yourself or someone else? (Consider that :/ou work for

yourself if Ou work for a corporation in which you own 15Z or more of

the stock.) (Please check one.)
11:46)

[-I 1. Work for someone else

E] 2. Work for myself in mpown professional Isactice (such as law or

medicine)

n 3. Work for myself in my own business (except professional practice)

If you workSfor someone else, skip to question 15. .1

14. If you work for yourself, are there any people who work for you and are

pafa by you?

o 1. No

O 2, Yes

[1:47)

----)w If yes, how many? Please write the number of your

employees in the blank. If you are not sure, write

an estimate.
[1:48-52]

15. Do you supervise paid workers on a regular basis as part of your job?
[1:53)

ri 2. Yes If Yes, how many? Please write the number.you

supervise in the blank. If yomare not sure, write

an estimate. [Note: Do not count people who are

paid by you but who are supervised by someone else,

such as a manager.]
[1:54-581

139
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16. Five years ago, in 1974, were you employed most of the-4ear, a 11.6Us -,/

wife, a student, or what? Check a's many as apply to you.

Ei 1. Working fulltime for (my

0 2. Working.parttime for pay

[I] 3. In school, (at least hal.f time

4. Keeping house

5. 'Retired

6. 0ther., please specify:

TI

I.If you were not working in 1974 skip to question 19.

f. 4

[1:59]

[1:601
-e

[1:61]

[1:62]

[1:63]

[1:64]

lg. hat was your main occupation in 1974 called? [1:65-67]

Describe a little about wilat you did ton this'job. That is, what were
some of your main duties oT tasks? !

18. What was the name of the place (busineLs, industry, etc.) where yoilpre-
viously worked! \,

[1:68-70]

If your 1974 job was with the same employer as your present job, write
"same" In the blank and skip to question 19.

What kind of business or industry was this? That is, what did they do

or make at the place where you worked in 1974?



Form 4/6

8 Q.

The next question asks about your family income last year. We only

want a range., not an exact amount. Remember, your answers will never be

shown to anyone -- they are strictly confidential.

19. To the best of your knowledge, which income range below includes SXour

total family income in 1978? Please check one of the boxes. For on-

veniehce, each income level is listed as a yearly, monthly, and weekly

amount. The figurds on each row all give the same incom for a year.

,[1:71 -72]

NOTE: Total family income includes all income made by any family

member living in your home. It includes not only wages and salaries,

but also income from any other place, such as rent, interest, business

profits, child support, or welfare payments.

$ Per Year

INCOMi RANGES

Is the
same as:

,

$ Per Month or $ Per Week

[I] (1) Under $4,000 //,

[I] (2) 4,000 to-57:999

11 6,1:100 to 7,999

(4) 8,000 to 9,999

(5) 10,000 to 11,999

El (6) 12,000 to 14,999

F-1 (7) 15,000 to 19,99

F1 (8) 20,000 to 24,999

[ I
(9) 25,000 to 29,999.

[I: (10) 30,000 to 34,999

F-1 (11) 35,000. to 39,999

ri (12) 40,00 or more

141

Under $333

333 to 499

500 to 666

667 to 832

833 to 999

1,000 to 1,249

1,250 to 1,666

1,667 to 2,082

2,083 to 2,499

2,500 to 2,916

2,917 to 3,332

3,333 or more

Under $77

77 to 114

115 to 152

153 to 191

192 to 229

230 to 286

287 to 382

383 to 479

480 to 575

576 to 670

671 to 766

767 or more
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9

20. We are interested in knowing a little about your family and the people

who live in your house.

\....,, Would you tell t%s the agg of each person, including youT.self, now
living in your home, their sex, and relationship to

,

Please include college students temporarily living away froui home.

Age of kach person Relationship tp:

living tn your house Sex of this person

yourself;

Male Female

142

[2;11-15]

[2:16-20]

[2:21-25]

[2:26-30]

[2:31-35]

[2:36-40]

[2:41-45]

[2:46-50]

[2:51-55]

[2:56-60]

[2:61-65]

[2:66-70]

[2:71-75)

[2:76-80]
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21. 'Would you also tell us tRe age, sex, and relationship of each of

brothers and sisters who are not livilpf in your home

.now -- that is,bbrotheri and sisters not lipted above. Also, please

inclu4e any children who grew up with your child but who are not a

brother or sister, and state their relationship to your child.

If none, check here.

rs

E

Sex
Male Female

[3:101

Relationship to:

p

143

[3:11-151

[3:16-20]

[3:21-251

[3:26-301

[3:31-351

[3:36-401

[3:41-45]

[3:46-50]

[3:51-55]

[3:56-601

[3:61-651

U3:66-701

[1:71-75]

[3:76-801
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SECTION II

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER'S FUTURE

The qdestions in this section are about your hopes and expectations
for the future career of your sophomore son or daughter. Please answer

every questi6n to the best of your ability, even if you are not sure.

22. Do you want your child to go to college? Please check one.
[4:08]

[:] 1. Yes, very much

0 2. ,Yes, somewhat

[1] 3. H)ven't made up my mind

F-1 4. No, prefer he or she didn't go

II] .5. No, strongly oppOsed

23. 11e you mentioned your desires to your child by encouraging or dis-

couraging them film going to college? (Please check one.)
[4:09]

D 1. Strongly discouraged

0 2. Discouraged somewhat

0 3. Neithe.r discouraged nor encouraged

0 4. Encouraged somewhat;1

ri 5. Strongly encouraged

(
24. Would you say that in your home it is just taken for granted that your

child will go to college? (Please check ont.) .

/ [4:10]

r-1 1. Yes

fl 2. Not sure

0 3. No

144
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25. About how often during the past year would you say you have discussed
going to college with your child? (Please check one.)

14:11]

0 (1) Hardly at all, if ever

El (2) 2 or 3 times

[71 (3) 4 to 6 .times

JD(4) At least 7 times, but less than once a month

ED4(5) Average once a month or more

26. What is the highest level of regular school you want your son or daugh-
ter to finish? (Please check one.)

[4:12-13]

Level of Regular School

0 10. High school sophomore

0 11. High school junior

0 12. High school graduate

0 13. College freshman

0 14. College sophomore

Ei 15. College junior

0 16. College graduate (Bachelor's degree)

[I] 17. Master's degree

[-1 18. Ph.D. or professional degree such as medicine, law, or
dentistry

145
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27. Disregarding what you would like, what is the highest level of school

you realistically think your son or daughter will finish? (Please

cheek ones)
[4:14-15]

'42,*

Level of Regular School

El 10. High school sophomore

E] 11. High school junior

F-1 12. High school graduate

Ej13. College freshman

F-1 14. College sophomore

ri 15. College junior

E-16. College zyaduaee (Bachelor's degree

ri 17. Master's degree

ri18. Ph.D. or professional degree such as medicine, law, or
dentistry

If you checked anything below college freshman, skip to question 29.

146
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28. What subject do you think Your son or daughttr most likely will study

for his or her highest level of schooling. (Please check one.) .

(4:16-171

l

O 2.

Business and Administration El 18. Economics

&

Agriculture D 19. Political science

Home economics 0 20. .Psychology

Art (painting, sculpture, [-I 21. Sociology

theater)
0 22. Journalism

El 23. Engineering

El 24. 'Architecture

Li 5. Music

Li 6. Biology

7. Black studies

Li 8. English

Li] 9.
Foreign language

o 10. History

11. PhilosoPhY

E] 12. Astronomy

n 13. Chemistry

[1] 14. Mathematics

[1] 15. Physics

[i] 16. Statistics

17. Anthropology

147

0 25 Law

Ef 26. Medicine

[7] 27. Dentistry

0 28. Veterinary medicine

r-1 29. Seminary (preachers, priest
rabbis)

0 30- Pharmacy

L I 31. Social work

E] 32. Elementary education

r-1 33. Secondary education

Ej 34. Other, please specify
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29. Besides regular schooling, wbat other types of schooling, if any, do

you think Srour child most iikttlyieill finish? Check as many as apply. I

Type of Special Schooling.

0 0. None [4:18]

0 1. Nursing school (for RN't only) [4:19]

0 2. Trade or craft such as mechanic, electriciah, beautician, etc.

El 3. Business or office work [4:21]

ri 4. Science or engineering technology such as draftsman [4:22]

1

1 LI] 5. Agriculture school [4:23]

0 6. Home economics school 4:243

0 7. Real estate [4:25]

0 8. Other, please specify
[4:26]

30. Please list the names of some occupatIona or typa' of job that you

would like to see your son or daughter.have as a main occupation

throughout most of their life; list at least ohe, even if you are

not sure. Also, please list a few of.the mostAimportant duties or

tasks that people do on each job. (If you want your child to stay -

home and keep house, list that, but please add at least one other

occupation as well.)

List thL. occupations in order of your preference, with the one xss want

most for your child listed firc... the one you want second, listed

second, and ho on.

Name of Occupation D. or Tasks of Occupation

1.

-^

2.

[4:27-291

3.

14:30 32]

[4:).3-351

148
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31. The last questior was aboUt what you would like; this question con-

cerns what you realistically expect. Please give the names and

duties or twits of any occupaons that you expect your:ion or daugh-,

ter might really be in as his or her main occ4pation aver most of his

or her life; list at least one, even if you aren't sure. (lf you ex-

pect that your child will stay home and keep hou`se,.write that, but

p fase add at least one other occupation as well.)

Again, please list the occupations roughly .in the -order of your ex-7

pectation, with the one you consider most rlikely listed first; the

second most likely listed second; and so on.

Name of Occupation Duties-or Tasks of Occupation

1.

2.

[4:36-3R)

[4:42-41t1

The next several questions ask about what kind of life-style you think

your child will follow..

32. Do you expect that your son or daughter will get married? Please

check one.

[1 1. Yes, quite sure my child will marry

0 2. Yes, my child probably will marry

[I] 3. Don't know

r] 4. No, my child probably won't marry

[-] 5. No quite sure my child won't marry

149
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331. If your son or daughter gets married, what is'the youngest age you

think he/she will be?

youngest age

34. What is the oldest age you think he/she will be.

oldest age

[4:46-471

[4:48-4911,

35. What is the fewest number of children you expect your son or daughter

to have?

fewest number of children

[4:50-511

36. What is the largekt number of children you expect hit/her to have?

largest number Of children

[4:52-53]

37. What relative amount of energy would you expect your child to devote

to home life and to work? (Please check one.)

[4:54]

Relative energy devoted to home and to job

Fi 1. Much more energy devoted to home than to job

fl 2. Somewhat more energy devoted to home than to Job

r-1 3. About the same energy devoted to home as to job

0 4. Somewhat less energy devoted to home than to job

I-1 5. Much less energy devoted to home than to job

150
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,
The next three questions concern your ideas about your child's future,

income. For all these questions, answer as if the VALUE 'OF THE DOLLAR

STAYS THE SAME AS IT TS NOW. All three que,tions refer to the time in

your child's life when he/she will make the most income -- the peak earn-

ing years.

38. Assuming your child works for pay after leaving home, what is the total

income per year you think le/she will make? Please give us two es=-,

timates -- first, the lowest this figure might realisticallyTh:; and

second, the highest 'this figure might be.

.Aetween $ and $

(lowest) (highest)

I.

[4:55-64] [4:65-741

39. What dbout your child's,famtly income, including money their wife or
1
husband makes, if they get married, or income from any other source;
what is ,the highest incche per year you think they realistically will
have? Again, please list two estiiiates -- a low ana a hie estimate.

Bet een $ And $

(lowest)

1. [5:11-20]

(highest)

[5:21-30] .

t

40. At the time when your child is earning his/her highest income, would
you think he/she most liker will be: ,(Check orie)

[5:311

E] 1. Rich

E] 2. Well-to-do
0

0 3. Middle income

0 4. Low-middle income

El 5. Low income

0 6. In povertw, or close to it

151,
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INSTRUCTIONS: This set of questions concerns your interest in dif-
ferent kinds of jobs for your son or daughter.

There are eight questions. You are to check ONE job in EACH question.

Make sure it is the BEST ANSWER you can give to this question.

Read each question carefully. They are all different. Do not omit any, .

EVEN 1F,YOU MUST GUESS.

41. Of .the jobs listed in this Tuestion, which is the BEST ONE you are
REALLY SURE HE/SHE CAN GET when his/her SCHOOLING IS OVER.

f5:32-331

E] 1. Lawyer

0 2. Welfare worker for a city government

0 3. United States Representative in Congress

0 4. Corporal in the Army

F-1 5. United States Supreme Court Justice

0 6. N:l.ght watchman

0 7. Sociologist

[-I 8. Policeman

E] 9.. County agricultural agent

IIJ 10. Filling station attendant

152
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42. Of fhe jobs listed in' this question, which ONE would you most like to

see himiher have if he/she were FREE TO CHOOSE ANY of them he/she

wished when hfs/her SCHOOLING IS OVER?
[5:34-35)

0 1. Member of ttae-board of directors of a large corporation

2. Undertaker

O3. Banker

0 4. Machine operator in a factory

0 S. Physician (doctor)

0 6. Clothes presser in a laundry

Accountant for a large business

Railroad'conductor

Railroad engineer

Singer in a night club

I.

43. Of the jobs,listed in this question which is the BEST ONE you art

REALLY SURE HE/SHE CAN GET when his/her SCHOOLING IS OVER?
0[5:36-37]

0 1. Nuclear physicist

0 2. Reporter for a daily newspaper

El 3. C nty judge

E] 4. Barb

0 5. State governor

f16. Soda fountain clerk

E] 7. Biologist

El 8. Mail carrier
/

LIII 9. Official of an international labor union

10. Farm hand

153 1
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44. Of the jobs listed in this question, which ONE would you most like to

see him/her have if he/she were FREE TO CHOOSE ANY of them he/she

wished when his/her SCHOOLING IS OVER?
[5:38-39)

0 1. Psychologist

4-1 2. Manager of a small store in a ry

3. Head of a department in state government

0 4. Clerk in a store

0 5. Cabinet member in the federal government

O 6. Janitor

71.7. Musician in a symphony orchestra

0 8. Carpenter

9. Radio announcer

10. Coal miner

45. Of the jobs listed in this question, which is the BEST ONE you are

REALLY SURE HE/SHE CAN GET by the time he/she is 30 YEARS OLD?
[5:40-41]

Civil engineer

E] 2. Bookkeeper

E] 3. Minill6r or priest

0 4. Streetcar motorman or city bus driver

0 5. Diplomat in the United States Foreign Service

0 6. Sharecropper (one who owns no livestock or farm machinery, and

'does not manage the farm)

Author ofInovels

Plumber

9. Newspnper columnist

7 DM' Taxi driver

II 4

154166
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46. Of the jobs listed in this question, which ONE would you like to see

him/her have when he/she is 30 YEARS OLD, if he/she were FREE TO

CHOOSE AMY of them heishe wished?
[5:42-431

,l Airline pilot

0 2. Insurance agent

1::] 3. Architect ,

El 4. Milk route man

1:21 5. Mayor of 4 large city

0 6. Garbage collector

[:] 7. Captain in the Army

E.] 8. GarAge mechanic

0 9. Owner -operatoi. of a printing shop

0 10. Railroad section hand

47. Of the jobs listed in this iluestion, which is the BEST ONE you are

REALLY SURE HE/SHE CAN HAVE by the time he/she is 30 YEARS OLD?
[5:44-451

El 1. Artist vitio paints pictures that are exhibited in galleries

0 2. Traveling salesman for a wholesale concern

Ei 3. Chemist

0 4. Truck driver

0 5. C911ege professor

0 6. Street sweeper

Ei 7. Building contractor

0 8. Local official of a labor union

E] 9. Electrician
r

E] 10. Rest( rant waiter
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Form 4/6

48. Of the jobs listed in this question, which ONE would )tolu like to see

him/her have when he/she is 30 YEARS OLD, if he/she were FREE TO HAVE

ANY of them he wished?

LI I-
Owner of a factory that employs about 100'people

'Playground director

D 3. Dentist

[1] 4. Lumberjack

[1 5. Scientist

[1 6. Shoeshiner

0 7. Public school teacher

0 8. Owner-operator of a lunch stand

I1 9- Trained machinist

r-] 10. Dock worker

C:46-471.

Your time and care in answering these questioLs have been invaluable
to us. Thank you very much.
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APPENDIX B

INSTRUivIENTATION; DATA COLLECTION,
AND CODING



Introduction

This appendix provides further explication of (1) instrumentation; (2)
data collection procedures; and (3) data coding and correction procedures
used during panel one of the study. In addition to aiding in the
understanding and evaluation of .1.11is project, the following details ate

intended to be a resource tp other researchers involved in the collection
and coding of occupational data.

Instrumeiltation

The instruments consist of a total of six questionnaire booklets
(forms). One pair of booklets was designed for use by students, one pair by
mothers and one pair by fathers. The first booklet of each pair (forms 1, 3
& 5) contained subjective probability questions eliciting occupational,
educational and income expectation data. The secold of each pair (forms 2,
40 & 6) contained questions concerning a range of topics including
background (e.g., sex, age, number of siblings), additional expectation and
aspiration data, and perceived and objective significant others information.

The complete set of instruments used in panel one of the study Is
reproduced in Appendix A. This section provides a classification and
discussion of items contained in the instruments. The discussion includes
(1) a description of the format of the items and instructions to
respondents, (2) respondent reactions to the items, (3) coding procedures,
and (4) coder reactions to the items. Following the discussion of question
types, a summary of procedures used in the development of the instruments is
presented.

Types of Questionnaire Items

Classification of questions in the following discussion is by format.
Closed-ended questions are discuzsed first followed by discussion of
open-ended questions.

Closed-ended questions. The following closed-ended questions were
contained in the instrument: the Occupational Aspiration Scale (OAS);
subjective-probability questions; and nonoccupational, closed-ended
questions. Each is discussed below.

In the OAS, eight lists containing ten job titles each were presented
to both yooth and parents. The youth was asked to select from each Ilst
that job which he/she really wanted to have C. . . if you were free to
choose any of them 'you wished.") or that job he/she felt certain of being
able to obtain (". . . best that you are really sure yeu can get").
Similarly, parents were asked to select the jobs they felt their son or
daughter would really like to have and the jobs they felt he/she could
really get. Although a revised version of the OAS, designed for use with



female youth has been developed and tested (Rotchkiss et al., 1978) the

original OAS is the only dorm used in this study. Reasons for the decision

to omit the base's version ot the.OAS are covered In ibe section regarding

Instrument Development.

Respondent reaction to the OAS was marked by numerous objections to th,!

content of the job lists. The most common comment was thit many of he job,

listed were inappropriate for females. There was definite evidence

this sentiment affected the response rate. In several instances, wri ten

comments of the above nature accompanied nonresponse to all or some 0

items.

In coding the OAS, coders recorded the number assigned to the item

response on the code sheet. No difficulties in coding were noted.

Subjective-probability questions contained in the instruments elicited

occupational, educational and income expectation information concerning the

youth. For these items, a list of outcomes (school grade levels, types of

jobs, or salary ranges) appeared on the left side of each page. To the

right of-each of these items there appeared a horizontal line marked 0

percent and 100 percent at the left and right ends of the line,

respectively. Respondents were instructed to place a checkeark on each line

at the point on the line that indicated what respondents felt their chances

were of accomplishing the particular outcome indicated on the left.

Respondent behavior regarding the subjective-probability questions

merits special attention since this is the first time that this type of
Ng

question ias been used. Althouell it is not possible to report figures bLsed

on a syst tic check, there was evidence suggesting that some respondents

may not hak understood instructions to section II (income expectations) and

section III.(regular education expectations) in the subjective probability

booklets (See Appendix A, form 1, pages 13 and 14 fo xamples).

Section II in the subjective-probability hookletp.1sked the respondent

to rate, for each of the income ranges listed, the chance that each range

included the "highest total yearly income" that he/she would ever make.

Section III required the respondent to rate, for each of the school levels

listed, the chance that each level of schooling would be the highest level

that he/she would complete (that he/she would stop after completing that

level). A few cases were ndted in which a respondent's checkmarks began at

or ,near 100 percent for the lowest level of education or income ("high

school sophomore" or "under $4,000.00"), and descended in value as the

education or income level ascended. Although not conclusive evidence of

misunderstanding, such a pattern suggests thatbsome respondents interpreted

the question to mean: "What is the chance that you will achieve at least

the amount of education or income listed on the left?" A computer

adjustmentfor this pattern, however, produced negligible changes in

correlations.

Interviewers reported other evidence, too varied to list, of respondent

difficulty with instructions to these questions. There was no indication,

however, that the response rate for the subjective-prohahility questions was



affected by these problems. Further, the high correlations achieved with

the subjective probability items (see Chnpter 3) indicate that such
Alificulties were 4ot excessive.

The length of the subjective probability occupation checklist (93,

occupational groups, 11 pages) WAS *-he source of some concern during the
planning stage (see discussion in section on 1nstrnment Development). No

negative reactions from respondents, however, were noted. Response time
rlianged from approximately 10 minutes to approximately 20 minutes (for all
subjective-probability questions in each set).

In coding subjective probability responses, coders used 3 100-point

scaled ruler to measure the distance betweein the checkmark and the 0 point

on the line. This two-digit number was recorded on a special coding sheet

in preparation for keypunching. Accuracy of measurement within 2 points was

required.

Coding of the subjecitve probabilities was tedious and time consuming;
however, no serious\problems were observed. Coding time exceeded response
time, averaging apprbximately 30 minutes.

- The remaining closed-ended questions contained in the instruments
elicited nonoccupational information. Most consisted of a question stem
followed by a sequence of numbered response alternatives. Respondents were

instructed to place checkmark%next to the one or more alternatives
reflecting their opfnion or situation. There was no evidence to suggest
respondent difficulty with these questions.

r/

Coding procedures Ifor Tnoccupat'onal, closed-ended questions differed
depending upon whether one, or more than one, response by respondents was

permitted. If only one response were allowed, coders usually recorded the
numerical precode used in numbering the response alternative. For example,

to code a checkmark placed next to the fourth alternative of a sequence of
response alternatives, the coder record d s "4" on the code sheet. These

questions were referred to as precoded q stions. Most of the closed-ended

questions in the instruments were pre .ed.

For those questions in which numerous responses were permitted, coders
recorded a 1 or 0 on the code sheet for each response alternative, depending

upon whether it had been checked or not by respondents. These questions

were referred to as binary code questions. The following items in the

instruments were binary cbde questions: form (booklet) 2, items 5, 16 and

36; forms (booklets) 4 and 6, items17, 8, 16, and 29.

Although coding for precoded and binary code closed-ended questions was
not difficult, similarities in the appearance of the two created some
confusion, resulting in the miscoding of: some binary code questions
according to rules designated for the coding of precoded questions.

9_2=ruestions. . Open-ended questions contained in the instrument

were both occupational and nonoccupational.

The following open-ended questions in the 4.nstruments elicited

occupational information: form 2, items 7, 9, 17, 18, 43, and 47; forms 4 A,



6, items 11, 12, 17, 18, 30, and 31. These questions elicited occupational

information concerning the youttwd hisnier friends (dob expectations and

kiplratIOns) and occupational and Induttry tutpimaties eeuierning the

parenis;(curfent and pasi jobs). Etch questjon consisted of two parts, the

first eliciting a job tige or Mine of the business, and a second eliciting

e job or industry description:

There was no evidence to suggest iespon ent difficulty with the

open-ende& occupational questions although responIes provided were often

imprecise or incomplete, creating problems for coders.

In. addition to occupatfonll quistions thiltsurveys contained numerous

open-ended questions designed to olnain nonocc pational information such as

ages, dates and income expectations. In responding to these questions,

individuals were asked to- %/rift a response, usually a number,.onsa blank.

Although most of the nonoccupational, open-ended questions created no

problems for respondente or coders, two of these questions did pose some

difficulty for respondents, resulting in significant response error.

Questions 20 and 21 in foru .4-and 6, the enumeration questions (see

Appendix A, forms 416, page 9 and 10 for reptoductions.of these items),

re4uired each parent to list tithe name, age, and rdlationship to the.

high school youth of all individuals in the fe. r household. These

questions were designed to obtain numerous types f information including

family size, household membership, sibling order, number and ages of

brothers, and number and ages of sisters. Although intended to conser4
questionnaire space and to minimize respondent fatigue, respondent reaction

to these questions indicated that the questions lacked clarity.. The most

common error noted was the recording,of incorrecr relationship information:

parents often stated a household member's relationship to themselves instead

of the requested relationship to the student.

6estions 25, 26 and 44 in form 2 and 38 and 39 in fdrms

Appendix A, form 2, pages 12, 13 and 23; and forms 4/6, page

reproductions of these items) required respondents to specify.

form) their lowest and highest income expectatlens. Responses

questions included contradictory entries (e.g., the larger am

in the blank provided for the lower end of the range);,unusua

estimates for yearly income (e.g., $50.00); and entries invol

misplacemnt of commas or deciMal points (e.g., $2059.900; $20599,00).

4 and 6 (see
8 for,
Cin numerical
to these
nt reported
ly low dollar
ing

Roth the enumeration questions and the open-ended income expectation

and aspiration_questions were revised significantly in the panel-two

instruments.

Coding for most of the nonoccupational open-ended questions consisted

of straight-forward transfer of the numerical entries reported on the blienkb

to the coding,sheet. Relationship data in the enumeration questions,

however, had to be transformed into numeric codes. Coding of

nonoccupational open-ended itens was not difficult.
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Instrument Develepment

Whenever possible, Oestionneire_itess used in the surveys mere
'bOrrowed from or patterned from items used in previous studies. Reasons for
this were threefold: (1) to save time, (2) to assure high reliability by
using items already proven empirically, and (3) to maintain comparabilit)k
with previous research. Whenever extant items could not be used, project
staff designed original items. Procedures used in each of these processes
are discussed below. (The pilot test used to pretest all questionnaire
items is described in a later section on Data.Colleccidn Procedures.)

Borrowed Items. A literature search of more than 62 publications was
carried out for the purpose of collecting the exact wordings of questions
and response alternatives used to measure career planning variables in
.previous research. Through this procedure, approximately 250
questionnaire items (from 36 data sets) for 60 variables were found.
Project staff compiled a 69-page reference book of items and reviewed all
items to select the most desirable constructions for inclusion in the
cuirent study. The following criteria were used in selecting items:
readability, clarity of wording, frequency of use in other studies, response
time, and the magnitude of correlation with other variables with which
theory indicated an association.

One point regarding one of the borrowed items, the Occupational
Aspiration Scale (OAS), should be mentioned. The initial-plan had been to
include both the original (male) and Che more recently developed female form
of the OAS; both were included in the pilot test. This would have required
four different versions of the questionnaire booklets (female youth; male
youth; parents of femele youth; parents of nale youth) instead of two
booklets (youtb.and parent). Interviewer reaction during the pilot Leat and
limited time available for preparation of materials prior to panel one
forced staff to abandon the plan to use both forms of the OAS. The
alternativP of including both versions in each booklet was also abandoned
becaus- che increase in questionnaire length that would result.

Original items. Procedures used In designing original items included
the usual deliberation involved in question design. Most significant among
these items were the subjective probability questions. The following '

discussion focuses on issues involved in the plannik, of the subjective-
probability questions considered most crucial to assuring their quality as
effective alternatives to conventionally formated questions. The main
issues relate 6 the following three elements: (1) the number line, (2) the
checklist of occupations (occupation subjective-probability question); and
(3) design of instructions for gnswering the subjective-;probability
questions.' Each of these.isiues is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Following these discussions, descriptions of the three pretests conducted to
test the subjective-probability items is presented.

(1).Number line - In the final instrument, only two of the percentage
points on each number line were labeled (the () percent and 100 percent
values). In designing the number lines, project staff considered marking
each line at several percentage points-(such as a percent, 10 percent, 20
percent, . . .), on the one hand, or, on the other hand, not marking-any of
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the percentage points. Although it was conceded that the former system

would create greater ease in response and coding, project staff feared the

possibility...that nOberous percs.intage-polgt labels_might influence

tea-pendent to 'cluster their *espouse* at the labeled points* The effect

would be to destroy the continuous feature of the number line,.reducing the

subjective-probbbility questions to discrete-category ttems.

The idea of omitting number lines completely and.providing blanks for

respondents to- write percentage figures for their subjective.probabilities

was also considered. This idea was tested during pretest sessions with hi h

school students. Because of the greater speed possible in making

checkmarks, students preferred the eumber line.

(2).Occuilation checklist - Creating a checklist for the subjective-

probability occupation question constituted a major problem during the

planning operation. Logic underlying probability theory dictates the need

for an exhaustive list; practicalities and concMcn about respondent fatigue

suggest the need for as short a list es_possible. The 1970 census list of

ocupations offers important advantages. First, it purpOrts to be'

comprehensive, and the titles are mutually exclusive. SecOodly, much'

descriptive information, including Duncan SEI scores is available for.the

census titles. The list contains over 400 titlesi hovlver; project staff

had reservations about 'Using such a long list. On the other hand, staff

were skeptical of tlie validity of schemes to shorten the list. Partly as a

result of this dilemma staff experimented with the alternative of omitting

the checklist and allowing respondents to write in titles for those jobs

that they had considered. During pretests conducted with high school

students, both systcms were tried;,,students expressed preference.for the

checklist. Since the checklist required less coding time and students

preferred it, project staff undertook the difficult task of collapsing

census titles into a list of usable length. The technique used was to group

together in single categories those titles similar in type and in Duncan SEI

scores. The result was the reduction;of the 400-item census list to a list

containinl 93 occupatiOnal groups. In addition, space was provided at the

end of the list for respondents to write in titles of any additional jobs

they felt had,not been included in the checklist.

(3) InstrUctions for subjective-probability questions - Another problem

was the question of how to.explain to respondent$ the method of answering

these questions. Alternatives considered by staff included verbal

instructions provided by interviewers, written instructions printed in the

text, and combinations of both; and ranged from simple plans (involving,.

. e.g., practice examples) to more elaborate plans (involving test-like

situations or hands-on instructional aids). Project staff experimented

with some of these ideas during the pre and pilot tests. The major concerns

throughout were the fear of intimidating respondents and concern regarding

clarity and ?iformity of instructions across all reapondents.

Concern for uniformity caused staff to prefer written instructions but

pretest and pilot test experiences suggesting that respondents do not always

read instructions forced staff to consider verbal directions frod

interviewers. The important concern regarding the possibility of

'0(
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intimidating respondents, however, cautioned staff against allowing the
verbal component to assume connotations of a test of respondents'
intelligence

The final decision was to rely on whai. was believed to be the
intuitive notion that most Individuals have about "chances" and to limit the
length and complexity of instructions. The result was a combination of
verbal and written instructions. These instructions are described in the
summary of Data Collection Procedures.

Sublective-probability pretests. Project staff conducted three
pretests on the subjective-probability instrument in local public high
schools. Both inner-city and middle class high schools were used in the
'pretests. All three pretests focused primari4y on three issiles: (I) format
and design of the subjective-probability questions, (2) instructions, and
(3) response time.

Various format alternatives were tested. The most important of these
include (1) the occupation checklist versus fill-ins, (for listing future
job preferences), and (2) the number line versus fill-ins (for recording
percentages). (Sge discussions of checklist and number line in Instrument
Development section.) Students were divided into two groups; each group
using one format. Eeactions were then compared. The result was the
preference for the number line and the checklist as opposed to their fill-in
aP:ernatives.

In pretesting instructions, project staff sought answers to three
questions: What form should instructions take (written or oral or both;

. with examples or without)? How extensive should instructions be? And what
wording should be used? During the pretests, project staff experimented
with a combination of oral and written instructions. One general

ifobservation across all three student groups was the tendency against reading
instructions, especially if lengthy. This experience contributed to the
decision to simplify and shorten instructions for the final instrument.

Each version of the subjective-probability questionnaire was timed
during the pretests to assure that respOnse time would be twenty minutes or
less.

Data Collection Procedures

In this section, details about the fieldwork are presented. The first
subsection deals with planning for data collection, including the pilot test
of all the instruments and training of interviewers. The second subsection
describes field activities. The final subsection describes monitoring of
the data collection.

Plpnning for Data Collection

The skeleton plan for gathering'data called for obtaining data from
hi h school students and their parents within the city of Columbus, at three
time points within a thiee year perieW. Data were,to be collc,I.ted via

LutervAleyer visits to-respentients' homes.
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In the first stage of planning, koject staff attempted to identify

specific-strategies. that could be used 'to impl inset tpe plan. Toward this

end, project staff discussed their own ideas and sought suggestions from

individuals with experience or knowledge of data-collection techniques int

general and,panel studies in particular. In addition, staff reviewed thel

literature to obtain ideas. Included in this review were descriptions of

the data-collection systems of other studies (especially those related to

the same topic), and general discussions of field methods. Exikples of

types of discussions consulted include the description of methodology

contained in Youth in Transition (Bachman, l',170); and general discussions on

methodology contained in various issues of the Public 0 ni n Quarterly

(e.g., Crider, et al., 1971; Dohrenwend, et al., 1968; S n, et al.,

1971; Taylor, 1976).

In the second stage of planning, project staff discussed ideas

obtained from the above sources in a.formal session with consultants. In

the third stage of planning, a tentative plan was defined by project staff

in consultation with the staff of a local research survey firm (Appropriate

Solutions, Inc.). The tentative plan was then pilot tested and revised. A

manual explaining the plan I- interviewers, Interviewer Special

Instructions, was compos.,... 1

5.pecial Problems. The final plan for the data-collection operation is

presented in the next section. The following parigraphs discuss decisions

made concerning some of the more important problems involved in collecting

data. The discussion is organized around two objectives, centrei to all

data collection plaaning operations: (1) maximizing respondent participation

levels, and (2) preventing bias.

(1) Participation level and attrition rates - In the present study,

ideas to maximize participation included several strategies: (1) a support

letter was sent to respondents from the superintendent of public schools,

(2) monetary incentives were offered to participants ($10.00 per panel per

family), and (3) questionnaires were hand delivered to respondeAts' homes

instead of mailed.

Because the study was designed as a three-year panel study, the

problem of maintaining respondents across panels was a serious concern. Two

types of attrition, differing in their source and origin can be

dtstinguished: (I) attrition due to a respondent's deliberate decision to

withdraw, and (2) attrition caused indirectly by events such as a respondent

moving outside the area of study, or to an unknown address within the study

area.

Numerous techniques to prevent withdrawal from the study were noted in

the literature and were used in this survey. First,, attempts were made both

in the letter announcing the stuav, and throughout the study, to instill in

, respondents a sense of the importance of the study, as well as their

importance to the success 'of the study. Secondly, monetary incentives were

continued for each panel. An idea used in previous studies and adopted in

this study was the use of an interim newsletter mailed to respondents

(Bachmin, 1970). Because of fearof influencing responses to the
luestionnaires, however, the progress report for the present study refrained

from discussing theory or reporting findings.

1
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nternal sources of attrition such as a family's relocation are not

uader the control of_a research study. PrOject staff did, however, attempt
tb-dfaTitrol cases of attrition reslIging from thi's situation.
Change-of-address and telephone number postcards were continuously

'distributed to i4apondents (in person and through tihe mail) throughout the
*ear. A plan fpr sending addresscorrection-requested letters to
respondents (a service available through the Postal System) at the beginning
of each panel was adopted.

One research Aiticussion (Wilcox, lq65) consulted in the literature
review reported-statistical evidence of the propensity toward survey
attrition .on the part of certain groups of people including renters and low
income individuals. This information stimulated quest(ions to respondents
asking whether respondents owned or rented their homes. This was done on a
supplementary form,to the questionnaire called the Follow-Up form. This
form was also used to ask resObtidents if they planned to move during the
year, and if so, whether they would or would not remain within the Columbus
area. In addition, the form elicited the name of a person (close friend or
relative) to serve as a contact in case'the respondent family moved without
notifying the research.project. No special effort was required to obtain
information about the income status of the family since questions regarding
ineome were already contained in the instruments.

(2) Prevention of bias The problem of bias was a major issue during

the planning. The form bf bias considered the greatest threat te valid .

information in the study'was intra-family contamination of data: i.e.,,the
effects of individual family members oft the responses of other family .

members. This inLluded concern that famil. members might confer with one
another in filling oe- their questionnaire booklets and concern that the
mere pres.mce of other family members in the same room might unconsciously
affect a respondent in influencing him/her to offer answers acceptable to
the other individuals in the roar %the group-interview affect). The former
concern was one of the reasons for the plan to use interviewers to deliver,
collect, and return questignnaires, instead of a mail-out or drop-off
system. It was also the reason for simultaneous comple+Ion of questionnaires
by all family members instePd of a possible 1n-school interview for'students
with take-home questionnaites for parents. Project staff found it
impossible to address the latter concern.

Pilot test. All data collection procedures were pilot tested prior to

the fieldoperation. Twenty-four respondent families and six interviewers
participated in the test. Interviewer contact with prospective respondents
for the pilot test differed from those used in the actual study. In the

fieldwork for panel one, letters from the project director and from the
superintendent of the Columbus public schools were sent to respondents prior
to telephone contact by interviewers; these letters wetlb not part of the
pilot test.

Following the pilot test, a debriefing session during which
interviewers reported their experiences.was held. In addition, each
interviewer submitted a form for each family interviewed reporting on
various aspects of the home visit such as: (r) ability of family members to
read the instrument with understanding, (2) specific questionnaire items
that created problems for respondents, and (1) duration of home visit.
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Training of intervieWers. As explained in the'text, all interviewers

attended a four-hour briefing session relating specific information and

instructions regarding the study. In addition all interviewers had

previousy completed comprehensive-training concerning all types of

interviewing.

Three important topics covered in the briefiah session were: (1)

underlying logic of the subjective-probability questions, (2) procedures for

explaining the subjective-probability questions to respondents, and (3) how

to obtain codable responses to the open-ended occupation and industry

questions. The Special Instructions To Interviewers manual was used as the

basis for discussions regarding the first two topics. Discussion about

obtaining codable responses consisted of (1) a brief explanation, of.the

steps and resources used in census coding, (2)_ presentation of coding

examples to demonstrate the importence of specific and complete information,

and (3) practice in coding occupatfonq aild industry entnles.

Field Activities

This discusaion is subdivided into four subsections, The first

subsection discusse, selection of respondents. .Subsection two pertains to

selection of interviewers. Subsection three describeS the initial contqct

with prospective respondents. The final subsection describes the visit of

intervi.ewers in respondents' homes.

Respondents. As reported in the text section on sampling, students for

the survey were selected from the inaster list of high school'sciphomores

attending the Columbus public school systim. The ratio of oversampling

required, as re4prted in the text discussion of sam, rIfi (Chapter Two), was

. three to one. c!quent to pulling the sample, parents of each student

were contacted In order to obtain agreement to participate.

In addition to the requirement that the student he enrolled as a

regular (nonspecial-education-program) sophomore tn a Columbus public high

school, ehere were two other criteria for family participation: (1)

willingness of at least one-parent (or parent substitute) to participate,

and (2) ability of all participating family members to reakand fill in

their own questionnaire booklets (functional-literacy).

Interviewers. Twenty-eight individuals were hired ta -hand carry

questionnaires to respondents' homes during the field operation. Many of

these individuals previously were on the interviewing staff of a locll

survey,research firm (Appropriate Solutiols, Inc. [ASI1). The term
"interviewer" is used throughout this report in referring to this group of

workers, &spite the fact that°. their responsibilities did not require actual

administration of questionnaires. The numerous tasks related to the

interview sessiod assigned to the interviewers are coutlined below. Training

of interviewrs has been described in the section.on Planning fox. Data

Collection.

Initial conthrts with respondents. After letter's from the project

director and the superintendent of Itiumbus Public Schools were maile4 to



respondenes, interviewers made telephone calls to potential respondents in

_order to: .(1) confirm alt.conditions.of engibility (it was.at this point
that attempts were made to eliminate speciar-educatio*-progrsm students and

functional illiterat-s), (2) obtain agreement for participation, and (3)
schedule the hope visit. uhdas no circumstance was a home visit made
without prior telephone arbtact.

Home visit ng the home visits% each participating family member
filled in a pair of ques onnaire booklets. Instructions for answering all
booklets were p ovIded in itten form. Instructions for booklets 2, 4, and
6 (the second ...klets fi n by he youth, mother and father,
respectively) were gned t be rea independpntly. Instructions for
booklets 1, 3, and 5 (the firs questio naire booklets filled in by youth,
mother and father, respectively conta ing the subjective-probability
questions, were designed to be r ad t7 the respondent by the interviewer
(see Planning for Data Collection section for discussion). Exaft steps of
the instruction process were as.followsf (1) the interviewer read
instructions to respondents, (2) respondents completed one practice example
given in-the questionnaire booklet, (3) the interViewer examined
respondents' response and (4) the interviewer interpreted to respopdents
the meaning of the re4onses, and asked if the interpretation were correct.
If a respondent repo7t d that the interviewer's interpretation did not
reflect the respondent's intention, the respondent was asked to explain to
the interviewer what he/she meant by the response. The interviewer then
explained to the respondent how the question should have been checked.

After completion, questionnaires were edited by the interviewer to
assure.that all questions had been answered. In addition, interviewers
obtained respondent signatures on various forms.

Completed questionnaire booklets from each home visit were returned to
the project office during weekly check-in sessions scheduled for each
interviewer. Details concerning this and other aspects of the mana),,ement of
the field operation are explained in the next section concerning Monitoriny
and Managing th'e Field Operation.

Monitoring and Managing the Field Opeiation

Discussion of the following topics is presented in this sectinn: (1)

systeM of alloting respondents to.interviewers, (2) fieldwork support
services, (3) Ihferviewer check-In systm, and (4) interview:verifitation
system. Each of the above procedures were managed by the NCIVIE staff and
consultants from Appropriate Solutions, Inc.

Method of assigning respondentr to interviewers. Information contained
on the school board master list regarding each studf.tnt sele.cted (e.g.,
parents' names, home address, telephone number) was transferred to
individual forms called "Call Records." These forms were designed for use
in assigning respondents to interviewers and for recording telephone and .

appointment outcomes. Before distributing Call Records to interviewers,
respondents were grouped together according to the zip code area of their
addresses. Croups of Call Jecords from one or more zip code.areas were



Olen distributed to each interviewer. The purpose of the clustering system

was to minimize travel dtstance. It was not always possible, however, to

assist ittetvItweis to resisondents%near-the interviewee:I neighborhood.

Each time interviewers completed (successfully interviewed) or resolved (any

outcome other than a successfully completed interview) all of the Call

Records assigned,to them, they were provided with additional Call Records.

4 Fieldwork support system. A fieldwork office, manned by one or more

National Center staff or ASI consultants, was maintained during all periods

Oben interviews were allowed. At this office, staff members responded to

telephone calls regarding problems and questions from the field, including

calls from respondenis requesting changes in appointment times and dates,

distributed additional supplies (e.g., questionnaire booklets) to

intettiewers when needed, and took turns managing interviewer check-in

sessions durli,ng which interviewers reported to the office to hand in

completed questionnaire booklets.

Interviewer check-in system. The interviewer check-In system, in which

interviewers reported to the project office once a week to turn in completed

questionnsires, enabled project staff to maintain contact with interviewers

and to monitor progress of the rest rch operation. Specific tasks

accomplished during each check-In f..ssion l'ere as follows: (1) completed

questionnaire packets wcre returned to the fieldwork office, logged into

entTy files, and routed to the coding division; (2) the status of all

nonresolved call records held by interviewers was reported to pro,ect staff;

(3) the numbers of completed cases and nonresolved cases containnd in each

race and seg category were tallied; (4) new assignments and additional

supplies were distributed t9 interviewers, when necessary; and (5) written

weekly updates of proceduraq changes and clarification were distributed to

interviewers.

Interviewer verification system. Ten percent of each inteviewer's home

visits were verified by a telephone call to the respondents' home.

Respondents were asked questions to confirm that the intervtew had taken

place and that all rules and procedures had been followed. One inteAriewer

left some questionnaixes in respondents' homes on one date and picked them

up at a later date. This violation of proper procedures was discovered

through the verification process. (The effect of this irregularity on datd

quality remains to be analyzed.) The verificat.on call also enabled

respondents to express their thoughts about the survey to project siaff.

Codinq

Planning for Coding

Planning for the coding operation involved tu-a tasks: (1) designing a

system for assigning numeric codes to questionvaire items not already ,

precoded (see explanation of precoded items in Instrumeritation Section), and

(2) deciding where to record codes so as to facilitate keypunching.

Discussion of issues related to each of these tasks is presented below.

1
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Oely_two_groups.of questions
ientained in the instrument required tbe assignment of codes: subjective-

probability items, and open-ended occupation and indlstry questions. Most

other questions were either precoded, binary code, or fill-in questions

requiring no more than the recording of already existent numbers or precodes

in a readable form for kepunchers.

The plan developed for coding subjective probability queions called

for measuring respondents' checkmarks (see sections on Codingjlrocedures and

Instrumentation for a fuller explanation of how this was don6) and recording

the value obtained. This measurement necessitated constrqction of specially
scaled rulers during the planning stage. The rulers constructed were 4.25

inches long and marked with 100 equal divisions.

Procedures outlined in the project proposal for coding open-ended
occupation and industry questions called for the use of U.S. Bureau of the

Census categories used to code employment information collected during the

1970 decennial census. Use of this coding system necessitated a specialized
operation in which pccupation and industry titles contained in the
questionnaire could be looked up in census reference sources.

Toward developing such a system, project staff investigated coding
procedures used by the Census Bureau and other research operations using

census codes. The following man als were studied: Manual for Coding

Occupations and Industries into Detailed 1970 Catwries and a Listing of

1970-Basis Duncan Socioeconomic and NpRC Prestige Scores (Featherman, Eobe1

and Dickens, 1975); Social Factors in Aspirations and Achievements
Occupation-Industry Coding Handbook (Sheehy, Netkin and Grant, 1974);

Occupation and Industry Coding Manual of the Mnnesota Labor Force Study
(Gustafson, 1977); and the introduction sections of the Alphabetical Index
of Industries and Occupations (Alphabetical Index) and the Classified Index

of Iniustries and Occpations (Classified Index) (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1971). In addition, project staff gathered suggestions from consultants and
other individuals having Experience or familiarity with similar coding

operations.

From these investigations, numerous ideas for coling ocf-upations and

industries were considered. Discussion of these is presented below.

In one study (Sheehy, et al., 1974), coders were divided Into two

74.h"ei
groups: one group cod,2d occupation data into census codes, and the r

group coded all other data. Census coders, In Ois operation, were fort r

subdivided into three groups coding current job information; job
expectations; and allocating census codes to all those occupational cases

uncodable through usual procedures. In planning for the present coding
operation, however, the idea of division of labor for general and census

coding initially was rejected, and a nondifferentiated system in which all

coders worked with all .types of data was adopted. After three weeks oC
experimentation with the nondifferentiated systft, and subsequent to quality
checks on the cod2d data, revisions were adopted creating a division of
labor between general coders and census coders% Complete description of the

final system is presented in the section on Coding Procedures. Further



explanation of the quality checks responsible for the change in,procedures

is enntained in the sect.iononQjaiLyChecks

In addition to the system of task specialization, the Above study

reported a system of independent coding of each questionnaire item related

to occupation or industry. The expressed aim of this system was to avoid
inter-question bias--the tendency of coders to select a code for one
questionnaire item because of knowledge concerning the coding pf4others
questionnaire items. Implimentation of this system meapt that coders were
permitted to code only one employment-related item per questionnaire at any

given time. To accomplish this objective, questionnaires were rotated among

coders. Shelf space was allotted and labeled for each occupation and

industry question. All incoming questionnaires were placed in-the first
slot on the shelf, i.e., that slot reserved for the first job or industry
question contained in.the questionnaire. A coder coded the first entry in a

questionnaire and then placed the queetionnaire in the next slot. Another

coder then coded.the second entry. This process conqnued until all
occupation and industry questions in each cuestionnaite were coded. %nits

method was not adopted ,for the present study, howevert due to the excessive

space, time and supervisory efforts necessitated; however, coders were °4

Instructed not to,allow previous coding decisions to influence their coding

of_any particdlar item.

The Minnetota Labor Fore Survey employed a system 'of industry coding

based on,a listing of all major companies located in the study area

(Gustafson, 1977). Firm names contained in the listing were arranged
according to the Standard Intiustrial Classification coding system developed

by the U.S. Government Office of Management and Budget. Although this
coding system differs from the census system, it was possible to
cross-reference these codes to census codes by using one section of the!
Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupations. Coders could, therefore,

use the listing to locate industry codes for firm names contained in the

questionnaires. Although this system varies from census methods, and has
sonie disadvantages'(Shcehy, et al., 1974), it has one important advantage of
being an easier, more direct method, involving less coder interpretatirn and

judgment than the census method.

The current study decided to adopt a system analogous to the M!nnesota

technique. A listing of firm names andcodes for the study area was
obtaineaVin the form of the membership list of the Columbus area Chamber of

CommerCg. This list contains the names and Standard Industrial Codes (SIC)

for approximately one-third of all firms located in Columbus. Although the

list was not a complete one, and in spite of other disadvantages, project

staff feel that the ease and uniformity introduced by the system effected

greater validity of the coded data. Comparison of codes assigned under the

original system (the census sybtem in which interpretation and judgment were
necessary), and codes assigned under this system support this point.

One problem considered during the planning operation was whether to

code the industry of the respondent's specific job or the industry of the

respondent's employer. Fo: example, which 45dustry code should he used for

an adto mechanic working at Sears Department Store? Although opinion in the

literature varied regarding this issue (Sheehy, et al., 1974), the current

t.
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study decided to use that industry code which reflected the major activity'

-Ow firi4 _One passou for this dacisipn.was that it_allowed_use_of_ the
Chamber of Commerce membership roster for all industry-64ing.

As a result of preliminary reading about the coding experiences of
other operations, project staff anticipated that some respondent entries
would be too general or vague for assignment of a single code. One study

devised a specialized system to handle this problem (Sheehy, et al., 1974).
Table 8 in the 1970 Census of Population Occupation by Indesry (U.S. Bureau
of the Census, 1972) was used to obtain statistics concerni-g the number of
individuals of each sex working_in various occupations. All occupational

groups suggested by a respondent's vague entry were referenced in this

table. That occupational group containing the greatest numberoof
individuals of the same sex as the respondent was chosen as the most likely
job category for the vague entry. The current study decided not to use this
system, however. Instead, the decision was made to list all possible codes
for the general or vague entry on a special form called a Multiple Code

Sheet. The.most appropriate of these codes was to be listed on this form as
the first entry (in addition to being listed on the coding sheet). The plan

for utiltzing the additional codes during analysis was to average Duncan SEI

A codes for all the occupational codes listed on the Multiple Code Sheet.

S.

The Census Bureau's Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupations
contains two types of listings for both industry and occupation titles. The

Industrial Classification System tthree pages) and the Occupational
Classification System (five pages) comprise summaries of all numerical codes
and their title headings. (Throughout the remainder of this discussion, ..

these summary lists are referred to,as the short list of industries and the

/

short list of occupations.) In addition to the hort lists, the
Alphabetical Ineex provides a breakdown of each f the code groups, listing

all of the lob or industry titles contained with n each group.

Initially, thr decision was made to use the short lists as the coding
reference in censas coding. This decision was based on the'assumption that

the coding operation would be less complicated than the U.S. census
operation due to the limited geographical area of respondevts, and to
restrictions imposed by the relatively simpler design of the questionnaire
Atems used to.elicit employment information. The decision also was due, in

part, to difficulties in obtaining details regarding specific procedures

employed by the CetAsus Bureau, and to project staff's initial lack of

, appreciation of thk complexities of occupational coding. Because of these

factors, it was cimeluded that use of the short lists would be adequate.
Routine quality checks performed on the coded data after the fixst three
weeks, however, revealed the invalidity of this system; the result wal the
recoding of all previously coded occupation and industry entries and the
ad,Ttion of revised procedures:employing the Census' long lists as the

'relerence soure for all occupation and industry coding. (See Coding

Procedures section for a complete discussion of this system.)

Selection of Procedure for Recording Codes. The second major task
included in planling the coding operation was to determine whei., to record
codes to strike an optimum balance between coding time and keypunch time.
The idea of recording l_l codes .n the righthand margin of each
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questionnaire booklet Wis considered but rejected, in favor of transferring

014. Aodes to coding forms. The major re7ason for this choice was the concern

for minimizing keypuncher error. Project staff modified the btinderd

Fortran coding form for this purpose. The modified form was blocked with

heavy vertical lines to identify each number field, and skipped columns were

blacked out.

Loding Procedures

4P

As explained in the section on data collection procedures, completed

questionnaire booklets arrived from the field in sets of six (in the case of

two-parent families) or four (in the case of one-parent famines). Each set'

also contained separate fotms containing facts .egarding the Pilt-sinterview

contacts with the family; supplementary information conceining the interview

situation; ard information to assist in locating rspondents for the second

and third data collection panels. Upon receipt, each setof questionnaires

was logged in and a disposition form designed to record each step of the

operations performed on the questionnaire packet was affixed to the

booklets.- Questionnaires were then Ready to be coded; no precoding.edits

were done.

Under the revised procedures, five student employees worked as general

coders and four as census coders. The former were assigned coding of (1)

the subjeciive probabilities; (2) other closed-ended questions; and (3) all

nonoccupation-related, open-ended questions. The latter coded the

open-ended occupation and industry questions: (1) parents' current and past

occupations, (2) parents' current and past industries, (3) students'

occupational expectations, (4) students' occupational aspirations, and (5)

perceived occupational expec:ations of peers.

Steps in coding. Before.coding, general and census coders logged out

questionnaire booklets. This procedure consisted of recording the family

identification number for the set of questionnaires, the coder's Initials,

and the check-out date in a log designed for this purpose.

(1) General coding - Next, gertt.ral coders coded all questions assigned

to thom In order of occurrence. Subjective probability checkmarks were

measured and the two-digit values (ranging from zero to 100) indicating the

distance between the checkmarks and the zero point of the lines, were

recorded. Precoded closed-ended questions were coded by transfering,the

precode to the coding form. In the case of binary code closed-ended
questions, each response alternative was assigned a code of zero or one

depvnding on whether or not it had been checked by the respondent. For

nonoccupational open-ended questions (e.g., fill-in questions eliciting

information such as ages, dates, number of siblings, etc.), coding usually

took the form of transfering the numeric response to the coding form. (It

was sometimes necessary to right-justify digits in this process.)
.OF

As is typical of coding operations, somdiresponses failed to fit any of

the predefined codes. Special codes ha: to be created for theno eases.

Some of these special codes are presented later In the discussion.



If a coder hAd difficulty coding any response, he/she was instructed to
Seek assistance from the coding supervisor. This 'procedure and the referral
system in whiéh assignment of a code was diferred for later supervisor
attention, will be explained in the Referral System section.

After general liDders finished coding all questions assigned to them,
they recorded their 4nitials on the disposition form attached to the set of
questionnaires and placed them in one of two boxes. If completely coded
(containing no nonresolved problems), Ihe questionnaires were routed to
census coders. If requiring referral (due to the presence of coding
problems), the questionnaires were routed to the coding supervisor.

(2) Census coding - Procedures used for census coding constituted a
modified version of procedures used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. (For

description of exact procedures used by the Census Bureau, the reader is
referred to the 1977 Census of Oakland, California Industry and Occupation
Coding Training Manual [U.S. Bureau,of the Census, 19771). Both Census

references were used: the Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupations
and the Classified Index of Industries and Occupations. Additionally, the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (D.O.T.) wap used for occupational coding,
and the 1977-78 Columbus Chamber of Commerce Membership Roster and Directory
was used for industry coding. A description of the content and format of
each of these volumes is provided below. A ep-by-step description of
procedures used in coding occupation questiq s is then presented, followed
by a step-by-step description of procedures for industry questions.

The Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupations lists industry and
occupation titles reported in national censuses and surveys conducted by the
U.S. Bureau of the densus. The text is divided into two major sections:
the first comprises a listing of industry titles; the second, a listing of
occupation titles. In each of these sections, titles are listed in
alphabetical order on the left side of the page and three-digit codes for
each are printed on the right-hand side. In the case of the occupational
titles, one or more industry codes, referred to as industry restrictions,
sometimes appear in a middle column between the title and code. For a
complete explanation of procedures the reader is referred to the
introduction of the Alphabeticil Index.

In addition to the two major suhdivisirins, as explained previously, the
Alphabetical Index contains an eight-page summary of title headings of all
industrial and occupational codes (short lists).

The Classified Index of Industries aad Occupations is identical to the
Alphabetical Index in its contents; differences between the two volumes are
organitational only. In this volume job and industry titles are listed by
code category, and all code categories are listed in numerical order by code
dumber.

The 1977-78 Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce Membership Roster and
Directory includes a forty-dive page alphabetical list of the approximately
2,300 businesses belonging to the Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce. For

each firm, a code indicating the firm's classification according to the
Stindard Industrial Classification (SIC) system is given. In the panel-one
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coding operation, coders cross-referenced these SIC codes by consulting the

-short lists centained-n the Alphabetical and Classified Indexes in which"

both SIC and census codes are listed.

The iliationalrritleso.o.To is published by the U.S.

Manpower Administration and contains 35,550 job titles. For each job title,

the D.O.T. either describes the job or refers the reader to another

(synonomous) title containing a description. Although the order of job

titles is by code group, the D.O.T. coding system is specific to the Office

of Manpower Administration and differs from the U.S. Census Coding System.

Project staff were unable to locate a cross-reference source for the two

coding systems for the panel-one coding operation (two partial

cross-references were located and aed in the panel-two coding.operation).

It was, therefore, impossible to-make any use-of the codes provided in the

D.O.T.

As evidenced by reference to Appendix A, all of the open-ended

occupational questions were comprised of two parts. The first section

elicited a job title, the second section, a description oe'duties involved

in the job.

After logging out a questionnaire packet, Om first step in

occupational coding was to decide whether the job title provided hy the

respondent in the first section of the question was consistent with the

description of duties ltsted in the second section. This step required

judgment on the part of the coder. If convinced that the job title

zonstituted an accurate representation of duties performed, the.coder looked

the job title up in the Alphabetical Index (long list). If an industry

restriction appeared between the title iind code (see explanation of

Alphabetical Index), it was necessary for the coder to make sure that the

industry code for the occupational entry being coded was consistent with

those listed in the industry restriction. The final step in coding was to

record the three-digit code for the job title on the coding form.

The most common situations complicating these procedures werti: (1)

omission of a job title in the questionnaire item; (2) suspected

inconsistency between the job title and description; and (3) Inability to

locate the exact wording used by the respondent in the Alphabetical Index.

Additional procedures were required in each of these cases.

11 cages in which the job title sectian of the question had not been

answered, the coder had to rely on the description of dnties provided in the

second section of the question. In such casas, the coder was required to

Jletermine an appropriate job title based on information provided in the

description. The coder then proceeded with the other steps.in coding.

Whenever a coder suspected that the job title listed might Tv an

linaccurate indication of duties performed, the D.O.T. or The Encyclopedia

of Careers and Vocational Guidance (Mopke, 1977) was consulted. The iob

title in question was_looked up, and the description provided in the D.O.T.

or Encyclopédia was c61spared to the description in the questionnaire. 1i

inconsistency were determined, coders ignored the.title and relied on-the

description of duties provided In the question in determining an appropriate

code. This policy was consistent with policy used in a previous study.



(gheely, et al., 1974) and reflects agreement with the argument that-job
descriptions are usuilly more accurate than job titles, due to realms such
as inflation of job titles by employers. (Consistent with this policy,
co,ers were instructed to place more weight on the jcb descrOtion in other
cases of ambiguity, as well.) Whenever there was completi contradiction
between a job title and description, a special code was used (see s.ection on
Special Codes).

If the exact words or particular order of words used in a respondent's
job title were not found in the Alphabetical Index, the coder looked- up
other word!ngs (e.g.0"teacher'8 assistant" instead of "teacher's aide"), or
other possible.word orders (e.g., "clerk, coding" instead of "coding
clerk"). Coders used their own ingenuity, the job description section of
the question, the D.O.T., and other sourcesiruch as The Encyclopedia in
generating these alternatives.

%*-

After.locatinA a code j.n the Alphabetical Index, it sometimes was
judged advisable to double check the code in order to obtain further
evidence (A the appropriateness of the code in representing the respondent's
occupation. The short list and the Classified Index were used for this
purpose.

Whenever a respondent's occupation entry was too ambiguous for
as gning a single code,*the usual procedure was tn list all possible codes
on special form called the Multiple Code Sheet. Tha": code judged to be
tl best fit for the entry was listed first and wau the only code recorded
on the coding form. The rationale for this procedure and the uses suggested
for the additional data for the analysis stage have been discussed in the
P\lanning for Coding section. If the entry was judged too general for use of
the Multiple Code Sheet, a spe:Ial code was sometimes used (see section on
Special Codes).

The surveys contained two questions eliciting industry information.
Both of tb.:se questions referred to parents' current or past jobs. Becaese
of the fact that it was often necessary to know the Industry code of a job
before an occupational code could be assigned, industry qaestions were coded.
before occupation questions. In the case of multipurpose places of
business (comprising'mere than one indestry)., the major indestry of the firm
wc.s coded. This was done even if the code disagreed with the specific
industry of the respondent's job. .For example, a hairdresser working at
Sears Department Store was assigned the fIndustry code gor department stores
instead of hairdressing service's. 'The rationale for this policy has been
explained in the Planning for Coding section.

Exact ,steps in:the coding of the industry 'questions were as follows:
(1) the name of the respondent's place of employment was obtained from the
questionnaire (form a or 6, questions 12 and IS). (2) This name was lookve
,up in'the 1977-78 Columbus Chamber of Commerce Membership Roster and
Direct.rx in order to obtain a Standard Industrial Classifica.tion (SIC)
code. t3) The SIC code for the company was crossreferenced, uslng the
industry short list of the Alphabetical Index to obtain the correct census
industry code. (4) This census code was recorded on the coding form.
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For cases in which the employer's name was not found in the Chamber of

Coeseree-Rester, -the tespemy ease was looked 'a! in the Directory of Ohio
Manufacturers (Ohio Department of Economic and Community Development, 1975)

which provides SIecodes for major firms In the State of Ohio. If this

attempt proved unsuccessful or if the name of business had been omitted on

the qur'stiontaire, coders resorted to routine census procedures for coding

industry: the response was read and interpreted by coders'and an industry

title was looked up in the industry section (long list) of the Alphabetical

Index. If located, the three-digit code indicated in the text was recorded.

If the exact title could not be located, synonomous titles or alternative

word orders were checked.

If the descripiion was missing from the questionnaire or was
inadequate, a city directory (Polk, 1977) was consulted, or a telephone call

was made to the local-puolic library's businesa.section or the Corporation

Registration/Licensing Office of the Ohio Department of State.. All of these

sources provide at least a brief desCript.ion of firms and compinies when the

company name is known or in the case of the State Corporation Registratfon

Office, if the company is incorporated.

.For both occupational and industry coding, two additional resources

developed before and during the coding operation proved useful.. These were:

(1) file boxes containing resolutions of problem cases encou-tered in two
previous studies, and (2) the referral sheet notebook containing a record of

resolutions of problems encountered in the current study. Coders could

consult either or both of these two resources at any point in the coding

operation, in lieu of any of the steps outlined above.

Whenever occupation/industry codels were unable to code entries

effectively and quickly, they requested superv[sor help. As in the case of

resolutions 9f nonoccupational problems, resolutions reached through this

procedure were always recorded In the Resolution Log for later review and

approval by other staff members.

Special Codes. Procedures used in the coding operailon included use of

unique codes designated for the coding af unanticipated responses. Project

staff Rither invented these codes'or redefined already existing census codes

for usr,re in such cases, The two reasons for special codes were to cerrect

for the inadequacies of the already defined coding system and, especially in

the case of occupntional information, to pres*erve as much information as

possible, even if the information weie somewhat vague or incomplete. Two of

the special codes are particu4r1y interesC ig and, therefore, are described

below.

(1) Tndugtry and allocation codes - Ohenever possible, either censuf-

industry codes or ceets allocation codes were used to code those

occupational entries,that were too vague for the assignment of sinAle or

multiple occupation codes. Fin examplev when a respondent prbvided the
nonspecific resperae of NfoLks in adepartment store," the census industry

code for department store was assigned (instead of attempting to/list all

possible occupation codes relevant to "department score' on a multiple code

sheet, oi using the Missing data code) thereby preserving this item of

information. When a respondent listed "professional job", the occupation
allocatioaltode 196 for "professional technfcal and Kindred Workers" was
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' used. This procedure wasrused only as a lai* resort- in the coding of
occupational entries due to the fact that Such codes lack DuncanSEI 4
equivalents. .

7u;iill Code for contradic,tory responses - Previous diacussieff has . 4, -

explainea procedures for coding cases,iftvolvpii,partial coneradiclion
between job titles and job description (see SeFtIon'onPbCod'ing Prodedare0.
For cases' in tihich there was complete contradfction, a simeal code "-33"
was invented. In adslition to listing this catte-on'the coding form, coders
listed this code on the Multiple Code Sheet:foilowed bi appropriate codes to
represent both the lob title and the job description. Although the
panel-one analysii made no-use os:f these q'Yes, :potential usages do exist
and will he considered in futuce-panel analyses.

Problem reterral system. s mentioned.Lpreviously, cases of general and
censusi coding that could not bi coded by routine steps w,ere referred to
supervisors. Referral procedures are outliqed below.

;

The referral system relied upon a fofm :paled the referral sheet on
which the problem and eventually the.resolution and'all 'Steps leading to it
Jere recorded. In Ohs first.step, the coder recprded the 'problem on the
referral sheet and inserted the sheet,inside the questionnaire booklet. The
set of questionnaires wde-then routed to supervpuirs. Initially, all
referred casesere read, researched and solved, if possible,ill one staff

'membe.r and then-routinely,checked-by a second staff member. Pr-the secOnd
staff ?nember disagreed with th.e resolution, the case.was reViewed by the
project director whose decision was considered final. This plan .remained in
effect thoughout the first half (approximately six weeks). 6f the coding
operation. The numbev of project.staff involved in resolvirk coding
probler;s4 was reduced Oring the second half of.the coding operation.

The tpsk af sepervising coding shifts was rotated among three staff
members. All decisions made by the supervisor of a coding shift were
recorded in the Resoetiontog. This svetem served two purposes. First it
crpated i permarent record of decisions made. Among other things,, this meant
,that if loter developments or decisions dictated a change'fii a coding rule,
all cases coded under the.old rule could Ae referenced and changed.
Secohdly, the Resolution Log enabled decisions made by the superviior of One
shift to be communicated to supervisors .of other shifts, thereby
contTiheting to consistency of procedures across coding shifts. Superviiory
vaff also composed and distributed weekly updates of changes'in 'proCedures
and points cf clarification to coders.

Quality checks. A speCial quaLity check across all, coders %Ogee'
completed approximately three weeks after the start of.the coding diSeration.
At toast one-third of each of the nine coder's work was checked on all,
nonoccupational questions. ,At a later point a check of coding on al;

occupation -and industry questions was completed. As a result 'of these two_
checks, changes described above in the coding operation were made after the-

.
first moprh.

Suh'sequent to. the special quality check across all 'coaers', coding on,all
questionnaire items was checked for a randomly selectea.ten percent of all
questionnnaires. This tIm percent quality check waS Continued routinely
throughout the femainder of the coding operation...Ili-N.



After the data were coded and keypunched, a computer program was
written to'check each variable for numerical values outside of the valid r
range for the variable. Using this program, 'accuracy of both the coded and
keypuched data.was checked and illegal values corrected.

Coder training. Coder training at the beginqs..of the coaing
operation consisted of an hour anda halt orientatiEon to the
questionnnaires, the Coding form,ethe codes, and co4ing prdcedurep. Coders
were taught how to measure the sqjective probabilities, how tu distinguish
and code precoded add binary code questions, wIrn and how to right-justify
numerical entires for the nonoccppational open-ended questions, and how to
code the open-ended industry and occupation questions. Muéll of the
instruction consisted of a practice coding session using'a set':of coMpleted
questionna.ires followed by a group discussion-and.correction'sessión.

Retraining of census coders after%i410 first three wks involved
explanation of step-by-step proceduiles.as*outlined in the section on Coding
Procedures and explanation of rulds fqr the coding of speetal cases.
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